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When the Inland Empire Tv News is there,
then so are You!
VOLUME 7, NUMBER 6

Inland Empire
Headline News

Inland Empire
Health

ONT Air Traffic Up,
Terminal Plan
Grounded (Again)
by Mark Zclmer

Inland Emp ire
sports

Inland Empire
cusiness
Pl us

Looking Inland, Weather, and a Weekly Restaurant Review.

The Inland Empire Tv News can be seen on
Comcast Cable and KZKI-TV.
KZKI -TV* weekdays at 5:30 p.m.
Comcast Cable* weekdays at 6:30p.m.

J

ust as lhe numbers on air
Jraffic at Ontario lnlernatJOnal Airporl showed
stgns of really tak1ng off, a 10year-old effort to expand the terminal was snagged again.
As May faded fast toward
summer travel season, the airlines thai use "ONT" and the Los
Angeles Deparlmenl of Airports,
whrch owns ONT, were sttll 1n
negotiations over the terminal
proJect. Both sides agreed the
key rssue ts the aulines' role 1n
fundtng the $172 million expansion
Meanwhile, ONT reported a
3.2 percent growth in passenger
traffic for April 1995, compared
with the same month a year
ago-despite a curtatling of
flights to Mexico that accounted
for 6,200 passengers in April
1994. The annual report for
1994 also showed that ONT revenues soared to a record $40 million, including $8.8 million in
passenger servrce fees earPlease Sa Page 40

*Please check your local cable listings for the time, day and channel in your area.
or tum to KZKI Channel 30 on UHFI
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May 19th Women
and Business
Expo at the
Riverside
Convention
Center.
(Highlights on
page 26.)
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Armor All Wea hers First
Round in Court Fight
by Mark Zclmer

n what shapes up as a classic
courtroom drama unfolding
1n Rancho Cucamonga, the
nation's Jeadtng marketer of
automotive protectant products
weathered the first storm against
an Upland chemist on a mission.
On May 23 in West Valley
Supenor Court, Armor All
Products Corp of Aliso Viejo
won its countersuit against former employee Pritam Dhaliwal,
Ph D., who has a pending wrongful-termination lawsuit against
Armor All. In his countersuit ruling, Judge Paul M. Bryant gave
Dhaliwal, 53, five days to return
the 500 pages of research docu·
ments and 25 test ttres that
Dhaliwal admils taking pnor to
being fired from his 17-month
JOb as "technical manager, protectant dtvtsion, of Armor All's
research laboratory in Orange
County."
Dhaliwal also must pay
$6,215 to cover Armor All's cost

I

of litigation in the countersuit
Dhaliwal contends he was
fired for refusmg to disregard
test results showing the regular
use of some Armor All products
seemed actually to damage tires
and v1nyl surfaces.
Dhaliwal
said he took the company papers
and tires as potential future evidence after supervisors denied
his repeated requests for more
tesllng to ensure Armor All products did not pose a public health
hazard.
It was clear to Judge Bryant,
however, that Dhaliwal, back on
May 26, 1992, had srgned a standard Armor All employment contract barring the removal, disclosure, or use of any property
deemed confidential by the company.
Armor All spokeswoman
Melanie Day said the company
let Dhaliwal go simply because
they were dissatisfied with his
job performance. She pointed oul
lhat Dhaliwal, a native of India,
walled nearly a year to file his
initial wrongful-termination suit
based entirely on being discnminated against because of his age,
national origin, and race.
On the merit of Dhaliwal's
claims about Armor All product
effects, Day said, "Our family of
products undergoe~ the most rig·
orous testing in the industry.
After more than two decades and
750 million bottles of Armor All
Protectant sold and more than 90
mrllion satisfied customers, the
quality and safety of our products
IS self-evident."
Dhaliwal's attorney, John
McCarthy, said the apparent hazards caused by Armor All products would never have come to
light had his client not taken Jhe
materials he's been ordered to
return "He was concerned about
the long arm of Armor All, and he
still is," said McCarthy . .&

At Deadline
Esc row Closing on
$8.8 Million
Murrieta Hot Sprin gs Resort
scrow was set to close June
1 on the $8.8 million purchase of historic Murrieta
Hot Springs Resort & Spa by
Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa
Church officials confirmed
their plans to turn the 46-acre
resort complex, including 29
buildrngs, into a Christran conference
center
by
October.
Eventually, said sentor pastor
Chuck Smllh, Calvary Chapel
may relocate its Bible study college from Twin Peaks, near Lake
Arrowhead, to Murrieta Hot
Spnngs. First, however, extensive
struclural and cosmetic renovations are needed at the resort, now
open to the public and offering
lodging, a restauranl, a nightclub,
and a bar-and-grill. A golfing
school also operates at the resort,
just east of Murrieta city limits.
Many of the resort's structures
have fallen into disrepair, and
agents of Lee & Associates of
Riverside, the firm handling the
sale, said more than 400 hoteliers
were contacted about the property.
However, many said too much of
an investment would be needed to
turn a profit there. As a non-profit
organizallon, Calvary Chapel
plans to use volunleer labor and
donated supplies to bring the

E
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Commentary

Editorial

A

proposal
by
San
Bernardino County budget planners to impose
an across-the-board 4.5 percent
utility tax on unincorporated
areas of the county is under
study
by
the
Board
of
Supervisors. Planners say the
assessment could bring $10.4
million a year to the county general fund . Area residents and
businesses have shown strong
opposition to the tax, claiming
that it is selective, punitive, and
will severely impact businesses
with utility-intensive operations.
First proposed was a 1 percent
tax on only gas and electric service, but now the county is considering adding cable television
and telephone billings and
increasing the rate.

If the coun t y c lai ms to b e

bus/ness-friend ly, how

does this c orrelate?

We agree that the added
expense could force some businesses out of the county, especially those that are leasing, or
in the case of a nursery, without
buildings to tie them down. It
would definitely be a deterrent
for businesses considering moving into the area. If the county
claims to be business-friendly,
how does this correlate?

doesn't work. When costs of
operation exceed income from
the units, maintenance and
repairs are the first expenses to
be cast aside .
Eventually,
renters find themselves living in
undesirable parks or buildings,
which then turn neighborhoods
into slums . Remember the burning of the Bronx in New York
City.

he Blockbuster Pavilion
in Devore is a welcome
addition to the Inland
Empire and has provided some
great entertainment without the
required travel into Los Angeles.
However, they still have a few
wrinkles to iron out if they are to
keep patrons happy.
Insufficient restrooms for
the crowds is a real problem for
some people, and if there isn't
enough time to get through the
long lines at a mid-week concert
that appeals mostly to adult
audiences, how do they expect
hordes of teenagers at a weekend
rock concert to manage?
Another issue is the parking
facility. At $5 and $10 a car for
parking, surely they should be
making enough money to lay
asphalt.

T

How do they expect
hordes of teenagers at a
weekend rock concert to
manage?

ent control is another
hotly contested issue.
Renters in several area
mobile home parks are protesting the rent control initiative
that would invalidate all local
rent control, giving property
owners the option of increasing
rents at any time and stipulating
only that a 10% rent reduction
would have to be offered to lowincome residents who qualify.
Senior citizens, especially, are
frightened that their fixed
income will be insufficient to
maantain a comfortable lifestyle.
Unfortunately,
even
if
fellten defeat the initiative and
. . .ataJD tJtear reat coatrol policy, tlley cu 't count themselves
WUIIIen Over the decades it bas
beea provea that rent control

R

Driving over sharp gravel
and then making an extended
trip through gravel and dust in
your good clothes does not contribute to happy campers.
Blockbuster's
marketing
strategy can also cause problems
for prospective attendees. When
calling their 800 line for tickets
or information, the recorded
message says that the pavilion is
in North Ontario instead of
Devore. Their excuse is that no
one knows where Devore is, but
could it be that the real reason
is because they don't want to
discourage Orange County and
Los Angeles residents by indicating bow Ions a trip it would
be? •

JUNE 1995

The Wild West: Ride the Anti-Tax Wave
produce goods in California, a fact
that is directly related to California's
above-average tax on corporations.
ike so many cattle rustlers,
At 9.3 percent, it is higher than New
the governments of Western
Mexico (7.6 percent), Oregon (6.6
states have methodically pilpercent) and Utah (5.5 percent). The
fered California's corporate stock by
by-product of California's high taxes
reducing their taxes while California
raised its taxes. And 1in the proceS!) has been tepid growth at best and a
tax burden per household that is 19
we've been blind - still reveling
percent above the national average.
from the boom of the 1980s.
With such disparities in tax rates, it's
However, the last five years have
little wonder companies are voting
been a prolonged hangover of sorts;
with their feet and moving across
a regrettable, but perhaps sobering
state lines.
experience.
Yet, many California lawmakers
California is rapidly losing its
refuse to acknowledge that they are
status as "the high tech state."
Having already lost the bulk of its
the culprits, by continuing the most
significant reason for California's
defense and aerospace industries,
California's high taxes are threateneconomic decline: high taxes.
Fortunately, Republican lawing to further undermine the state's
makers in both houses, working with
job climate. In February, Intel
Governor Wilson, have introduced
Corporation introduced what is
legislation (SB 760 and AB 1369)
being dubbed as the world's most
that will create a 15 percent acrossadvanced computer chip (the P-6).
the-board personal and corporate
Where was it developed? Not in
income"l~ cut to be phased in over
Silicon Valley, but in Hillsboro,
three years.
Oregon. Set to go into mass producThese taxes have been widely
tion, the chip will be the first of its
identified to have the greatest impact
kind ever to be manufactured outon economic growth, which is why
side of the Silicon Valley.
some of California's leading comFrom Albuquerque, the home of
petitors-Texas, Washington and
Intel 's new $1.8 billion semiconducNeva~o not tax corporate proftor plant, to Micron Technology's
its at all. It is another compelling
new $1.3 billion semiconductor
reason for both businesses and taxplant in Lehi, Utah, more and more
payers to relocate to other states. In
companies are choosing to manufacfact, many states keep running talture and develop products outside of
lies of California's lost souls; at last
California. This exodus has spurred
count Colorado's DMV records
many local and state economies.
reported 30,000-forrner Californians
Utah, Nevada, Idaho and Arizona,
now residing in Colorado. While
the four fastest growing states in the
California used to be the end of the
nation, lead the pack with average
rainbow for many people, "The
growth rates hovering around six
Economist" recently reported that
percent a year.
Colorado is fast becoming the final
California's corporate clientele
destination for many of the nation's
continues to dwindle. If it were not
retirees who are fed up with high
for the impassioned arguments of a
taxes.
few pro-business legislators promptCompanies are choosing to
ing the state to take action, the cormove to other Western states where
porate exodus would have continued
both the company and employees
at a far greater rate.
can take home larger percentages of
In 1993, two important events
their earnings, purchase homes, and
occurred. First, the Legislature, at
still have money to save. In fact,
the behest of Republican leaders,
research conducted by the California
enacted the Workers' Compensation
Taxpayers' Association has shown
reform bill which has reduced prethat Californians pay more of their
miums by one-third and has, so far,
incomes to the government than
generated total cost savings of $2.5
workers ia all but five other states.
billion. Then, Governor Wilson perOaly because of Proposition 13 limsonally
intervened
to
stop
its on property taxes have
California's hemorrhaging. When
Californians been given aay relief at
the state's most popular food chain
all.
coasidered moving its headquarters
Quite simply, it COlis more to
PINR S« Page 32
by Senator Ray Haynes (R-36th}

L
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I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Ronald S. Stein
onald S. (Ron) Stein
doesn't seem to know
the meaning of overload.
He just keeps adding responsibilities and activities to what the
average person would deem a
backbreaking schedule.
Ron Stein 1s president of
TST Inc. in Fontana, the third
largest secondary aluminum
recycling company in the U S.,
and the largest one west of ihe
M1ssissipp1 TST 1s the acronym
for TIMCO STANDARD TANDEM, three companies in one.
TST has about 300 employees
and is the first company in the
United States to he certified as
meettng international standards
se t by the London Metal
Exchange . TST, however, is only
one of five companies related to
the aluminum industry that Ron
St em owns a nd operates.
T he n, in additiOn to the compa nt es tha t Stei n cons1ders
"work," he is also active in two
'" hobby" businesses:
Stei n 's
Restau ran t on Foothill Blvd. in
Upla nd, and the Art Room, an
a ntique sto re o n Second Ave nu e
in Upland. " I opened the resta urant because whe n I moved here,
I couldn ' t get a good corned beef
sand wic h a nywhe re," Ste in said ,
" plus I do n' t like to ha ve to
dress up to go out to eat. Ste in 's
Restaura nt takes care o f both
proble ms."
Ron got inv olved in the
antique store to help a frie nd
He conside rs it a tru e hobby,
because " I love to go to the
estate sales, where I pick up
most o f the a ntiques."
Ron also manages and produces the ca reer o f Ron E. Stein
(no relati on), a local Elvis im itator. Th e s how is called " MEMORIES OF ELVIS." They play in
Vegas, Lake Tahoe, and Reno.
"You may have seen him on TV
or in the movies," Ron suggested.
Stein is also financially supportive of the creation and racing of Intrepid and Intrepid Too,
solar-powered cars built within
the past two years by the senior
engineering class of Cal Poly
Pomona. Finally, he finds time
to be an involved grandfather
and father.

R

A closer look...
one granddaughter _
Education:
Attended
Harbor
Community
College in Long B each
and the College of
P uge t Soun d in the
state of Washington,
where he majored in
business
administration.

Name: Ronald S . S t ein
Family:
Son, A ndrew;
da u ghter,
Cynthia;
three grandsons and

IEBJ : How d td yo u get involved
in the alumtnum recycling business?
Stein: My grandfather and father
founded Lomita Jun k Company
in 1944 . A few years later my
father started Torrance Iron and
Me tal Company (TIM CO) in
Torrance.
When I got out of the service
in 1959, I started my own scrap
metal bus iness, but late r I jo ined
m y fa ther at Torra nce I ro n and
Met al Compan y, wh ich we
expanded into TIMCO in 1963.
We sta rted melting aluminum in
1973, a nd TIMCO became TST
in 1976.

Affiliations:
Institute of
Scrap R ecycling
I ndustries,
A luminum
R ecycling A ssociation,
Chamber
of
Commerce.

changed over the past 10 or 12
years?
Stein : Our California competitors have gradually been either
leaving the business o r leaving
the state, and we now have only
ftve competitors in Southern
California; we used to have
abo ut 18. I think the majo r reason is the cost of doing this ki nd
of business in California. The
So uth
Coast
Air
Qu ality
Manageme nt air po llution regu lat ions are extreme ly costl y.

countries, and we don't hav
much shipping expense as
out-of-state producers do.
I agree that we have to
everything we can about air
lution ; my stand 1s that only
percent of air pollutton is ca
by industry. The rest is ca
by vehicular pollution
industry is bearing the m,
cost of the cleanup, and i
putting a lot of us out of b
ness
IEBJ: To what do you attri
your success?
Stein: One of the main reas
we are domg well is because
make a point of hiring peo
who are smarter than
Employees make the compa
and if they have knowledge
talent that we lack, they can o
benefit the company. At
same ti me, we fee l that when
employ a person we are resp
sible fo r the m a nd for their f·
ilies. Since we consider t
families to be part of our fam
we try to be supportive o f,
caring for, them all. This
re turn ed in e mpl oyee ' lo y
and commitment to their job
in their trying to do their best
us as well.
IEBJ: Is your interest in
Poly's electric vehicles rela
to you r feelings about vehic
contributions to air pollution -

"I opened the restaurant
IEBJ: Whe re do you get yo ur
aluminum? And who buys your
recycled aluminum products?

because when I moved here,
I couldn't get a good corned
beef sandwich anywhere,"

Stein: We have seve ral so urces :
scra p ya rds, va rious industries,
surplus scrap fro m the government. .. yo u name it. Customers
are also of a wide variety. We
produ ce secondary aluminum
ingot and billet as well as primary foundry ingot, grain refiners
and hardeners for
Midwest,
West Coast, OEM and Pacific
Rim companies .
We supply
high-quality billet to aluminum
extruders and forgers and can
also provide high-quality sheet
ingot.
IEBJ: How has your business

Stein said.

We ' ve had to add five " Bag
Houses'' for pollution contro l in
this plant alone, and each one
cost more than Sl million. As
these California companies left,
their share of the business went
to those of us who remained.
However, the only thing that
keeps us competitive with outof-state aluminum companies is
the fact that our largest customers are in the Pacific Rim

Stein: Pa rtially. I think we h
to look at all possible soluti
for pollution control. A n
SCAQMD
program
cal
RECLAIM is going to ca
even mo re problems for
With RECLAIM we can
expand our business. To mer
maintain the same producti
w e have to "buy" pollut"
rights from companies that do
need them. That is because
restrictions get tighter ev
year. Today, my son, Andrew
Stein, is CEO of TST. Some
he hopes to expand the compa
If we can work it out w
RECLAIM and SCAQMD,
day we may be the largest s
ondary aluminum smelter in

u.s. ...
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'Ratepayer Revolt' Newsletter
Slams Edison
by Marl Zclmcr

A

t Southern California
Edison's
corporate
offices, "mum" seemed
to be the word recently regarding
an upstart newsletter's attack on
the public utility's role in promoting electric vehicles.
Under the hanner headlines
''A Ratepayer Revolt" and
"Californians Against Utility
Company Abuse," the May issue
of
Consumer
Cormcdown
includes eight articles that play
up the down srde of the electric
car industry. Edison is the focus
of criticism in the flier, which
ends its second, last page by
"thanking the Western States
Petroleum Association for financial assistance that made this
mailing possible."
Listing Burlingame and Los
Angeles as its publishing base,
the May newsletter charges,
"Edison remains devoted to the
most expensive and unnecessary
electric car promotion program in

the state. Three-quarters of
Edison's $103 million rate
increase request (of the Public
Utilities Commission) IS excessive, and has nothing to do with
the generation and transmission
of electric power."
The newsletter also questions
Edison's use of customer revenues to pay for new-car showrooms, road tests and other electric car promotions.
In a hrand-new study that is
not
related
to
Consumer
Countdown,
the
Reason
Foundation ranks electric vehicles among the least cost-effective ways to solve automotive air
pollution. Consumers in general
dislike the latest in electrics for
their limited cruising range of 70
to 90 miles per charge, the long
refueling time required, and a
perceived lack of power.
Traditional reasons that utilities give for pushing the use of
electric vehicles (EVs) include:
their sense of duty as an industry
Pl~as~ See Pag~ 52

Cafe CaJifomia
(909) 983·3604

$6 million ven~re to '_'double
down" on the siZe of 1ts casl0 has paid otf for the
Morongo Band of Mission Indians,
who have become the second-largest
employer in the Banning/Beaumont
area.
Casino Morongo, which opened
as a modest bingo parlor back in 1983.
staged a grand opening May 22 to herald expansion of the old gaming center
to 90,000 square feet. Also doubling in
size wa~ the casino's workforce-now
listing 500 employees.
As a result, none of the hand's
1,200 members remains on the welfare
rolls.
"lt is one of our most meaningful
accomplishments,"
said
tribal
Chairwoman Mary Ann Andreas. "It is
a great source of pride to say we are
self-sufficient."
Tribal members hold down a variety of jobs stemming from the new and
improved casino, which has grown
into a $50 million-a-year business.
Members' jobs involve hand~-on casino operations, administration, human
resources, food services, and purchasing. A Morongo resident's construe-

tion firm and a dozen tribal subcontractors were hired for the expansion
project.
In greater Bannmg/Beaumont,
about 15 miles west of Palm Springs
with a population approaching 50,000,
the only larger employer is the
Deutsch company, with 1,400 on the
payroll .
Consumer demand spurred the
casino expansion, which currently
averages more than 1,000 visitors a
day, said Andreas. The number of
tables in the card room was doubled to
offer 40-plus games of "21" and poker,
and the bingo hall now boasts about
1,000 seats. Also new: a video gaming
lounge with a variety of devices; the
Cafe Serrano, serving breakfast-lunchdinner 24 hours a day; and a broader
menu ranging from hamburgers to
Chinese cuisine to gourmet French.
With monument freeway signage
featuring neon and a spotlighted
waterfall, Casino Morongo is highly
visible to drivers on Interstate 10. A
15-minute drive from either Palm
Springs or Banning, the complex has
direct access off the Fields Road exit.

...

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
coUIUER SERVICE

Holiday Inn
1801 East "G • Street

~OOfro~r MOO

$5.99

4 Kinds of Pasta, Minestrone Soup, Garlic Bread
3 Kinds of Sauces, Reg., Meat & Alfredo
2 Salads, Vinegar & Oil and Caesar Salad

THURSDAY NIGHT SENIOR CITIZEN

TWOFORONE

Meat Loaf, Mashed Potato, and Veg ................... $6.95.
Bake Chicken, Bake Potato and Veg .................. $7.95
Fresh Grill Salmon, Rice Pilaf and Veg .............. $8.95

TWO WEEKS

ONE WEEK

.

?

SAME DAY

Your Intra-County business mail will be picked up by courier
TWICE a day and hand delivered on our next route for
as low as 75e per letter!

s.rwc..A......,Inc:lude:

• Same Day Delivery
• ICBM 75¢Program
• Couriers
• Tailored Delivery Systems

• Parcel Delivery
• Special Messenger
• Bag Exchanges
• Overnight Letter Service

All Olnnerw Included Soup or Saled and Rolla & Butter

FRIDAY NIGHT PRIME RIB

$7.99

Bake potato, Veg., Soup or Salad, Rolls and Butter
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casino Jobs Replace Public Support at
Morongo Reservation

FORMERLY

PASTA BUFFET
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For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

Cameron Park Baptist Church, Fish and
Game Victim of Bad Press
by Ryan Broddnck ,

Regional Manager, Rcgton 2
Department of f"h and Game

he Department of Fish
and Game received some
bad press in El Dorado
County regarding the proposed
development of the Cameron
Park Baptist Church property.
In an effort not to kill the messenger, I would like to express
our side of the story, as the
media did not consider the
whole story. First of all, state
law passed by the Legislature
designated the Department of
Fish and Game (DFG) to protect
California's fish, wildlife, and
plant resources. The State environmental law, passed in the
early '70s, is the law that the
DFG and EI Dorado County are
required to follow for developments such as the Baptist
Church property. The property
in question includes five rare
plants:
Layne's butterweed,
Stebbins' morning glory, Pine
Hill Ceanothus, Red Hills soaproot, and EI Dorado Mule Ears.
The state law prescribes that
developers
whose
projects
destroy rare plants must protect
other areas in perpetuity to help
ensure that the plants do not
become extinct through the
cumulative effect of many projects. When the DFG and representatives of the Baptist Church
met, the DFG suggested three
options: (1) If the entire fiveacre parcel were to be developed, a 10.5-acre area within a
preserve would need to be purchased. This plan would result
in as many rare plants existing
after the development as did
before; (2) They could protect
the habitat on the property that
had the rare plants and build the
area without plants; or (3) They
could protect some of the area
with rare plants on the property,
and contribute a smaller amount
to the preserve.
There is a plan to preserve a
large area in El Dorado County
that developers of smaller
parcels could contribute to. The

T

proposed system is five preserves totalling 3,400 acres, of
wh1ch I ,200 is already public
land. The concept is to con solidate an area to be protected and
not end up with many, small ISOlated areas. The system of larger preserves could be managed
by the DFG, El Dorado County,
or private organizations

Perhaps the best solution
to minimize conflict and
allow development In
El Dorado County Is to
establish the plant reserve
so that individual developers
can contribute and share
In the preserve...

After the meeting, we
thought church representatives
were willing to consider these
options. However. when they
applied to the county Board of
Supervisors for a special use
permit, the situation changed
DFG 1s willing to cooperate with
the property owner and the
county to develop a plan that
will allow development and protect rare plants. Perhaps the best
solution to minimize conflict
and allow development in El
Dorado County is to establish
the plant reserve so that individual developers can contribute
and share in the preserve, thus
simplifying the process for each
development.
The DFG is required to make
county government aware of the
need to protect rare species and
recommend how to do so. The
county must make the decision
to protect or justify why it is not
necessary to do so. What we are
trying to do is protect state
resources for Californians in the
future. •

Golden State Fleece Award Presented
Department of Fish and Game for Sea
in "Endangered Species" Money
by B tll Leonard , Scnalor (R·1bi DIStrict)

ust when you thought government could mfringe on individuals' rights no further, the
bureaucrats outdid themselves yet
again. This time, in the name of
the Endangered Species Act, state
officials from the Department of
Fish and Game have run amok and
actually decided to put a price tag
on how much a rare species is
worth. In this case, $45,000 will
buy an unlimited killing spree of
"rare" plants. A better way to
describe this situation is "extortion ."
Western El Dorado County
has been blessed with a plethora of
beautiful plants considered to be
"rare" by Fish and Game. The
County Board of Supervisors, in
an effort not only to appease the
Department, but also to protect the
beautiful habitat of the county, had
set aside four rare plant preserves
(3,050
acres)
in
1993.
Unfortunately, this was not
enough to satisfy Fish and Game,
which sought yet another preserve.
Cameron Park Baptist
Church just happened to be a victim of circumstance. The new
church the congregation was
building happened to he next to a
site considered as a preserve site.
Instead of trying to compromise
with Cameron Park Baptist, the
agency decided to flex its muscle.
Once Fish and Game became
involved with the proceedings,
Cameron Baptist was given a
three-choice ultimatum about their
construction project. They could
set aside a portion of the five-acre
parcel as a rare plant preserve,
they could buy 10.5 acres of property at $4,500 per acre and deed it
as a rare plant preserve, or they
could do a combination of the
above.
Cameron Baptist, in an
effort to work out a fair and equitable compromise, offered a number of solutions-including building their new church farther away
from the native plants, donating
the plants to a preserve, or selling
five acres to Fish and Game to use

J

as the Department saw
offers were rejected .
County officials are
cially irked by the trouble
Fish and Game has caused
they have been actively
toward a compromise co
the native flora. The bigger

the preserve site, but at least
yards away from it. This still
not satisfy the egregious
tions of Fish and Game.

In this case, $45,000 will

"rare" plants. A better
to describe this situation
"extortion. "

The message being
the Department of Fish and
has nothing to do with the
gered floweB of 8
County. Rather, the .,,.,"ut:me:n
concerned with exercising
power to disrupt the lives
plans of membeB of this
nity. This power has evm"'eu
the point that it does not
the interests of the plant life or
community, only the tt..trtartmr~t
best interests. It is a shame
rather than working with the
munity to preserve
resources, the department
to a heavy-handed approach
makes it once again appear
flowers are more important
people. In reality, people
make room for the flowers
given reasonable ODIIIOrtunitie:sl
do so. The department will
that it can catch more bees
honey than with Yiaegar. Tbe
of acknowledgment of
basics is the reason I give
month's Golden State
Award to the Department of
and Game. •
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en year.; ago, Dan Redmon
decided to live his dream of
becoming an artist He had
waited a lifetime.
Dan's first career as a funeral
director had been unfulfilling. He
was already working in his second
career as a real estate agent, but he
was still unhappy. Redmon felt that
time was running out, and he knew
that you cannot succeed as any kind
of an artist with a full-time, 8 to 5
job. Fortunately, his supportive
wife, Dorothy, was willing to work
and to risk with him.
Dan left real estate and turned to
part-time, independent sales and
marketing endeavors to earn enough
to pay the bills, and spent every
other minute on his artwork. Thus
was born "Sculptrglas."
"Custom creations" is a rather
mundane description for the creations
of
Sculptrglas.
Breathtakingly beautiful, distinctive, and unique, the artwork materials are made of hand-selected marble and granite slabs, exotic woods,
and full lead (47% lead content)
crystal. This exceeds that of such
products as Baccarat, Lalique, and
other world-class crystals.

Childhood Dream
Dan's first attempts at art was as
a small boy of five, and they earned

JUNE· 1995
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Sculptrglas

his mother's disapproval. She made
him stand in the corner when she
found him copying drawings of
women in underwear ads in the
Sears Roebuck catalog-without the
underwear.
D,m has rarely been without a
pencil since, though artwork
remained a hobby. He was selftaught until he decided to pursue an
artistic career, then he began studying with some famous artiSL'i/ teachers. He attended workshops of the
desert artist John Hilton, and studied
at the Scottsdale Artists School
under
instructors
Francis
Beaurgereau and Clair Fry. (Fry
was an instructor to Norman
Rockwell.) In Santa Monica, he
studied at the Bongart School of Art
under Russian-trained Colorist and
Impressionist Sergei Bongart, his
favorite mentor.

Customization.

Creativity In Glass Awakened
He became interested in working with glass after attending the
Laguna Beach Art Festival, where a
beautiful 4 ft. by 6 ft. glass artwork
was on display. He returned again
and again to study the piece, and
made a commitment to learn how to
create in glass. Since then, he has
expanded to all hard materials, and
those creations include works in
marble, brass, granite, and wood in

addition to glass. They include trophies and awards as well as interior
design pieces and other artwork.
Dan's first big break was a matter of being in the right place at the
right time. One of his marketing
jobs involved restaurants. He happened to take a piece of glass artwork that he carried out of his pocket at a restaurant, and the owner
asked him to make a glass art piece
for his restaurant. That was the
beginning. Through mostly wordof-mouth advertising plus a couple
of cable TV infomercials, Dan has
placed artwork in several restaurants (including Dragon House
Restaurant in Riverside), many decorator homes, and several businesses. In addition, a good deal of his
work is now creation of trophies and
national recognition awards for
influential leaders of our local communities.

True Partnership
"Dorothy is the logical, leftbrain half of our partnership," said
Dan Redmon. "She keeps me
focused on deadlines and details
when my right-brain creative side
starts to wander." Dorothy does,
indeed, have an essential role in the
business side of Sculptrglas, taking
over most of the non-creative details
to spare her husband's time for the
design and physical work of his ere-

ations. Her business role with him
is her second job; she has a full-time
position as an office manager with
an insurance company.
Dan's artistic endeavors also
keeps him busy more than 80 hours
a week. In fact, most of his work is
on consignment, and between the
design and the actual physical labor
of these projects he has very little
time to create pieces for himself. "I
really miss having time to paint," he
said. "I would love to be able to
have enough paintings to place in a
gallery, but we are always busy on
these consignments. They'll just
have to wait until I have time."

Secondary Artwork
Familiarity with marble and
granite led Dan and Dorothy to
extend their business six years ago
to design grave-markers and monuments. Their name for this business
is Monumental Arts, and the work is
done in the same facility as
Sculptrglas.
Another artistic interest for Dan
is acting as mentor for his grandson.
Phillip Mastin, who is the only family member who seems to have
inherited his talent and interest.
Dan has been tutoring Phillip, now
17 years old, since he wa~ a small
boy. Maybe someday he will be
able to pass the mantle on, and
thereby keep Sculptrglas alive. A
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Cucamonga Valley Established as Viticultural Area
by Edir Boudreau

I

has been well-known to wine
aficionados
for
decades .
California's anginal Wine
Country is right here in our own
backyard, and our wineries produce
some of the best wines in the country. Now it's official.
I

'Cucamonga Valley'
Recognized
The Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Ftrearms and the
Department of the Treasury have
approved the destgnatton of
··Viticultural
Area"
for
"Cucamonga Valley," which consists of approximately 109,400
acres from Ontario east to Fontana
and from the base of the San
Gabnel Mountains southward to
the Jurupa Hills in Riverside
County. The establishment of viticultural areas and subsequent use
of viticultural area names as appellations of origin in wine labeling
and advertising allow wineries to
designate the specific areas where

the wine grapes were grown and
enables consumers to better tdentify the wines they purchase
The petition for this sanction
was filed by Gino L. Filippi of J.
Filtppt Vintage Co .. and co-signed
by Philo Biane of Rancho de Philo
Winery, Rene Bianc of Guasti
Plaza, Don Galleano of Galleano
Winery, Paul Hofer lll of Hofer
Ranch, I.eAnn Smothers of the City
of Rancho Cucamonga, and Jeff
Wilson of Inland Empire West
Resource Conservation Distnct.
ATF received newspaper clippings
and 15 letters from local business
owners, consumers and government officials supporting the peltlion.

The recognition was long-overdue for an area which has produced
wine grapes since 1839 in one of
the first large plantings of grapes in
California. In the 1920's, in the little village of Guasti, more than
6,000 acres of vines between
Archibald and Haven Avenues

Gallup Poll: Small Business Odds of Being Sued Strong,
Confidence in Legal System Low

I

Cclcbratmg the troph y, the award-winmng w1nc, the VllltJge grapes, and the fncndsh1p that
combmcd the winning ln!,'TCd1ent> arc (from left): Do nald Gallcano, Ph1lo Biane
and Michad Biane.

Area Historically Significant

made it the largest continuous vineyard in the world at that time. In
1939, the area had 41 bonded
wineries, 13 brandy distilleries and
a storage capacity of 13 million
plus gallons of wine. Vineyard
acreage was approximately 30,000.
The wine industry in the

Cucamonga Valley reached its peak
during the 1940's and 1950's, with
over 60 wineries producing from
approximately 35,000 acres. As
early as 1941, a publication named
"The Wine Review" recognized the
local wine industry. It read, in part,
Please See Page 31

Victorville, Lake Elsinore
Join Parade of Proposed
Raceways

I
FIVE REASONS To CALL
L.A. CELLULAR

Now!
1. Personalized Service
2. Multiple Phone Discounts
3. Largest Calling Area Available
4. Latest Technology

5. Deposit Optional Program

DII{E('T S.\LES

909-889--11 ()()

n Lake Elsinore, a new pro-

the

posal to build a $30 million
international raceway and

Report is already out for public
comment
on
a
proposed
235,000-spectator racing facility
by Cary and Chris Agajanian,

entertainment complex is projected to pump up to $4 million
a year into the financiallystrapped city budget.
Sam Bowlby of Riverside
Grand Prix Inc. wants to turn a

former Aiberhill clay quarry into
Elsinore's formula one auto racing course, with construction
due to start in September. The
2 .5-mile,
20,000-seat
track
would open by August 1996, and
be capable of hand! ing Indy
cars, vintage racers, formula

Environmental

Impact

one of the nation's premier racing families .
Teaming up with Southwest
Portland Cement, the Agajanians
plan a total 900-acre development at their "Workplace on the
Mojave" industrial park . The
project would include a 1.5-mile
oval speedway, a short track and
a road course along with other
automotive-related industrial,
research and development users.
And in Fontana, an 80,000-

one, motorcycles and bicycles .
The broad proposal also calls for

seat

a
golf
course,
museums,
amphitheaters, specialty stores,

already under development by
veteran racer Roger Penske and

a nature preserve and youth
sports fields.

Kaiser Resources at the junction
of Interstates 10 and J 5 in San

In Victorville, meanwhile,

auto

racing stadium

Bernardino County. •
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f you own a small busmess,
you have an excellent chance
of gettmg slapped wtth a liability lawsuit in the next five
years. On the other hand, those
who ft!ar betng sued by a small
firm should have little concern,
accordtng
to
a
Gallup
Organization survey of more than
800 entrepreneurs re leased today
b y the National FederatiOn of
Independent
Bus iness,
the
nation 's largest s mall -bustness
group
Small-firm owners believe
their odds of getting sued in the
next fiv e years are abundant. The
bigger the busmess, the survey
s howed, the greater the chance.
under 10 em ployees-28 percent,I 0 - 19 employees-40 percent , 20-49 employees-45 percent, 50-249 employees-56 percent
Key findings in the s urvey
revealed that during the past five
years 12 perce nt of those responding had been sued and another 12
pe rcent had been threatened with
court actiOn. Overall, fewer than 2
percent of small-business owners
said the y had initiated liability
suits in the past five years.
Firm size pl ays a ro le too.
Half (50 percent) of the respondents who owned firms with 50 to
249 employees had been sued, but
only 5 percent of those had sue d
someone.
"Small-business owners have
great concerns that our legal system is no longer based on evenly
balanced scales," NFIB President
Jack Faris said. "Their chances of
being victims of lawsuit abuse
grow each day that Congress
delays legal reform."
The Gallup/ NFIB survey
asked entrepreneurs if they
believed the scales of justice are
balanced in liability cases. More
than two-thirds (67 percent)
responded "no," while only 23
percent said "yes." Of the former
group, nine-out-of-1 0 said they
believe today's legal system is
skewed to favor plaintiffs. Only 6
percent gave defendants the edge.
"Legal blackmail prevails in
our courts today," Faris sa1d .
"Most small businesses, even
when completely innocent, choose
to settle out of court rather than
engage in the brutally expensive
effort it takes to clear their name.

The system 1s des1gned by
lawyers for the benefit of lawyers.
Justice is rare."
More than three-fourths (76
percent) said they were much
more concerned about protecting
themselves from being sued than
suing, while 11 percent said prevatting tn a lawsuit was a greater
worry.
T he survey was designed to
compa re the roles of small-business owners as defe ndants and

plaintiffs, but so few firms inittate
suits that sufficient plainttff data
was unavailable.
Lawsuit abuse, an issue before
the U.S Senate for action, has
long been a key concern of Main
Street
businesses.
NFIB
Foundation research has ranked
the cost and availability of liability insurance among the top five
concerns of small businesses for
more than a decade.
Is there hope? In an unusual

twtst for the private sector, w
most often faults Congresst
lawmakers for the bulk of s
business problems, a maJori
72 percent-see legal rcfor
one of the top ways Congress
help to case their fears.
NFJB, which represents
than 600,000 small and 1nde
dent ftrms in all 50 states,
mobilized a nationwtde grassr
campaign to ensure passage
legal reform bill . •

FORGOTTEN ASSETS:
PATENTS, TRADE SECRETS,
TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS
An introductory seminar on the use of intellectual property
to enhance your competitive advantage.

Tuesday,June20,1995
11:30 a.m.-2:00p.m.

The Mission Inn
3649 Seventh Street
Riverside, California
presented by

William H. Nieman
Wlliam B. Bunker
Gerard von Hoffmann

KNOBBE, MARTENS, OLSON & BEAR
An Intellectual Property Law Firm

Schedule
11:30 a.m.- Registration and Buffet Lunch
12:15 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Program
Cost: $20 including lunch
Make rbedu payable to Knobbe, ;\larteos, Olson & Bur, 3801 t:nivenity Avtnue, Suite 260,
Rivenide, CA 92501-3248. For more Information ronta<t Laurel Weiler at (909) 781-9231.
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Legal Interview Processes

Screening Potential Employees (or Partners)
by Paukne He1ben

W

e're all guilty of it.
Somewhere along the
line, we say to someone
"I'm a good judge of character."
When we make a friend, buy a product, or engage a service, we find
ourselves trustmg someone based
on our gut reaction. However, when
it comes to hiring someonewhether it be at the office or for the
home. we can't afford to be quite so
trust mg.
Regardless of what statistics say
about crime levels dropping in
California, we're all more security
conscious than we once were.
Perhaps you came from a town
where people left their doors
unlocked when they left home.
Now you probably use a burglar
alarm that you automatically set
each and every time you leave.
Ever leave a bicycle in front of a
restaurant or store without securing
it first? How about your car? If it
doesn't have an alarm, chances are
you're using The Club. This height-

ened security awareness seems to be
extendmg to how we select employees. whether at the office or for the
home.

At the Office
Companies are increasingly
doing background checks on potential employees. It's painfully obvious that employers are taking big
screen
risks when they don't
employees before they hire.
Conversely, there are rewards when
they do. For example, according to
executive
David
Casem of
Information Resources in Redondo
Beach, retail businesses have found
less theft and a higher quality workforce as a result of screening
employees. Employers who measure such things, for example
through total quality management
programs, can attest to the fact that
their workforce is better, more qualified, and has better attendance
records. They are even less likely to
cause or engage in serious incidents
such as harrassment or assault.

In the Home
Until now, individuals who hired
domestic employees had few choices. They often did a cursory check
on their own, or, more often, none at
all. Of those who checked out their
housekeepers. nannies, babysitters,
in-home caregtvers, home sitters, or
even roommates, most merely
checked references on the resume
provided by the applicant.
Personal Profile, in Torrance,
focuses on performing background
checks for domestic employees or
potential partners. "Background
checks are not just for big companies
anymore," says Robert Bates, CEO.
"People are realizing they cannot
rely on instinct, references, or even
employment history. It is a reality in
the times we live in. We have to
make informed choices to protect
ourselves, our families, and our
homes."
What information can companies like Information Resources and
Personal Profile provide? In addition to checking out those employ-

ment references and educational
records for you, they conduct a criminal records search in all counties
where your applicant has ever
resided or worked as an adult. They
can notify you of all charges, dates,
fines, probations, warrants, and the
current status of open cases. They
verify the person's driving license,
obtain a history and inform you
whether an applicant used other
names, failed to appear in court,
neglected to pay fines, or were cited
for offenses such as driving under
the influence of alcohol or drugs.
When they do a social security
detection, they find out if the candidate's name is associated with the
number provided. Having this information can help you determine
whether, for instance, your candidate
is a U.S. citizen or not.
To receive rnformation, including recommendaltons when hiring
domestic employees, call Personal
Profile at 1-800-55-VERIFY When
hiring for your busmess, call
Information Resources at 1-800548-0822. A

SBA Set to Close Santa Ana Office
by &lie Boudreau

he U.S. Small Business
Administration's plan to
streamline the agency's
programs and operations will
impact Inland Empire and Orange
County businesses significantly.
The SBA plans to close the Santa
Ana office, along with those in
Fresno, Ventura, and Sacramento.
That will leave only the Los
Angeles, San Diego and San
Francisco
offices
to
serve
California businesses.
"We're disappointed," said
Steve Waddell, the SBA district
director in the Santa Ana office.
"However, we realize the need
exists to reduce the costs of delivering SBA programs.
''We've enjoyed serving the
small business communities in
Orange, Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties. Since becoming a district, we have brought
a large number of banks in the
Inland Empire into our loan program. We have increased lending

T

in your area by 250 percent since
1988," Waddell added.

Loan Fees and Interest
Hikes Set
The biggest impact on both
businesses and banks, however,
will be the additional proposed
loan fees and higher interest rate.
According to Mike Stamler, an
SBA spokesman in Washington,
D.C., the plan is designed to
reduce to zero the government's
cost of financing small business
while enabling them to serve more
customers. Part of their plan will
be to require borrowers and
lenders to pay additional fees
which will reflect the loans' true
cost.
"Each year we receive a subsidy from Congress to cover possible losses from approved loans,"
said Stamler. "This year it is $2.75
for each $100 loaned. The new
fees and programs that we have
proposed will replace the need for
the subsidy, and will mean that the

program will be supported by the
users.
"All government agencies are
having to cut back this year," he
added. "We plan to offer transfers
to personnel in the offices being
closed, and hope that most of the
reductions will be covered by natural attntton and transfers.
However, the biggest savings will
be through the fees, which are
expected to save approximately
$1.2 billion over the next five
years."

Consolidation and
Streamlining Planned
In addition to consolidating
regional offices and adding fees,
the SBA plans to place more loan
processing responsibility on its
private-sector lending partners and
to centralize processing in several
processing centers around the
country rather than in each district
office. They also plan to transfer
the headquarters accounting function to their Denver financial oper-

ations office and streamline certain
personnel servicing, economic
development, and admi nistrative
offices.
Those changes have
already
been
approved
by
President Clinton. The proposed
fees must be approved by Congress
before they are put into effect.
According to Waddell, business owners in the Inland Empire
also have an excellent resource in
the Inland Empire Small Business
Development Center, which has
satellite operalions in the High
Desert and the Coachella Valley.
"We established this Center in
1990 in a partnership arrangement
with the state of California and the
Inland
Empire
Economic
Partnership to foster business
development in the area-one of
the fastest growing regions in the

u.s.
"I have been honored to serve
as the Santa Ana district director
for the past seven years," he said,
"and look forward to working with
the business community in the
future." A
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by Leslie Pellegrene

nterviewing can be stressful
for both parties. The interviewer wants to follow all
the legal guidelines, ask openended questions that will give
good evidence of skills and
experience and gatn as much
pertinent mformation as possible. The applicant wants to
answer each questton in such a
way that he or she gains credibiltty wtth the mterviewer. After
all, a job is at stake!
Both need to know the
boundaries of sensible intervtewmg. Federal law prohibits
employers from dtscnminattng
against any person on the basis
of sex, age, race, national origin,
or religion.
Areas off-limtts are questiOns unrelated to the JOb
requirements. Religion; ancestry; national origin, and naturalization status of parents, spouse.
or children all fall into the taboo
category. It is not an intervtewer 's place to dig into an applicant's home life.
Regarding appltcants with a
known disabtlity, keep the questions focused upon the job
requirements and the applicants'
ability
(not disabtlity).
To
reduce entanglement with the
law regarding the Americans
With Disabtlities Act, be prepared with a complete job
description before you begin to
screen applicants Outline essential funcltons of a job apart from
ones that are non-essential. If
you understand what is necessary for success in fulfilling the
job tasks, you will be less likely
to pose inappropriate or unlawful questions.
When stress is an unavoidable part of the job, such as with
a customer service representative or peace officer, questions
intent upon " rattling" the applicant may be posed. Keep them
pertinent to the job. These ques.ions are designed to screen out
ndividuals who cannot take the
teat. An applicant for a stressful
ob should try to anticipate diffiult questions and prepare in
dvance as much as possible.

I

Following are some
guidelines:
You cannot ask: How old are
you ? What is your b_irth date?
You can ask: If hired, can you
offer proof that you are at least
18 years of age?
You cannot ask: Are you a U.S
citizen?
You can ask : If hired, can you
provide proof of the nght to
work in the U.S.?

You cannot ask Do you have a
car?
You can ask: Do you have reltable transportation?
You cannot ask: What language
do you speak at home?
You can ask (if perttnent to the
job): Are you fluent tn any language other than English?

You can ask: How do you pr
to be addressed?
You cannot ask: Are you
rted? What is
name? What is your mat
name? Do you have any c
dren? Are you pregnant?
are your child care arran
ments?
You can ask: Do you have
responstbtlities that conf

You cannot ask Do you go by
Ms., Mrs., or Miss?

Please See Page 37

Big game is
tomorrow- Saturday.

Opt1c1an is
1500 miles away

Center calls optic1an
who calls Post Office.

Finds Express Ma1l IS a
very smart solution.

Guarantees
ove•mgrt delivery*

Even delivers Saturdays
at no extra charge.

Lens arrives on time.
Center makes winning basket.

Team is so happy they
can't see straight.

-.'(~: For more informalion on Express Mail and other Smart Solutions~
' '•

call1-800-THE-USPS, ext. 771.

"l'llsfoQe--oppiQlon "'""'"'ISIIOII!IIdoDIIIOI_by_OI3P"'~OII-Som!...._,opply

1995
Lc__USPS
__________

ChiD:yQII"PIJ!IOialoldoa!ls.

overni611~

We Delive"'For You. - - - - -- - - - - - - 1
~

UNITEDST.4TES

~ POST.4L SERVICE,.
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Windows 95 - Part 2 of 2

by Carle ne J ones

W

hether Windows 95 will
be released in '95 is
still to be seen. What is
known is that this new operating
system will change how P.C. users
interface with their computers forever. The battle between P.C. users
and Macintosh users as to which is

th e better operating system is over.
8111 G ates conceded and has handed us a mutated imitation of what
Mac users consider the superior
system .
This new system, Windows 95
is designed wit h th e novice in
mind, yet includes the tools needed fo r an experi enced user to set
up a more effic ient work environment.
With long file name capabilities, folders , shortcuts, and the
task bar, many new users will find
Windows 95 a friendlier workplace. For those who took the time
to master Windows 3.1 and use the
All-Tab key to switch from one

Un11eiling the Mystery of Health Care!
Two out of three employers currently have partially self-funded
Health Plans.
Discover what the HMOs and Health Insurance Companies
aren't telling you and why they don' t want you to know!!
./ Cost-Effective Funding Structures
./ Custom Plan Design ./ Bi-Ungual
Call
George M. Navadel
800-266-6311, Ext. 332

Cotporate !J?s,treat
$200
Spa Package
for two

includes 2 nights
accommodations,
112 massage and welcome cocktail.
Sunday through Thursday Weekends $250.
June Jg)5-September Jg)5. tax and gratwty not md uded

For the perfect sales incentive!
Purchase 3 or more packages and
receive a special discount.
not available through a travel agent.

for more information contact

MIRAGE SPRINGS
r

\1

t

I

• (

\ " ; \ tl

l\

'

J

10625 Palm Drive • 0ese1t Hot Sprlncs. CA 92240
(800)647-201 • (619)251-3399

i

open program to another Windows
95 will just be one mo re program
to rel earn.
But Wtndows 95 was designed
with the novtce in mind, so many
features novi ces were once intimidated to try, such as loading a prog ram, have been automa ted fo r
them . You still have to know
wh ere to find what you want, but
once you know where to go it takes
just a few clicks of the m ouse to
initiate the procedure . All the user
has to do is follow instructions.
Like the Quick List available
from the file pull-down menu of
most programs (a list of the last
four documents worked on) there
is now a Document List of the last
15 files you worked on, regardless
of which program they were created in, available directly from the
Start Menu (which is alwa ys
accessible).
There is also a new feature
called Quick View that lets you see
a preview of a fil e without opening
the program it was created in and a
multilevel undo feature that can
clean up file management nightmares.
Instead of confusing novices
w ith directory hierarchy and fil e
extensions, Windows 95 has a
place called My Computer that lets
you look at all the folders (directories) in your drive. These folders
each hold other folders (sub-directories) that you can peruse through
until you dig deep enough to find
the right file. This may be easier
for novices, but experienced users
will quickly become bored.
Microsoft
anticipated this and has included a feature called the Explorer
that resembles File Manager.
In the Explorer, file extensions
have been disguised. Pictures have
been added to help identify what
type of file you are looking at; of
course you have to know what the
pictures mean. And though there is
still a Type column, files are distinguished by what they are (MS
Word 6 .0) rather than by their
extensions. For the most part,
Explorer is still the same File
Manager Windows users already
know, with two exceptions.
Sorting is as easy as clicking on
the detail heading (Name, Size,
Type, Modification Date) and you
can create new documents just by
selecting a file type.
One of the most talked-about
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Mergers, Payroll Cuts, Record Profits All Part of Banking See

ad ditions to W indows 95 is the
new Plug and Play feature. There
are already over 100 Plug and Play
produ cts avatlable W ha t this
means is t hat if you buy a Plug and
Play co mpo nent to add to your syste m (CD-RO M, Disk Drive, Video
Card, Fax/M odem, etc.) all you
have to do to set 1! up is plug it into
your mother board , go to Window
95's Contro l Panel, an d c hoose
Ins tall Hardware. Windows 95 will
analyze your syste m and the new
compo nent and will automatically
set the rig h t IRQ, Com Setting,
and 1/ 0 Address. This is a definite
adva ntage fo r those who upgrade
their systems, b ut fo r those who
bu y pre-assembled computer systems, Plug and Play mea ns nothing.
A few thmgs besides improved
s peed and mo re rel iable multitas king that users will appreciate is
the ability to defer print jobs and
new techno logy from Kodak that
provides Image Color Matching.
N ot onl y will you be able to set
jobs up to be print ed while you' re
w orking and aw ay fro m your printer, but your applications will be
abl e to provide a true r color image
o n scree n o f how your specific
output devi ce will print the m.

The battle between P.C.
users and Macintosh users
as to which is the better
operating system Is over.
Bill Gates conceded and
has handed us a mutated
Imitation of what Mac users
consider the superior
system.

A
communication feature
called Microsoft Exchange has
been
included .
It
replaces
Microsoft Mail with a more integrated messaging and work-group
communications system. Instead
of having to have different software packages for e-mail , faxing,
groupware, and internet services,
Microsoft Exchange provides a
universal in-box for communication between individuals and
work-groups.
Please See Page 31

by Mark ulmer

U

ast year produced r-ecord profIs of nearly $45 blllion as
eported by Amencan hanks,
including an income of $10.7 million
at the Inland Emp1re powerhouse,
Chino Valley Bank.
In January and May of 1995,
Redlancb Federal Bank cut 82 jobs, or
20 percent of 1ts payroll, m a struggle
to return to profllabthty.
Nso in May, a big Chtcago bank
said it must charge customers a fee to
usc human tellers, because 1t no
longer can allord to offer the sctvice
for free .
Around the same time. Japanese
gtants Bank of Tokyo and Mitsubish1
Bank announced plans to merge their
California subsidiaries-the Bank of
California and Union Bank- to create
the state's fourth largest bank, to operate as "Umon Bank."
Does 11 all sound confusing, and
some of it even contradictory?
Welcome to the mld-1990s state of
banking.

Industry Changing
The banking mdustry 1s in a mode
of change, as hanks seek to replace the
mcome lost from the lending business. Instead of offering a free radio
or toaster for openmg a checkmg
account, hanks nO\\adays are more
likely tn surprise customers with
unexpected charges for using their
monthly accounts.
Waslungtnn, D.C. banking consultant Edward Fura~h concludes that
hanks are going through a terrible crisis. The current way that most banh
function 1s obsolete, he said.
Furash pomts out that today 's
consumers can shop with non-bank
issued credit cards, obtam car loans
from a local dealersh1p and keep their
deposit accounts at a company credit
union. These types of practices
encroach on commercial banking's
share of U.S. financial assets, down to
25 percent today from 37 percent in
1978.

and a 22 percent gain was recorded
for the credit card port1on of consumer loans. Home mortgage loans
were up 11 percent, and commercial
and mdustrialloans were up 9 percent,
Rusling said.
Still, although some posted earnmgs have reached new peaks, the consensus is that the overall banking field
is m the mtdst of a difficult transformation.

high-yielding forms of mvestment,
some advocacy groups say the immediate effect has harmed some consumers. For example, banking staff
members paid by commission are
more likely to push risky investment'
on customers, say critics.
Another effect is the drying up of
branch offices with human tellers,
recently becommg more evident in
the Inland Empire.

Goal: More Profit

Bank Failures Sign of Times

"Banks have become obsessed
with maximizing profits and have
found the ea~iest v.ay to do that is to
impose new and h1gher fees."
observed Steven Brobeck, executive
director of the Consumer Federation
ofAmenca.
Some experts on banking believe
that the mdustry's problem-; have been
h1dden hy the recent surge in profitability. The earnings are misleading,
they say, because the} result from
temporary factors, such as falling
interest rates. Such rates created an
unusually w1de gap between the low
interest rates reaped by depositors and
the higher rates charged on loaiL'i.

In March, First Trust Bank-the

Plca•e See Pafie 18

Gelling

Your
Loan

From

Recession Hit Banks Hard
The current problems with bankmg may have started more than a
decade ago, when large compames
began to raise cap1tal by selling stocks
and bond' to investor.. instead of relying on hank loans. Deprived of a previously reliable income source, hanks
opted for more nsky lendmg. Those
loans, often for leveraged buy-outs or
commercial real estate speculation,
led to numerous bank fa1lures when
the market collapsed in the late 1980s.
The presence in the market of
non-bank fi nancial companies, such
as brokerage houses, insurers and
finance companies, also has cut into
some traditionally profitable elements
for banks. And, finall y, consumers'
general attitude towards banks has
changed, according to Furash.
"Consumers are more w illing to sample competitive products," he said.

New Loans Improve Status
Banks Try New Fields
According to Con Rusling, president of Dallas-based Sheshunoff
Information Setvices Inc., fi nancial
ins titutions are benefi ting from strong
loan growth, especially in the consumer sector. While loans for construction and land development were
down 3 percent heading into 1995,
consumer loans were up 16 percent

oldest bank in the Inland Empi
was seized by state regulators
sold to First Interstate Bank.
Trust's loss of $18.3 million in
was largely blamed on the colla
the Inland Empire land market~
for First Trust's former branch o
across the region, all 14 were sl
for closure in June, with cust
accounts to be transferred to the
est First Interstate branch.
Across the U.S., the tota
branches lost in the last two yea
3,532, according to the Fed

To counter the negatives, bank.'
have ventured into new lines of business themselves, such as selling mutual funds. While a mere handful o f
banks sold mutual funds five years
ago, banks now control 11 perce nt of
the fu nd market.
Despite the new access to such

VIR
Can He
As Easv
.As AD~
l1griculturt>, musmess, llonshudion,
Worlgage and IIBA Loans are the
building blocks that make up
Valley Independent Bank's
Loan Center.
Let Us Help You Build Your Business
Call The People Bankers At Your
Coachella Valley Loan Center

775-5600

E" C"""' loon c...B.-anch L.ocatlom
Co.chell V.., i.Oon Center
EICmtro,CA f C"""' • Jubn • Holtde•~ · Coledco •Coocl"<!b
lnc>o,CA
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Deposit Insurance Corp. Thousands
more are expected to close due to
mergers, such a~ the one on line to
create the new Union Bank.
The combined Union Bank/Bank
of California will have $24 billion in
assets-ranking it fourth behind
BankAmerica Corp., Wells Fargo &
Co. and First Interstate Bancorp. Bank
of California hao; branches in Palm
Springs and Rancho Mirage and a
regional office in Riverside. Union
Bank has 12 branches in Riverside

County, including branches in seven
supermarkets. The banks. both hurt by
the California real estate market in the
early 1990s, will consolidate operations and functions. Decisions about
branch closings and staff changes are
due this summer.

Jobs and Services Cut
Redlands Federal Bank, the
largest financial institution headquartered in San Bernardino and Riverside

Businc<.s is great and the time is
right to expand. A government SBA
loan is the amwcr -- but mo't banks
make it a ha'Sic? Not at mv Bank.
Foothill Independent Bank·., staff of
5 BA ex pens ,mists you in choosing
the right SBA loan as well as simplifY
the application process.
~'hat do SBA loans offer> Up to
90'fo financing for real estate acquisition (up 10 $2,000,000), longer loan
terms. competitl\'e rates, and fecs.
Foothill's SBA Lending Center is also
an appro,ed SBA "Low-Doc" lender
to provide loan' for $100,000 and

counties, took another tack wtth iL~
latest strategy to cut cosL.,. In late
May, the bank's holding company,
RedFed Bancorp, Inc., announced it
would cut another 51 employees from
the bank's payroll in order to save
$1.4 million annually in payroll and
benefits.
The cul" primarily involve office
positions such as check processing,
accounting, personnel and other support services at the company's
Redlands headquarters. The cuts

come on the heels of the elimination
of 31 other jobs in January.
Operating 15 offices in the Inland
Empire, RedFed Bancorp. reported a
net los..~ last year of $26.3 million, or
$6.41 a share, after adding $27.2 million in losses taken for non-performing loans, real estate and letters of
credit, and $3.9 million in losses on
real estate operations.
The latest job cuts reduce
RedFed's employment to about 360,
or about three full-ltme employees per
$10 million in assets--putting the
company on the same track with similar institutions. The hank also ha~
eliminated company cars and other
expenses of more than $1.6 million.
Despite the latest staff reduction,
RedFed president Ann Bacon said
customers should notice few changes
in service quality. Lookmg at the big
picture, however, shows that the most
immediate impact from the wave of
change in banking is higher customer
fees.
A 1993 study by the Consumer
Federation of America and the U.S.
Public Interest Research Group found
the average annual cost for a noninterest-beanng checkmg account
rose 18.5 percent over the la..,l three
years. Service charges for deposit
accounts more than doubled over the
last decade, according to Sheshunoff
Information Services.
Top 10 Inland Empire Banks
in Total Assets, based on
4th quarter/1994 performance

ARE

nard no Co

ty

Tr um Center
I 0 Largest Ban b.

City

Total AJ.,m $(000)
% Change -s111ce Dec. '93

less.
I. Olino Valley Bk,

Call Foothill's expertS now at
(818) 966-2199 and find out why
everyone needs a bank they can call
their own. Member FDIC 1if

FOOTHILL INDEPEN

'
'llt/1111~

Ontario
2 First Trust Bk,
Ontario
3. Bank of Hemet,
Hemet
4. Riverside NB,
River,idc
S. Desert Community Bk,
Vldorville
6 . Vineyard NB,
Rancho Cucamonga
7. Bank or San Bernardino,
San Bernardino
8 . Valley Bk,
Moreno Valley
9. De Anza NB,
Riverside
10. Palm Desert NB,
Palm Desert

833,860

21.44
227,695
·23.48
224,246

0.53
203,459
·0.95
112,160

11.97
107,418

-11.10
96,389
28.13

64,Xl>ll
5.92

63,074

-8.98
6!,965
·0.25

Source: ShcshunofT lnformauon Services
of Austin. Texas /i..
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Hospitals
lltml..ttl by

Hoopital
Addrf:ls

City, Stitt, Zip

0 BUSINESS HERE·•••
IF YO
R ~ARBARA
..

lO~ ANGfl fS _

OR HERE •••

DOC

LOrca~ter v

0

HERE •••

Pa I' aa'E ~

800-843-3520

Adloenbs1 Health Sys~em<

FuU Se!VIa: Medical Care

na

Omiac & lnten<.lve Care, C:ltdiac

Non-prolit faailty by
Conm.outy BOD

2

K.oiser Pmnaoentt Medical Cart~
996! S1CTr.1 Avenue
Footana, CA 92335

459
na

3,500
370
700

na

Pllmoua v.lley Hcllpilal Medical Cmttr

449

2,:ro
550

na

3.

!798 N. Gan:y Avenue
Ponma, CA 91767

St Btmardiot Mtdical Center

oa

~ HeanSutgery.lrf<tliel1 &
~ Swgcry, Munu!y &

na
449

LormUJrll

lrlen. Care Nur.it:ry

FuU Se!VIa: Regional

na

llJ

1,500
400
495

s!48 million

a:-

Slstas o( Olanty o( u.:
Incarnate \\ad Health Care System
Houstm. Texa>

4.

2101 N. W.uamanAvenue
San llernankno, CA 92404

Desert if~

398

!,600

5.

1150 North lnWn Canyon Dme
Palm Spnn&\ CA rmt.2

na

»>

Jmy L. Pttti; Memorial Vet. Med. Ctr.

393
na

4UJ
l;m
101
335

$11)1,457,039

Medcal, So.gJeal,
Psydualry, f'wsmg Heme
CareUrut

Dqx. ol \t'lelall Affans
w..Jnngtm, DC.

113

The Family BllmljD>: (Mak:mny~ H<artCue
24-hr. ER/I'rauma, lf1Dbmt & Ouq:uuent
Surgery, Sof>.Acute Care, Home Health

Nro-Prolit

S~m~U1011

Nrum;urgery, Quld Aru.c,
OrtiqledKs, Pediatrics Trauma,
Swgery, Fam. Pracllre, Ob;u:tncs

Canty ol Rive1sK1e

113

Emetgerx:y Dcputment.Cuar
TrearmM, Matcmty & ~•
ScMa:s, Omiac Care,~ lab
Mcdical!Surgleal, Cnuca! Care, Matenuty,
Neoorldlal, Pcdialncs, Cancer TrealmCl~
Cardiac, Merta! Health, Oul(l!llenl Ser.1CtS

\.'.olJey Health Sy.;tan

BumUni~

County ol San

Traurre Unrt,

Bernardno

11 ~I Bentoo Street
Lorm lirdl, CA 92357

Rhmide 0Dunl811ty Hospital
4445 Magnoba A\'tooe
RiYe!Sidc, CA 9"..50I

369
na

1,053

7.

8.

RlnfSid< General H~tai-Univ. Med. Cl!:
9851 MagnobaA•m.e
RiVCJSKie, CA 92503

358
S738

l,tm
450

Htmrt v.lley Medical Cmttr

344

954
172

1117 E. [)eo.'Offi!ureAve.
Heme1, CA 92543

Sao Bemanlioo County Mtdical Cmlll'
781 E. Gilben Street
San Bemardno, CA 92415-0035
San Bernardino Community H~

na
318

na

Ki<D:yT~t Cer~~:r

FuU Servia: Medical Cemer, With Ob;letnc;l
Neoorldlal bte!ISI\e Care, ~hersve Rehab.,
Menial Health, 24 Hr. Emergency, Outjxltient Swg.

Arrowhead Health
Care System

528
107
296

113

PcdialnCS, Cartidogy. Onoology,

Adventist Healib S)'ICI!lS
Lorna J.jJrll

l,?re
2A6
2.17

113

na
225
na

770
300

na

Acute Care ~t.ll.
Ambui:UOI)' Surgery,
Prenatal S<.·tvKXS, Rehahhtallon Services

V~stafi<l;pltliSyslcln!;,loc.

21(
na

17tXJ

na

FuU S..1VIa: \ 100K:;d C'Jrc

1\a= Foundllioo

l.oma Uncia U. Cbildral's Hcllpilal
11234 Andeoon SL, Rm. 1816
Lorm lirdl, CA 92354

m
na

OMJYN~,

Neurology, Pathology. Raciaogy

m

na

\XXI
1:10

19)

I,D9

na

l51
163

l.lO
$-150

650

I~

""

Cani.tc Rehab Radiauor~{Joculog), Cardiac C'.t~h l.ah,
Gru1. <.. ~ Swg., Onc-~v Surgery
'Mm:n s •1<.11th ~ Be~mral Med.

('l>llmUIUt\'
Noo-prolit

Sl45 m~lhoo

Th•tv.:tic Treatment CentCT, CUni;; Ca~~~:~.~
Cata, lcvelllllnrcnsl\e Cue Su""T)'.
La.<e~ Surgct), ~1Jtcrrul), LDR

\rtingtoo Health S.."IVICI>i

na

125
na
~50

:ro

SufllCTY, ClrtlqlOOics. OBGYN. Ga>tro,
Onoology, PcdialnCS, lnlt:mal M~v.e
NCUTOoUrgt'T), Urology

na

2.4-hr ER, S.1111<.'Da) Stng., ICtJ. TmrNtional
C'l. ', <kst Pam C'IJ.. lnd\N. Care. H<m! HIOI!th,
The Buth Place, Pcdutric., Acute Cue

CdumiUHCA
'\.1Shvtlk, N

na

Plxia!J.:s, Outplbent SurJ::ry. Mcdcall
Swgic-..J Unit>, l'.mergency Service,
Otljllti<.'lt Ser.-.o:s. R.ddogy. Ph)9cal ~

AdveMsl He31th S)<;tcn\\
L.>ma J.jJrll

Open llean, Clllio V...CUiar $urgi.'T)',
l""lllent & OutpatiCnt Bdm<iorJ!
Health r m~ MR,('T

V1<.'1or VJ!Iey C001111uruty

(l<:neroll Acult: Owl; H<m: Cllre, Halpice,
CT Sc3n, Cltll. Ub. Open Heart, Nconalal
I.C., 1'tanlitiooal Care, MRI, 24-Htu f.mr:lpcy

Sl. Jaqlh Health Sy.;tan

2.10
llJ

l(XJ
na
113

605
171
187

na

St Mary Deser1 VIle) Hospital
1!001 Higllway 18

109

500
l!ll

na

U.S. Fllllli)Care Medical Ccnttr
5CXXl Siln Bcmardmo Street
MorAclau, CA 91763

102

550 N. Montt.'!Cy A• e.
Ont.mo, CA 91764

na

na

JOO
50S
300+

na

145

95
na

2'Jfi
160

Nmpolit
Org.wzanon
Notioml Medical

""

119
$595

Vmror Ho<pitU-Ontario

N.xyWison
CEO
(619) 3-10-3911

l~tals

500

l.oma Linda, l'oiv. C1101111llllily \kd Calla'

A!Pe v.ucy, CA tfl..'l.fl

113

J(K}t

126

VICIOr \'aley Communily H•..-pital
15248 lith Succt
VictoMUc, CA 9"..392

Cudiology. Onr.op.ncs,
Cancer C11e, Diabctn:;.,
Alcohol arxJ Drug Treatmo:nt

l17

Olino Valley Medical Ctntt:r
'\.151 \\hlnut A""nue
C1uno , CA91710

MonDo Valey ODunomity tlmpital
25. !7300 Ins A\,
Morero V.illey, CA 9"..555

26.

s135 million

Oxnmuruty Ha;pta!
Non-prolit

S66mlllion

~3

24.

~

0=11-la;ptal~

1,200
303
406

291

Rt'lllands Communi!) H~
17. 3!ill Tcrr.11.m1 Bl J.
R<XIand;, C \ 9"-.313
J>ark>i<>4 Communily H<>ipilal Med. Center
18. Wl5 Jacko,oo Suu.1
Rivcrsici:, CA 925n3

23.

1,600
600

261

22

na

350

293
$600

S603

21. :'\333 Bartt111 Rood
Lorm lirdl, CA\12354

~14

2l!8
1,600
450

Geriatrics. Rehabibtalion, Onoology,
Vbnen & Infant>, Ttau~.
HeanSeMces

JOO

U;mbo"w Medical Center
14. 3'XXXJ Bob 1-lqle Dn>e
Rancho Mn•ge, CA 92270
Corona Rtgiooal Mtdical Center
15. !4Xl S. Ma~n Stt.:<~
Corona.CA91nl
Ka...,.l'mmln<'lll< \ltd. Centrr; RhtNde
16. J(NJJ MJgrohat\\c'llUC
RiveNdo:. CA <1'..505

2(1.

Me<ic:JI

362

1805 Meaeal Center Drive
San llern:udlno, CA 92411

JF.K. Memorialllnspilal
19. 47-111 MooroeSuo>:t
lrdio, CA 9nll

A :-/on-profit, Federally Qualified HMO
300 South Park Avenue • Pomona, CA 91766

lnlclruumtl Hean !IISI!Illtl;
Cancer Troatmcnt bNillltl;
().oer JOO Other Specialll<:s

na
na

13.

InterValley Health Plan

na

4,(XXJ

12

Inter Valley Health Plan is on the move. We're expanding our service
area to bring more of our high-quality health care and uniquely personal
service to more people in Southern California.
From 16 hospitals to 51, and from 2,500 providers to over 8,000,
Inter Valley now has more of what you're looking to sell in a health plan.
Call today to learn more about the expanded opportunities waiting
for you with the expanded Inter Valley Health Plan.

Own<r

""

u.

YOU SHOULD
BE DOING BUSINESS
WITH US.

Spa:ldies

610

San Antonio Community H06pilal
10. 'HJ San BemardU1o Rood
tJparxl, CA 91786

Q1.

Current
Operamg
Budgd

Lorna Unda Unhmily Medical Cmtrr
11234 And.-r.;on Stnoet
Lorm lirdl, CA 92354

9.

Ver

Thtal Stalf

of It< ntu tl ht·tf,

I of Doctors
lofR.N5

l.

6.

1'\

'of Lie. B<ds
A•g. Daily Rm. Cllg.

lllllllh t·r

na

E.nlafrlses. Inc.

H<'tiptal.lnc

24 hr. ER, Urgent Ove, Fanuly Qrtt:TC<J
National Mcdcal F~
Buth ProgJam. OBNYN, PcdrJirics, ()uqw<.'lt Swga),
Salta Morit:2
Mcdi<:aL&llgical, IC'I.'roJ, CTScan. MRI. Cardia Pulrr<nll),
Mamrrogran.., Phy,•cal The~. CPSP, Health ~lll

SJlllC Cater, 08 ScMa:s,

\Wicy l-bllh S}!acm

At.~ Care Facibty

Ouqllliat Lab

113
91

165

na

'Xl

Acute Can:- Long Tenn.
InterNI e Can;

45

Genatnc~'h.

1\il

\l:ooJ< lbjitals
Cahf<"<Tia, Inc.
Lrusvillc, KY

N/A "'Ntt~ ltM) = 1\IIu/dNalh;wm = ~~tawiW£. Tht ~ rr~halnd.v ""-'dtamijtnrthe~ 1ivo1. Tohbr.t<fwr~ itufomoriau•~rsDCUiflltasr.( fKU,_
<nltlll'h~ am~<fhlist, r:rrmVa>.ni~mm-~ l\mcsarlet:rm1mta...aiarsoo~ lttl<'llmdtl: ThtlnltnifJrplf~JamJ, ~.m-~Ouir.l
~~Jmy.~awtt Ctwrf!tltJondfJrp/f~Jam 1995.
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Trauma Centers are Critical Need in Inland Empire
A San Bernardino Count)' Trauma

Center team of two nurse> and a doctor

(in white coat). along with an eme r·

gency medical techntctan from the

ambulance helicopter, rush an acctdent

victim to the trauma unit.

A Personal
Health Plan
Advisor.
Introducing PruPartners'"
The Prudent tal recogni:~s your untque heulth
car~ needs wtth a very personalized approach.
ln the past, u nlv large corpmanons gnt
spect.tl .mentton. Now, ler Th~ Prudcnttal put
you in touch with your own personal advisor
whn can g1ve you the attention you dc,;erve.
We know you move faster than large
companies. It's great to have options, and we
have quite a few, but the last thing ynu want
to Jo is sort through it all hy yourself. Let your
personal advisor do the work for you.
If you have fwm 3-;0 employees, call The
Prudential's PruPartner Customer Hotline
today and w~'ll ass1gn yo u your own advisor.
Your advisor will meet with you at your
convenience .md listen to you carefully, ,md
then t,tilor a plan that f1ts your unique needs.
Call 1-800-804-3820 today. There ts
no obligatton and a few minutes with your
own advisor can help keep your team healthy
and keep you in control of your budget.

ThePrudent~al ~
1 (800) 804-3820

E

very month, approximately
1,000 restdents of the Inland
Emptre are mj ured seriously
enough to go to the hospital. or
those, 1,200 injuries a year are of
major trauma, requiring immediate
treatment in a certified trauma center
to save the patient's life.
With only three trauma centers in
the entire Inland Empire, those lives
could be at risk in the event of a
major accident or natural disaster.
Up until a few years ago, San
Antonio Community Hospital in
Upland and Pomona Valley Hospital
in Pomona maintained the fourth and
fifth trauma centers but they were
closed because of budgetary considerations. The main reason for the
lack of trauma ce nters is because, traditionally, they operate at a loss.
Only the fact that Welfare and
Institutio ns Code Section 17000
mandates that g overnment funds are
to be provided for hospital care of
indigent patients makes it possible
for any hospital to provide this
expensive high-tech service.
Dr. Dev Gnanadev, Director of
Emergency
Services
at
San
Bernardino County Medical Center,
explained. " Because trauma centers
must be fully prepared to respond to
any emergency 24 hours a day, costs
are much higher than they would be
if hospital staff were on a standard
schedule. Surgeons and medical personnel of every specialty are on-call
and must be able to respond within
10 minutes of notification. We must
have three teams of operating room
personnel available, with each team
including an anesthetist, a surgical
nurse, and a resident physician.
"This is not the same as an emergency room. In a trauma center, we
have all the facilities at hand for xrays, blood tests, and other types of
treatment. However, at the same
time," Gnanadev continued, "a large
number of these trauma patients are
not covered by insurance."
Dr. Gnanadev pointed to a light
at the end of the tunnel in reference
to the new county medical center
under construction in Colton. "The
number of stations in the Trauma
Center and in the Bum Center at the
new hospital will be almost doubled," he said. "That is because we
have a greater need for bed'> than we
now have available. Other areas of
the hospital which are not being fully
utilized are going to be down-sized
according to their prospective
usage." .&
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Babies Go High Tech at U.S. FamilyCare Medical Center

M

oments after birth, a
newborn and his mother
are fitted with a pair of
matchmg wristbands containing a
tiny, computcnzed micro transmttter I·or the next few days, every
movement the child makes will be
momtored by a sophisticated, hightech electronic security system
designed to keep newborns under a
watchful eye that never sleeps.
Sound ltke high-tech science
fiction? Well, it's real enough for
the babies horn at U.S FamilyCare
Medical Center in Montclair. It's
called Shadow Net, and it's a hightech security system for hospital
maternity wards designed to make
infant safety practically foolproof.
And even though there's never
been an abduction or misidentification
at
the
hospital,
U.S
f'amilyCarc was anx1ous to include
Shadow Net in their multi-mtllion
dollar hospital renovation program
because of the added peace-ofmind and confidence tt would hrmg
to their patients. In fact, U.S.
FamilyCare Medtcal Center is the
fi rst hospital in California to mstall
Shadow Net m its Family Centered
Birthing unit and use it on a fulltime basis.
T he system works like this:
While still in the delivery room,
each baby and mother is fitted with
a bracelet conta ining an encoded
micro trans mitter. A central computer recognizes the s ignals trans-

mittcd from each mother and her
baby and will sound an alarm if the
two are separated by more than 10
feet. If a baby is given to the
wrong mother, the computer will
recogmze that the signals don't
match and sound an alarm.

It's called Shadow Net, and
It's a high-tech security system for hospital maternity
wards designed to make
Infant safety practically
foolproof.

All maternity nurses wear "untversal" transmitters in their !.0.
badges designed to let them care
for any baby in the unit. When it's
the nurse's turn to care for the baby.
the computer will recognize hy the
chtp m her J.D. tag that the nurse 1s
an authonzed care giver and will
not sound the alarm. Only the hospital's maternity nurses have the
microchip-eq uipped J.D. tags. No
other hospttal s taff has them. So
even if ano ther hospital staff member tries to move a baby, the security alarm will be activated.
The Shadow Net system has

other applications as well. Penny
Mount, the hospital's di rector of
maternity patient care, said that 1t is
not uncommon for new mothers to
sometimes leave their bab1es asleep
in their rooms while they shower or
take a short walk around the hallway. But maternity nurses know
that it may be dangerous to leave a
baby unattended for very long.
With Shadow Net, the nursing staff
knows nght away when a baby has
been left alone and can quickly
check to make sure the baby is all
right. It's an added level of safety
that wouldn't have been available
just a few short months ago when
maternity nurses could only check
on infants visually, during their
rounds.
Developed by a team of scienllsts from dtfferent technological
fields, Shadow Net incorporates a
network of special radio frequency
antennas built into the ceiling of
the maternity unit during a recent
renovation. The network casts an
electronic web over the entire
maternity area . The signals from
all the encoded microchips are
processed through a central compute r and monitored by a ca re giver
at the materni ty area nursi ng station. The system keeps track of
everybody's position wi thin the
unit. And if there is an unauthorized exit, the system sounds an
alarm which alerts the nurse and
hospital security.

Much attention has been
in the media in recent years
dramatic "switched at birt h"
ries. The tabloid press has
the fire with stories about
mistakenly taken home by
wrong parents. It's a very
idea for most parents. But i
fear U S FamilyCare pat
needn't have thanks to Sh
Net
In the nol so old days,

er would automatically

this system either. Dads can
ted wtth bracelets to match
and baby too. So if they
take baby on a get-tostroll around the hospital ha
the Shadow Net system will
nize they are authorized to be
the child and wi ll keep a
watchful eye.
For more information
U.S . FamilyCare Center 's Fa
Centered Birthing Program,
ing Shadow Net, call (909)

8183 . •

Norton Air Force Base Reuse Plans Roll Toward Lift-Off
b y M ark Zelmer

T

he dream of shaping a " San
Bernardino Internationa l
Airport and Trade Center"
out of old Norton Air Force Base
took big steps toward reality in
May, with more than a dozen
firms bearing the promise of
2,000 new jobs lined up as tenants. Well, half of the dream, any way.
Although the Inland Valley
Development Agency leased out
more than half of its last 370 acres
zoned for business at old Norton,
a civilian airport authority expects
to wait three more months before
a San Bernardino airport is sanctioned to handle commercial air-

craft with more than 30 passengers . En v iro nm e ntal del ays , a
cash-fl ow sho rt ag e, and the l ack
of a major a irline to sign on as a
tenant a lso ha ve stifl ed airpo rt
progress.
Finally, the San Bernardino
airport authority must rely on
grants and leases, while the richer
development agency collects regular proceeds via the redevelopment process and is free to lure
tenants by offering incentives.
Inland Valley Development
Agency perhaps did its best work
at old Norton on May 24, when
Precision
Standard Inc.
of
Alabama signed its intent to pay
the authority at least $600,000 in
1996, to graduate to $1 million in

five yea rs, to lease 70 acres . The
develo pment agency courted the
military and commercial aircraft
maintenance firm not onl y fo r its
j obs and econo mic boost, but fo r
o ffering a link to drawing airlines
and other businesses to the airport, idle for a year now.
Earlier in May, the plan for an
international trade center touted to
employ as many as 5,000 someday
also put down some roots at
Norton, which cost about 700 jobs
when it was closed. The trade center depends on San Jose developer
Cal Tai Associates signing a $5.4
million land-buy agreement and
posting a non-refundable deposit
of $75,000.
John Miskell, Cal Tai official

who first proposed the trade
ter, scoffed at critics who
whether enough co rporate te
will buy the space
finance the $400 million
" I wouldn' t have i

is solid," said Miskell.

center tenants to date, each
with the jobs it involves,
ALI Manufacturing of
(50), Electro Bake of
(50), Envelope M
Supply of Ontario (30),
(25), Associated Silk
Printing (25), and Los Pao:lrii~nf
Southern California ( 48). .&
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Union Bank Loan Aids Expansion of Sleep Disorders Center

T

elling people that you run a
Sleep Disorders Center usually wakes them up and gets
their attention. But Joseph De
Leon actually prefers putting people to sleep. He has earned a strong
reputation for his success from
local doctors who express their
confidence by referring patients to
him.
Sleep disorders can include
anything from insomnia to snoring.
A sleep disorder can he as simple as
never falling into a deep REM
sleep. De Leon says that abo ut R5
percent of the patients referred to
him are treated for apnea-a cessation of breathing for as long as two
minutes at a time. While all apnea
patients snore, not all snorers have
apnea. It's the snoring, however,
that often brings people to the clinic. Following CPAP (continuous
positive airway pressure) therapy,
these patients often notice an
immediate difference in the quality
of their sleep and energy level during the day.
De Leon sees from 400 to 600
patients a year. He became interested in sleep disorders when he
was working with Gould Medical
Products developing a computer
system that assists in scoring information about sleep disorders and
calculating the different parameters. He also attended a lecture in
Hawaii that inspired him to seek
professional training. In 1987, he
completed the Polysomnographic
Training Program at Baptist
Medical Center in Birmingham,
Alabama.

De Leon developed the Sleep
Disorders Center at Riverside
Co mmunity Hospital in 1988 and
left briefly to develop the Sl eep
Disorders Program at Mercy
Hospital in San Diego in 1991.
Riverside Community Hospital
asked De Leon to return and about
a year later, asked if he would like
to take over the Sleep Disorders
Center, which he and his wife,
Kathryn, did in May 1992. T he
center has been so successful that
De Leon has since opened Guam
Slee p Disorders C linic and
Respiratory Home Care in Tumon,
Guam,
and
Island
Sl eep
Diagnostics in Honolulu.
When De Leon needed expansion capital, he found a strong ally
in Maria Evans, division manager
at Union Bank. "I had confidence
in him right away," Evans says. "I
don't think that very many banks
would have given a loan for the
small amount of expansion capital
he was requesting. They think it's
not worth all their time and effort.
But I asked several doctors about
him and learned that he had a very
strong reputation in his field. I was
impressed by how hard he works
and that he has bootstrapped this
successful business. It was also a
needed service to the community."
Evans adds, "With the number
of physicians who spoke highly of
Mr. De Leon and who were already
referring patients, we knew he ' d
have a strong referral base. He 's
actually increased his business
since taking over the clinic."
De Leon was born in Monterey,

Inbound Telemarketing
• Credit Card Authorization I 24 Hour Bilingual
• Order taking, direct response from TV, radio
direct mail, catalog advertising
• Brochure request, customer service calls
• Best digital equipment and PI software
• Reservations and Seminar registration
• Recieve data via PC, Fax or Bulletin Board

ANSAFONE

800-938-9009

Quality service since 1970

Mexico, in 1950. He moved with
his family to Los Angeles at the age
of six and graduated from
Huntington Park High School and
Los Angeles Trade and Technical
College.
De
Leon
started
with
Magnavox Corp. as a technician,
then worked for Systems Research
Laboratory in Ohio as a field service technician . Afte r thai , he
trained with Gould Medical Corp. 's
cardiopulmonary division in computerized biomedical technology
systems repair. While employed
with Gould, De Leon traveled the
11 western states plus Alaska and
Hawaii as a field technician and
trainer.
De Leon has completed the
Advanced Management Program at
the University of California at
Riverside and has been a consultant
with the Sleep Disorders Center at
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Temporary Staffing Versus Employee Leasing
by Sheryl A Jonc•

mployment services are no
longe r limited to standard
tem porary staffing providers. There are a variety of services in the employment mdustry,
including employee leasing, payrolling, managed services, and
placement services, as well as temporary to full-time staffing. Among
the most confusing is the clarificati on between temporary staffing
services and employee leasing. The

E

National Association of Temporary
Services fo rmally defmes "temporary help service" as:
"A service whereby a temporary employment agency h1res its
own employees and assigns them to
clients to support or
supplement
the client's workforce in work situations such as employee absences,
temporary skill shortages, seasonal
workloads, and spec1al assignments
and projects."
It is a standard practice for
firms that provide temporary help

services to conduct a rigorous
process of recruiting, training, and
testing
potential
candidates .
Successfully evaluated temporary
associates are then assigned to
clients in a wide range of job categones and skill levels; from production and clerical workers to
managers
and
professionals.
Temporary associates may fill in
during vacations and illnesses, meet
a temporary s kill lapse, handle seasonal work increases, and assist in
special projects to ensure constant

productivity.
sporadic and intermittent
often than not. It may last a
or a month, hut it is not l'mlenne~
a fixed or regular schedule.
The definition of empl
leasing, on the other hand, is
broad and fairly vague.
employee leasing companies
developed to cover many
porary staffing areas (such as
term sta ffing), and
involves the client placing al
Please & e Page 52

Joe De Leon. Sleep Dasordcr C'cnlcr

Queen 's Hospital and Orchid Isle
Sleep Disorders Center in Hawaii.
He also cons ulted in the development of the Sleep Disorders Center
in Texas in 1993. •

U naversol Core's new Point-Of-Serv•ce
(POS) CHOICE PLAN gives your employees
the freedom of choace they wont an selecting
physacaon servaces while retoanang the cost
sovang benefats of managed core for
employee 's inpatient and hosp1tal serv1ces

Shared Fund Plans for
Healthcare Praised
by Thomas P. Cahill

ne of the most difficult and
potentially expensive recommendations that human
resources professionals have to present to their CEOs or boards of
directors is what healthcare plan to
provide
an HMO, PPO,
Indemnity Plan (remember these?),
EPO, or something else. With the
pressure of the dollar, many
employers are being forced into
HMOs, which were originally
designed as Health Maintenance
Organizations. "Maintenance" is
the operative word. They were not
designed to provide total catastrophic care.
Today's employers are able to
provide a high level of benefits for
their employees, and at the same
time, reduce the cost of providing
those benefits.
This is easily
accomplished by making the simple
change to a shared funded plan with
an excess loss insurance policy purchased to remove the employer 's
top-end risk and an aggregate policy to protect against the worst-case
scenario.
A shared funded plan not only
results in sizable net cost savings,
but offers many other advantages,
such as choice of physician.
Plus, there are cash flow advan-

0

tages. A s hared funded plan is not
an insurance policy, and therefore is
not subject to the regul ations of the
state insurance department. The
absence of the state's mandatory
reserve requi rement will ge nerate
substantial cash tl ow for the
employer immediately, which can
he used fo r o ther expe nditures.
Benefit control is a nother hot
issue today. Under a shared funded
plan, the employe r has complete
control of the benefit program,
which is often lost when in the
hand~ of an insurance company.
Employers want constant control of claims status. With an efficient plan administrator, the human
resources person is able to enjoy the
benefit of monthly claims reports.
This allows them to monitor
employee utilization, and spot possible abuse trcndo;, making a cost
containment program possible.
Shared funded plans allow the
human resources people to provide
the best benefits possible to their
fellow employees, and at the lowest
cost to the company... the best of
both worlds. •
Tom Cahill is th~ president of Shared
Medical Allernauvcs, a shared funded
admmistrator based m Raversidc, CA. For
more information, contact Mr. Cahill at
(800) 266-63 II .

A nd , our consistent emphosas an
member servace also includes you - the
employer. Our programs ore designed to
make things as easy as possible and to
keep you just as satisfied w ath Un1versol
Care as your employees.

U niversal Care offers smort health
plan choaces that meet your company's
needs. And at affordable rates. So whether
you choose our new Choice Plan or any
other one of our popular plans. you will find
that Universal Care is truly healthcare you
can feel good about
So coli your broker or give us a call at
1-SOQ-635-6668, ext. 4848 We'll
show you a POS plan thot makes a real
point of service .

Universal Care announces

a POS plan
that makes. a Point

0/ Service.

Universal Care"'
Healthcare you can feel good about.
1600 East Hill Street
Signa l Hill, C A 90806

FAX· 31 0/427-3842
800/635-6668, ext. 4848
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Fifth Annual Women and Business Expo Another Success

"A.<k the Califorma Venmre Fomm• addresses
quc.mons of uuere.\1 10 busme.<s owners and
enrn·preneurs and is a project of faarlty from
Californw State Polytechnic Uni~·ersity. local
busmess leaders, and the Inland Empire
Busmess Journal. Re.<ponses are prepared by
Fon1m members. The Californw \'l>nlure
Fomm showcases entrepreneurs and busmesses every other month in an effort lo help them
obtmn financmg. If you are rnterested 111
becoming a presenter or would like mort' informatwn about the California \'<'nture Fomm,
contact Jolon 1lrlac at.
(909) 860-51i52
17ris mont/r s columrr rs by Rebecca Jones.

Ask The California
Venture Forum

A

usiness plan is a vital element of a thriving busmess.
n fact, the most common reason for business failure is a poorly
developed business plan or the actual
lack of one. A well designed busmess
plan will become the single most
important document m acquiring new
financmg or expansion capital.

Maddy Kent Dycht,., ald (left). the afternoon keynote speaker, chal.'. " oth one of the Mostress
of Coremonoe,, Jeanne Lochan, Un l\ e"lt) of Phoenox executove.

It is over for another yearnow the planning starts
for next year.

T

he day-long Wome n and
Business Expo. which has
become one of the Inland
Emp1re 's major annual business
events. was held on May 19 at the
Riverside
Conventio n
Cente r.
Business and professional women
and men came from throughout the
Inland Empire as well as from
Orange and Los Angeles Counlles.
They came to learn about new
processes and new opportunities.
They came to meet and greet other
professionals. They came to be
motivated, to build their self-confidence, and to take advantage of the
sales and give-aways offered by
businesses and charitable organiza-

ti ons w tth d1splay booths. And many
came because they were old-timers
who had been entertained at one or
more of th e prior Wo me n and
Business Expos.
Maria nna Nunes and M addy
Kent Dycht.vald served as key no te
speakers at this year 's event, and 22
other featured speakers offered up to
39 se minars to the conference attendees.
The hour-long semmars
touched on such subjects as personal growth. career development, motivation, communication. and personal
safety for women, to name just a few.
Many of the seminar leaders were
repeat performers from previous
Women and Business Expos.
Marianna Nunes talked about
the power inherent m each of us to
overcome bad fortune and to rebuild
our lives. She used humor and per-

Elements of a Good
Business Plan

Inland Emprre Busmess Journal Publisher Wilham Anthony presents
an Award of Achievement to Lynn Smrth of Chmo Valley Bank in recognrtion of her
oul.'.tandmg promotion and advancement of women and business.

sonal magnetism to convey her message, much of which was based on
her own misfortune and subsequent
rebuilding. Today, Nunes travels
extensively, offenng programs to
Fortune 500 companies, hospitals,
and universities.

Penny V. Shaffer
Financial Reporting Manager
penny has been with Avery
Dennison srnce 1981. She is
Financial Reporting Manager for
the Avery Division.
Avery Dennison, headquatered
in Pasadena, California is a
leading worldwide manufacturer of
pressure sensitive adhesives and product identrtication and
control systems. The company has approximately 17,000
employees in 25 countries.

20955 Pathfinder Rd.
D iamond Bar, California 9 1765-4000
Phone (909) 86~

F~C9091 594-9946

AVERY
DENNISON

Avery Division

Gregg Hassler, regional manager of AppleOne Employment Services,
explains company procedures and benefits between programs at the
Women and Business Expo.

Maddy
Kent
Dychtwald's
keynote presentation was aimed at
those business and profess ional
women and men who are part of the
"sandwich generation," people who
have had to take on the care of aged
or ailing parents while still assisting
their own childre n- who, in many
cases, are college graduates and are
still (or have returned to) the "nest."
The conference, which started at
7 a.m. and lasted until after 5 p.m.,
offered time for networking opportunities and for gathering information
from local businesses through their
more than 38 booth displays.
Several of these busmesses also gave
door prizes, which were handed out
during the conference between
keynote speakers or after the luncheon.
A delicious luncheon was also
included in the ticket price of the
conference.
The event was presented by the
Inland Empire Business Journal,
CNN-KCKC Rad10, and Inter
Valley Health Care. It was co-sponsored by more than 20 other local
businesses . .&

There are several different ways to
develop a business plan, but one of the
simplest and most concise i.s an outline
that was developed by Molly Thorpe.
She is a well-known and respected
expert in t11e field. Her outline encompasses eight essential elements:
Executive Summary (two pages)
Overview of the business
Company strengths and
competitive position
Highlights of management team
Financial summary.
Introduction/Company Background
(one page)
History of company
Management team
Current products/services,
Future opportunities
Company Goals/Objectives (two
pages)
Mission statement
Goals, objectives
Marketing Environment (six to
eight pages)
Industry CharacteristiCS
Sales strategy
Target markets
Distribution
Competition
Pricing
Products/Services (two to t hree
pages)
Current products: descriptions,
benefits
Future products: descriptions,
reason for introduction
Financials (two to three pages)

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL • PA

Business Plans and Their Presentation
Summary of company's pa~t
performance
Projections of future
performance
Summary of NR and mventory
levels
Financing requirement~
Operational and Ma nagement
Issues (two to six pages)
Exhibib
Resumes of key managers
Financial reports (pa~t and
future)
Detailed descriptions of
product.slservices, technology

How to Present a
Business Plan to Investors
Venture forums have become an
excellent way to present bu..~ines.~ plans
to potential investors. At these forums,
selected businesses make presentation~
to an audience of potential investors.
The California Venture Forum has a
two-phased program offering busines.~
plan rev1ew and a venture forum.

How the California Venture
Forum Program Works
The Caltfornta Venture Forum
(CVF) has jomed with other corporate
and business leaders to provide a biannual program designed to successfully match investors w ith companies
that are lookmg for investment funding. The first pha.<;e of the program
focuses on helping entrepreneurs polish thetr business plans and work on
their presentation skills. The second
phase IS a Special Investor Forum
where selected businesses have an
opportunity to present their business
plans to interested investors.
The first Special Investor Forum
of 1995 is scheduled for Wednesday,
June 14, at the Kellogg West
Confe rence Center at Cal Poly
Pomona. Eleven businesses will be
presenting their business plans to an
audience of approximately 40
investors who represent over $240 milhon in fmancing. The Forum is open
to all businesses and is a great opportunity for entrepreneurs and growth companies to network with the people who
have the resources to help develop
business plans and provide financing.
Each of the presenting businesses
was selected by a process through
which their business plans were
reviewed by a committee of 20 business development experts. The review
process u..<;ed an evaluative tool that
provided a scored assessment of the
business plan. The company execu-

tive.~ of the selected busine.,~c..~ were
invited to a follow-up, day-long presentatiOn workshop or participated
w1th a mentoring team.
The 11 selected busine.<>.'iCS will be
presentmg their busine.'~ plan~ at the
forum on June 14th. The presenting
companies are A+H International,
American Pictures, ASAH, GreenSoft
Corp., John White Institute, John~ton
Medical Equipment, Pacific States
Airline Service, Peerless Systems
Corp.. Prolux Corp., Times One
Instruments, and Virtual Computer
Corp.
The Kellogg West Conference
Center is located at3801 West Temple
Avenue in Pomona. The networking
receptiOn will begin at 5:30 p.m. with
presentations to start at 6:30 p.m. The
cost of the program and dinner is $25.
For reservations, call (714) 252-7500
(Seta).

How to Participate as a
Presenting Company
Busme.-;ses that are interested in
presenting at one of the forums need to
submit their business plans for review.
The company executives of the select-

ed bu..~ine.....~es will be invited to a
day, follow-up workshop. The
shop i' de.~igned to shore-up b
plano; and develop pre.-;entation .
better present the plan~ before the
ence of invc..~tors.
Busine.o;..~ plan<; are currently
accepted for presentation con~ide
at the second Special Inve.,tor F
whtch will be held on Novembe
The deadline for recetpl of thc..<;e
i~ July 14, 1995. Two copies o
bu..<;ine.'iS plan (along with a chec
$150) should be submitted to:
California Venture Forum
Attn: Dina Lane
PO. Box 800
Rosemead, CA 91770
The selected companie.<; wi
notified of their acceptance and in
to the workshop. All participant~
submit bu..~ines.~ plan~ will re
coptes of the reviews. Participan
also receive a listing of ex1sting
ness development organizallons
provide technical assistance.
Further information about
California Venture Forum ca
obtamed by calling 800-333-4766

First Professional Bank,
N.A. California's Health Care Bank
Ad verto rial
on the part of the pr
irst Professw nal
s io nal to dwell on banking serv·
Ba nk was started in 1982 by
As many services as pos
Dr. Joel W. Kovner a nd a
are provided at the client 's o
Firs t
g ro up o f his associa tes.
Ninet y percent of all deposits
Professio nal is a national ba nk as
picked up at their offices.
opposed to a state bank a nd as such
maj ority of First Professional
is regulated by the Comptroller of
clients have never been to on
the Currency as well as the FDIC.
our branches.
Stock is listed on the American
First Professional Bank has
Stock Exchange in the name of
full-service offices located in S
Professional Bancorp, the holding
Monica, Beverly Hills, the
company, of which the bank is a
Fernando
Valley,
Pasad
wholly owned subsidiary.
Redlands, and satellite offices I
First Professional Bank proed at Cedars Sinai in Los An
vides banking se rvices primarily for
and the Hospital of the
outpatient health care professionals.
Samaritan in Los Angeles.
All services provided are organized
The Inland Empire Regi
and structured specifically to the
Office opened in Redlands
needs, requirements, and conveOctober of 1991. Key personn
nience of the health care industry.
the Redlands office are
The bank emphasizes the qualiPresident/ Branch Manager D
ty and responsiveness of its staff,
Basirico, Assistant Vice Presi
training them in both banking and
Linda Kimball; Commercial
the needs of the professional clienOfficer; Penny Brown; Operat
tele. The key elements of training
Officer Dave Gumpertz;
are responsiveness, responsibility, a
Stenz, of New Accounts/Utility;
will to service and an attitude of
Voula
Karras,
Ace
helpfulness. The key factor emphaRepresentative . .&
sized in training is the lack of time

F
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SBA Lenders
/\'

ea.p..yN-

SBALaus

A~

~10193-9,<)4

Oty, Slate. Zip

IS~Il

18.396,700

Ill>- • ,/

1..lba1y N•IIOIIDI Bu1t
1777 Cealcr Ave.
HIIIIIIJI&IOD lbch, CA 9264 7

11,793,917

4.

O.sw

9,'106,670

'

. . . . . SL,S!I..
....... CA!I250J
9.543,934

6.

Vlllley laclopcacloM BaDk
81944 Hwy Ill, Sle F
Indio, Ca 92201

..... c

8,40S,91S

jl.

.........

.,

141110 ur. Dr.

...

va~ry

a.u

S.M,GOO

.....,...c.,.

3.SIO,m

'*-........

),2JUIII

41

28

29

23

22

19

23

14

15

10

10

•

3,090,770

II

14. SOS W. 2DdSI

Na111btr ol Otrka:
lalaad E111plrt

14

c-pa•ywldt

VII

Top Local En~alht
TIIk
~oat!Fu

Mlrtllapa
lluli.- DevdopDcnl Olliccr
(909) 9113-81~14) 2'1·9016
Judy Baaocky

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(800) 1!7().404l/(7t4) 74&-7320

Yes
Yea
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yea

rUII V. PMauger SBA Loan Div
(IW) 303-4662 x3S0/(714) 639-~ 1

Yes
Yes
)es

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yea
Yea

10

No

Vice PTCSldcnt

J-K.Eutt.t

Catbmat Clampitt
SeNor VP.;SBA Manager
(714J t!95-292W894-52S7

No

No
No
No

6

Cktl w. Gutoa
RcJiou1 Vtce I'Jaideot
(909) 781-4988/781.()828

No

Rkbard Kriab

Yes
Yes

8

SBA Loan Olficer
(619J 775-WJO!I7S-7055

No

4

R..WLWU..

..

Cltat~

No

No
VII

Yes
Yes

No

No

Yes

Y•

No

VII

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

3

Mk~IOaM~

No
No

II

Vice Pres11lc:nl
(909) 884-6471/HAA-9140

No
VII

BW Pblpps
VP.ISBA Manager
(909) 242-1170/242-5388

1

n

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

VII
VII
No

VII
No
VII

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

..
No

. . . . . . , ..... Sdtlllae

v.r:a a J~uA.- DM~opaa~..._..

(619) 3J8.JS70,338-U5]1S9S.0308

No
No
No

Yes
Yea
Yea

(619) W-2141Vl.f:U010

No

No

•
2,496,000
IMkll"-iaa
... 333 s. aa.dry Ave., u.. 149116
Loa A..-, CA 90017

How to Manage Your Banker

<1/lllflc'
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No
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4
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VPJSBAAdm. Manager
(714) 442-9400/442·9444

Jellllw..n.nl
VIce PlelldatUSBA ....,_
(909) 983-46001l91·ll68
4
4

hi Norv.U
PrcsidtntCEO
(909)888-ll65/88S-6173

v.

4

1[811t. . . . . . . .

9

Va l'laidatl
(818) . .21~9011

Yea
Yes
Yea

1110+
1,000+

Todd M-.
Vice President
(714) 433-6210/433-6235

"-'"*'

SBAI.-Oikar

....

~-a.a.c., Sle

II. 100 N

('1109)611S-~

9

1200

Will Covi111. CA 91791
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Yea
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No

4

RldlaniJett

Yea
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14

Exccuttve Vtce I'Tesident
(818) 91S·4424J'}I5.Q964
r.-w.~

•

............

1801 E.~ Dr.,

Dltllle, CA 91010

~

('1109)-~

1,.500,000

Yea

I

2

G.yA.IeYft
AVPi5BA M.utager
(818) 357-9611{358-9613

........

by Lee Bertrand

our banker is as ~ita! to
you as )OUr certafied puh·
he accountant and )OUr
lawyer. Your CPA asstst you in
.accounung management, your
law) er 10 nsk management, and
your banker in financtal management All three of these worthy
profes~ions can have a hroad and
posit ave tnflucnce; ho"' e~cr, you
are in the driver's seat and must
make your requirements clear to
e.tch.
Your hanker provtde a multttude of services, the most promtnent
of whach
as
lo.ms.
Unfortunately, both the b<~nk and
the bustness customer often allo"'
that spccaaltzed functtnn to overshadow the rest of the relallon·
shtp
The common refratn ot "They
won't lend )'OU money unless you
don't need 11" JUst ts not true. The
confuswn arises from not understanding what a hank loan is. A
hank makes its profit on a small
margin between the cost of funds
and the rate the client pays, wtth
some help from the money on
deposal at the tnstatulton . The
bank ts answerahle to the deposi·
tors and shareholders for their nsk
management. This arrangement
reduces the amount of nsk that
they can take. The venture capttalisl, on the other hand, contributes to the basic capatal of the
firm with a tolerance for larger
risk, and in return, requires some
portion of ownership .
Loans provtde an uvenue for
accomplishing certain tasks and
stratrgies. For example, they can
speed up your cash cycle by making the money in your accounts
receavahle avaalahle sooner to buy
invenlory
and
pay
bills.
Caution-enhancing the cash
cycle has many henefits; however,
it is not a suhstitule for poor risk
management or poor collection
policies. Loans also allow you
access to your net worth and
future cash flows to purchase
assets like buildings and equipment or even other businesses.
Banks provide many off-site

Y

services that can make your life
easier, such as payroll, cash management, and tnvestment of your
excess cash. Inspect theu range

many of them. Bankers ure .tlso
uvuihahlc to dt,cuss the pnncaples
of good financi:al management and
general management practices
Though they can't gtve you advace
dtrectly, lhey can dtscuss concepts.
Don't be tnllmtdated by your
banker. Treat them lake an) pro·
fesstonal who provades servtces to
you; they are hum.an, they JUSI use
n different language. Your banker
should come out to see you twtce
11 year. If ) ou haven't ~een them,

call them . Ask to review your
relattonship and determine tf you
need more or dtfferent services
Keep them abreast of your tndustry 's dnvang t sues; ask for thetr
optnton, 11 keeps them sharp.
How about using them as a
source of referrab? lntroducllons
lo the communi!)? As a necessary
part of thetr occupallon, they must
be tn~olved in the community.
They often know the nght person
to ask for an caty government, or
the C'hamher of Commerce, to

solve problems or just enh
communaty rclalions.
If you tntervtew for a
other servace wath your ban
thorough. Tell them what's
pentng and what your plans
The rule of the game is ant
anllctpate, anllctpate and plan;
hanker expects to see it.
make~

them worry.

hanker
banker.
PkauSee Pag~ 30

'"You know. in just three years BreathAsure
has grown from one of our smallest
bu mess
,,
.
customers to one o f our b1ggest.
·~we couldn 'r have done it wirhow

your help."

Umon Banker Glenn Keller ·

"'And now you're moving again?"

•"Had to. This is the second office we've outgrown.''
""That's very impressive.''

"I'll tell you what~· impressive to me.''
"What's that?,,
~~In

all the time rou're heen
our hanker, l're nerer heen to
rour branch. I don't eren know
I
•
•
H'tlere 11 n.
~~

"That's what personalized banking is all about."
~,,,~

W

Union Bank•

More Bank For Your Business:
llaalt Member FDIC

of serv1ces. They don't charge for • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •

Anthom Ratsun,
Vtce Pustdent &
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Savings & Loans

Cucamonga Valley
Established as Viticultural Area

Hanf..ttll" Iota/ '"'''a'o//J11111th,r ~1./'J'J.J

BankNamr
Address
City, Scace, Zip

I.

...._tlnaFedoniSM!p&U.
350 S. Garey AYCIIIC
Panooa. CA 91769

2.

Rfdllods Ftdrnl Baok, FSB
:>00 E. Slalc Slrect
Ralana.. CA 9"..373

'Ibtal A!Rts ($000)
% ~
Since Dec. 1993

Core Capital

Thtal Nonper-

'lblat'N<qltibirq

"'• Cllaoge
Since Dec. 1993

fonniog

(.Dall'l as •

%a.q,hlkl9!8

Gross (.Dall'l

17,0%
-00.1

1.1

6.46

57,132
531

5.4

5.65

6.84

Craig Bluodm
PrtsidcnVC1'.0

6.17

Robm Eirhinger

1,7()1,:!39

1~<;68,488

7.0

&6

960,853

813,100

41!

7.6

....

or

!Any Rinrbart
Pn:Sider..a:o
(\Ul) 623-2323/6:lJ.0296

AnoeBacoo

Prcsidcnv em
(909) 793-2391 or 335-3551

........_..., .... FSB

543,034

492.312

3

37S6 Qubal AYem:

0

4.6

4,992
-37.1

ID

586,552

~.178

88}

0.4

~

lfaDcl Ftdrnl Sniogs & loom
445 E. Arndt A>mJe
Hernc1. CA 925-13424-1

-liJ

.... SpWpS....,a.k

191,054

QlS. Pam!On)m £me

16.1

('m}~J26

Riwmde,CA~

s.

~-6

Presideni!(U)

415

('m) 658-44llm5-53'Xl
171,785
16l

1.5

2,816

5.4

Slqlben llolfmann
Pn:Siderl/CEO
(619) 325-2021/327-1163

5.CK;

JenyMikr

09

Pllm SpiJws. CA ~
6.

7.

tlna Fedonl Sa>'ingi & L.oan •
599 N. ''E" Slrecl
San Benmtino, CA'T'.AOI

4.0

Ull!S...., .... FSB
IS98 E. Hig1B1! Awme

71,402
-8.8

66,718

54,764
4.0

32,022
-{).6

-36..8

47,500
12..8

37,395
14.5

0
-100.0

99,<XXJ

~

-IJ

1,967
-15.5

2.9

515

Non Vkieyanl
1'1-esidem
(909) 886-9751MI2-S548

1,538

41!

7.53

Marl< E. Jaques
President
(\Ul) 35a-2110050-all6

8.

16855 Arrolo Boukvard
Fau.ma, CA 9"'..335

l'ttlllb SNip & LA-. AFA
,.

4860 La Sir:m AYem:

N/A

6.68

Dona>UI 'nrne;
~

RMmde. CA 92505

(IUl) 159-4~9-3029

"lA =NO/ Appbcabk 11'.\'D= \~OcJd Not DISClose. Except as ncted, the urfonnallon abo>'I''"'-' ablauu:dfrom Smvrgs& Loans listed. Smings & Lotvrs ftlllrkt'ti wrtlr an asteri.<A (•) l<'l'n' ron/JJCtcd by fax Ollll phone btu
failt!d to f"'U' ide updatt!d infomwnon; figures for dre.<e SmVJgs & Loans"""" prm-·ided by ShesJIUIIOff/nformauoo Service.~ updated as ofSept 30, 199-1, and ~<'l'n' rowrded offto dre nearest$ mrllrort To du: best of
our lorowl,•dge the VJformatwn <ttpplit!d is acavare as ofpress tune. \VIrile l'\'0)' effort is made to ensure d-.e amtracy and drorouglvress ofdre lis~ omissiotrs wull}pograplrical crrors wmetime.\ occw: Please send
com-'CilOIIS or addliJOnS on company lettt>rlleod to. 71rr Inland Enrptfl! Busuress Jouma~ 305 Saa-tutk!mo P/aao, On/anD, 0\ 9176-1. Researched by Jerry Strauss. Copyright 1995, fEB/.

How to Manage Your Banker

the solution.
When your banker asks for
your budget, give him one. If you
mumble that you don't need one
because it's .. blue sky" anyhow,
then it is likely that your loan will
be "blue sky."
Tell your banker about the
market, the economy, labor
trends, and so forth. You can bet
that he will learn all he can about
your industry before he makes
you a loan. Help him along; be
his guide; give him the pros, the
cons, and the risks of your venture.
Give him an idea about your
management succession, your
plans for the future, and your fall-

Small But Mighty
Industry

back posttions if plans go awry.
When he asks for historical financial data, give him what he asks
for. Don't make him beg for it; it
is not a pretty sight.
If he needs your personal
financial statements or other
information, be forthcoming.
Remember, he is in the business
of risk evaluation, so his logical
response is to ask himself "What
are they hiding?"
If you are worried that the

enough to be heard I 0 feet away.
Think about it, bankers have cabinets full of files; other than helping you, your information is of no
interest.
When you are finished with
the interview, walk them around
the plant. They need to see it to
develop a feel for the business.
Introduce them to your management personnel, let the foreman
come along on the tour. Let the
banker see just how good your

banker will blab your business all
over town, then don't do business
with him. However, I've been in
the business 17 years, and I have
yet to see a banker be indiscreet.
Confidentiality is important to a
banker, and I assure you he will

relationship with your employees
is. Did I mention that he is evaluating that too?
In general, many people feel
that bankers are too close-fisted
with loans and charge too much
for services . Remember, bankers

protect your interests. By the
way, if someone wants to know
about the business of many companies, all they have to do is go to
a restaurant for lunch or to a
chamber mixer. I am frequently
shocked by the amount of disclosure that some people make, loud

have to carefully evaluate the risk
of lending money because it is
someone else's.
The banking
business is highly competitiveyes, they have sales goals too. So
you can bet that they will do as
much as is prudent to sell you a
loan or a service and price it cor-

Today, in most part because of
encroach111g urbanizatiOn, there are
only three produc111g, award-wll1ning wineries with 2.000 acres
planted to w111e grapes
the J.
Filipp1
Winery
1n
Rancho
Cucamonga, the Galleano Winery
m Mira Lorna, and the Rancho de
Philo Winery tn Nta 1 oma.
Only seven vmtners cont111ue to

Cmuuwc:d From

produce grapes in the "Cucamonga
Valley" today Wines produced in
the area 111clude: Zinfandels (red
and white), Grenaches, Sauvignon
Blancs. Ports, Shcrru:s, Angelicas,
Alcattcos, Mouvcdres, Muscat of
Alexandrias, French Colombards,
Carignanes, and MissiOns.

Local Wine Wins Honors
One of the wmners at the recent
New World International Wine
Competition was a product of
Galleano-Biane Wine Company. A
port wme, called "Three Friends"
after three old friends who combmcd efforts to produce 1!, rece1ved
the top pnze of "Best ew World
Dessert Wine," and also received
the Gold Medal for "Best of Class."
A trophy commemorating the
honor was presented to the \~mer}
at the recent Fifth Annual New
World
International
W1ne
CompetitiOn
Gold
Medal
Showcase, Wine Extravaganza. and
AuctiOn for the benefit of the
Amencan Heart Association. _...

Valley Independent Bank
Has Record Earnings

Contmued From Page 29

that the primary reason that
bankers analyze your financial
statements is to determine the
effectiveness of management to
weather the storms of business
and make a solid profit. If you
have problems coming up, let him
know, so that you may both plan
for the future. He may even have

Windows 95 - Part 2 of 2

( omuwctl Frum Pagt 12

··Boasting the world's largest vineyard (5,000 continuous acres in
Guasti) and California's oldest
winery (Thomas Winery), the
Cucamonga dtstnct qualifies as one
of the nat ton's great wine-productng areas.
In 1962, Cucamonga area
wtnes accounted for 9H percent of
the 9.5 million gallons (3.9 million
cases) of wine produced in the
Southern C.:!ifornia wme district,
which mcluded the L.A., Riverside,
San D1ego and Santa Barbara counties.

(\Ul) 889-{)88JJ889-7858

Sill Bc:rnmno, CA 92346

s.a.r. Saw.g. Baok, FSB

1bp Local ~ecuti>e
Tille
l'llo...,;Fax

'Ibtal I.Dall'l ($000)

(.Dall'l ($000)
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rectly.
Banks d1ffer, and each has an
agenda to serve its clients in the
best way possible. However, their
market emphasis changes from
time to time. Take a look at your
bank and ask yourself, .. Is it a
good fit; do they have the services
that I need?" Do you know what
services they have? Size is not
such an issue as is access to the
right people. Sure, people come
and go, but did the replacement

t10n to the needs of
alley IndepenAdvertorial
customers and the
dent
Bank
commumties we serve gets cononce again completed a
sistent success," Kern stated.
tinanLially outstanding first

V

quarter and has announced earnIngs 1n excess of the first quarter
in 1994.
Dennis Kern, president and
ch1cf executive officer. reported
the first quarter 1995 net income
for the locally owned bank was
$6-+9,000 compared to $409,000

Due to the continued strong
financial report, the ho.trd of
directors have approved another
stock dividend of 4 percent tor
shareholders of record May 19,
1995, and payable approximately
on June 6. 1995. VIB has paid
consistent semi-annual d1v1dends

come out to see you? Better yet,

for the same period in 1994.

did you invite him?
As I've said, challenge your
banker, ask him to review your
financial position and the services

This is the largest first quarter

for six yea rs except for June of
1994, when there was a three for

income on record and the second

tw o s tock split.

best quarter of any penod on
record. This net 1nco me 1s 5X. 7
percent grea ter than the same

1994, the value of this local bank

that you use. Tell him that you
want a list of suggestions. Get
your money's worth. And if he
can't help you, get another. .o1o.
Lee Bertrand has been an adJunct
professor Wllh the Un1verS1t} of
Redland\ Whitehead Center for II
yea"

He rs abo a corporate lcndong
officer with a maJOr hank.

period in 1994.
Total asse ts also s howed a

s tock has grown 173.R percent 1n
the last five years. or an average
of 34 R percent this year.
Valley Independent Bank is

modest growth of 3. 1 percent in

headquartered

1995 over the first quarter-

other

$215 .6

Coachella.
Ca lexi co

million

compared

to

$209 I million

As of Dec . 31,

111

offices

El Centro. with
tn

Brawley,

Holtville .
and
An office 1s also

princtples of quality serv tc e,

schedul ed to ope n in Julian by
June I. 1995, and tn Indio ncar

quality people and focused atten-

year-end .

"Sticking to basic strong

.o1o.

The biggest change between
Windows 3.1 and Windows 95 is
95's 32-blt architecture. fhough It
still supports 16-bit applications (all
the ones we already have). It is prepared for a new generatiOn of more
powerful and faster applications that
you can be sure will be showing up
on the shelves soon enough. It is
designed to step us 11110 the future
and force applicatiOn developers to
move along wllh it. But like everything else. it 1s not glitch-free.
\llany of the programs we run
each day do not run perfectly under
th1s
new
operating
system
M1crosoft is aware of this, and
hopefully will address these problems before releas111g the final product
Before you run out and buy
Windows 95 when it becomes av;ulable, check to see if your programs
are some of the ones that still have
problems, especially your accountmg programs. If they arc, you may
be better off waiting to upgrade both
the programs and Windows at the
same time.

Pa.~c.

16

A~

end-users, we have I
to live with the fact that
manufacturers care more
upgrading every year than
about giving us quality
Microsoft is no exception.
But Windows 95 is
another program, it is an

user should not run out and
the day 1t ts released. Wa1t a
Wait until you feel you
upgrade your current business
ware to stay up w1th
you buy new systems that
loaded with it and you want
mit} 111 your computers'
systems or on your network
adage "if it ain't broke, don't
definitely applies. If you are
fied w1th what you have and

has to have it. realite you ca
back unless you reformat
drive and reload everything
scratch.
That's what I'm about to

Inland Empire Business
Women Recognized
Victorville Accountant Wins
Annual Arrowhead Award

G

lenda B.ayless, an accountant
\\ 1th off tees
in
Victorville and Bloomington. has rcccl\ cd the Arnm head
Dtstlngutshed Chief Executl\ e
Officer Award frnm thL California
State Universi ty, San Bernardino
School of Bus1ness and Public
Administration.
The award honors chief e-xecutives who have shown outstandmg
business leadership and exemplary
serVICe in phifanthrOptC purSUitS,
such as education.
Bayless serves on the CSUSB
Foundation Board and an ad\'1sory
body to the busmess school

InterValley Health Plan
Promotes Marketing
Specialist

C

ynthia O'Brien has been
named
Communications
Manager of Inte rValley

Health Plan

111

Pomona, a non-

promo!ton and public re
newsletters and administer
mg budgets.
S111cc jmning InterVall
1992. 0 'Br1en developed
liMO 's stratcg1c media plan,
sa\• the broadcast, outdoor.
print campaigns and managed
gets for both commercial and ·
plan marketmg. She holds a
in public relatwns from Cal
State University, Long Beach.
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Commentary
Conunued From Page 6

and 1,000 JObs to Texas, the
Governor persuaded Taco Bell to
stay 10 California. These actions,
though highly commendable and
very necessary, could provide little
more than psychological assurances
that some of California's lawmakers
were committed to improving
California's economic climate.
Unfortunately, the Governor
and the Legislature's Republican
leaders cannot intervene 10 every
corporate or taxpayer defection And
every day that goes by without taxpayer relief will mean more johs for
our neighbor state competitors.
It is not coincidental that 20
states reduced taxes last year and 32
state are considering similar tax
cuts 10 199'i. News is spreading like
wildfire; to he competitive you must
cut taxes. Still, California seems
reluctant to change - a victim of
high taxes and profligate spending.
And, while California remains slow
to the draw, the rustlers are hard at
work, for they know that taxes will
define the winners and losers and
how the West will really be won . .&

It's for you! Sprint's low, flat rates
for small businesses.

Photo by David Blumenthal

T

he recent groundbreak10. g of
the
Children's
Desert
Museum in Rancho M1rage
brought many of the city's celebnties and power brokers together to
celebrate. Among those present
were (from left): Betty Barker,

president-elect of the museum,
Tom Decke, executive vice president of the Bank of Amenca;
Leonore Annen berg, co-chair of the
museum; former Ambassador
Walter
Annenberg;
former
President Gerald Ford, also a cochair; and Betty Ford. Also among
those present, but not included in

the photo, were: current Museum
President
Amta
Richmond;
Congressman David Dreier; Edwin
C Johnsen, chairman of the building campaign; and the mayors of
the cove ciues, Jeanne Parrbh,
Rancho Mirage; Buford Crites,
Palm Desert; and James Chillion,
Indian Wells . .&

Thanks to Sprint Business,
noUI the Ulorld is flat.
lntroducin!!, low. tl:tt rates on your
long distance services. That includes all your
state-to-state calls. as well as Sprim SOO
sen 1cc, fax, cellular long distance and calling cards.
You pay the same loU! rate
U!henever you calL
Day or

nu~ht.

\\cekdays or weekends .

On the road, or at the office. E,·cn if
you spend as little as 1"150 a month
Your long distance costs
are simple to understand.
Our In\\, tlat rates end the eunfm,JOn of calculating your
cost per minute And it\ easy to sign up . .Just call now
We'll help your business do more business.

~YARD

Wational'Hank

Sprint®

Business

Ask about our 48 hour processing, reduced fee
and reduced interest rate promotion!
RANCHO CUCAMONGA

DIAMOND BAR

9590 Foothill Blvd.
1909)987-0177

1200 S. Diamond Bar
(90'11861-9664

CHINO
5455 Rhtr~ide Dr.
(909) 591-3941

LAM ARRO\HU AD
'XI'i I

V,C"TOR\-ILLE
.!4 ~ 01

R~S

CRE!) LIM

F

ORE! Beth Reed, director of
sales and marketing for the
Ontanu Convention and
VIsitors Bure,lU, eongro.~tulate~ golf
legem! Arnold Pal mer on the ~ucce~s
cf his I st proJe.:t, the Empue
L<Ikes Gol ( ourse, at a recent proJect bnefir g fh 1~-hote du;mpl

onsh1p golf course, designed b)
Palmer, is scheduled to he complet
ed m the spnng of 1996 Located
JUst outside of Ont.mo, Lmp1r
Like"> v. ill he IJpt:n to the puhll~ and
w11: fedture a .:lubhouse w11h p o
~t Dp, dnvme; rang , nd ~;;~·If tr 1
1rg,

dcm'

.&

1·800·827· 3700
Monthly minimums apply.

01995 Spr1nt CommunlcltiOOa Company LP
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The Shift of Corporate America

THE

.......................

MRRHET
by Martin K . Walker
h~ atomic flash at Nagasaki
tnggered a cham of events
which were to shape the
world for the next century. The
first was the refocusing of the
Japanese energies a\\ ay from military goals onto the rebuildmg of
their nation as a powerful industrial force
The second was the
return of thousands of lonely soldiers to bedrooms around the
world. And the third was the
opening up of new world markets
and the corporate dream.
The 'Shift' we are seeing
today comes, to a great degree,
from the collision of these three
forces. Japan's ultimate economic
supremacy in the face of internationally failed fiscal practices.
The end of the corporate dream for
millions of employees and middle
managers. And the seventy-six
million baby boomers who were
born to those returning soldiers
now entering their peak entrepreneurial years. All of this, coupled
with the massive advances in
today's technology, is permanently redefining the term "small business."
The world's corporate giants
of yesterday are being reshaped
into the sleeker, faster-footed performers of today! These high-flyers are now going toe-to-toe with
other small businesses which just
a few years ago had no competition This mass downsizing of so
man} companies has also dispersed millions of savvy middlemanagers out onto the streets and
into the small business community. And the baby-boomers entering their peak entrepreneurial
years are turning their attention to
starting and running their own
small businesses.
Today, the fastest growing
segment of the American workforce is made up of small business
owners! And while the lucky ones
have had the privilege of learning
important business management
skills, most have either no depth
understanding or are carrying
around information that in today's
b usiness environment will only
guarantee their extinction!
A~ a member of this select
'sm all business' group, you may

T

find yourself encumbered wtth a
bafflmg number of burdens and
responsibilities
Among your
inhented burdens are more
demandmg and selective customers. By using the past five
years as an example. you can look
back at your own business and see
how customers' demands have
changed. What used to be good
enough is no longer acceptable It
takes more work, a greater attention to detail, and more dtrect
focus on meeting the customers'
needs JUSt to keep your head above
water.

The world 's corporate g iants
o f yesterday are being
reshaped Into the sleeker,
faster-footed performers

ing of brochures to pre-selected
targets. Mapping software now
enables businesses to determine
the exact geographic location of
thetr customers, allowmg distribution or routing decisions to be
made almost tnstantly
By using existing software
such as ACT or Commence, you
can design aggressive and comprehensive new business development campaigns. These programs
vary in their structure and capability, so you might want to check
with a computer consultant before
making a final decision. There are
programs that will allow you to
keep track of marketing efforts
and make necessary changes to
effect the best results.
By far, however, the best way
to use this technology is to create
an open line of communication
with your customers. Track the
results of every marketing or sales

effort you implement, make it easy
for your customers to let you
know why they decided to buy or
why they decided to wait. Find
out what they want in the way of a
product or service that perhaps
you don't currently offer. This
approach is frequently referred to
as integrated marketing. When
used in conjunction with a marketing campaign, these programs can
act as a barometer that reflects
effective marketing strategies and
the not so effective ones.
By usmg the latest technology
available, your business will run
more efficiently, you will be more
responsive to your customers, and
more profitable too. "'
Martm Walker is
D~reclor

of Account Services at

STRATUS. a marketing and
advertising consultant firm in
Redlands, CA .

of today!

Cal Poly's Business College
Earns Accreditation
The good news is that technology has changed too! The technological advances that have been
made over the last several years
have made it possible for small
businesses to operate at a much
higher
level
of efficiency.
Computers and software available
today can be the cornerstone of an
aggressive database marketing
campaign. This technology is also
used to gain market share. stay in
close contact with customers, control inventory, analyze costing
methods. and identify profit mar• gins. With the proper mix of
knowledge, equipment. and applications, the marketing capabilities
that were once exclusive to corporate America can now be used to
propel your small business into the
21st century.
The proliferation of businessoriented software has changed the
way businesses handle marketing.
No longer do you have to mail to
everyone to reach your market.
Software such as Dun &
Bradstreet's MarketPlace now
enable small businesses to identify
the specific company group that
represents the greatest potential.
Direct mail no longer requires a
large budget. There are programs
that allow for the design and fax-

al Poly Pomona's College of
Business Administration has
been granted full accreditation by the Amencan Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business. It is
the first college in California to
receive initial accreditation under
the new quality standards of the
AACSB.
Until recently, accreditation
standards focused on the quality of
the educational resources or inputs,
such as the number of hooks 10 the
library and degrees of the professors.
The new standards also
include measurement of the quality
of the graduates or outcomes, and
are based on Total Quality
Management
(TOM)
and
Continuous Improvement (Cl) concepts.
"The college joins an elite corps
of business colleges. Only 271 of
the 1,200 undergraduate business
programs and 292 of the 600 graduate business programs in the U.S.
have attained AACSB accreditation," said Dr. Ronald Eaves, dean
of the College of Business
Administration. "The college has
always been recognized for its practical as well as theoretical approach
to business management in both curriculum design and presentation
through its unique polytechnic

C

focus. AACSB accreditation provides the college and its graduates
with an independent verification of
the high quality of the educallon
provided and enhances the value of
the bachelors and masters degrees of
past, current, and future students."
In a letter of congratulations to
Dean Eaves, University President
Bob H. Suzuki characterized the
event as " ...well deserved and a
tremendous accomplishment. . It
wtll bring even greater distinction to
both the college and the university."
The College of Business
AdministratiOn is one of siX colleges and two schools that are
accredited
by
the
Western
Association of Schools and
Colleges (WASC).
The CBA currently has over
4,000 students enrolled in six undergraduate departments and seven
undergraduate major programs:
accounting; computer information
systems; finance, real estate, and
law; internatiOnal business; management and human resources; marketing management; and operations
management. Over 500 graduate
students are currently enrolled in
four graduate programs: MBA,
career MBA, MSBA-IS Auditing
Option, and the Off-Campus MBA.

...
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Selling to the Country's Largest Customer
by John lncampo, Inland Empire
Small Busmes> Development Center

very day the government
purchases millions of
dollars worth of products
and servtces from the private
sector. These products and services may be the same as those
you are currently making, selling, or providing. Since the programs of the various government
agencies are so diverse, there ts
virtually no product or service
that is not purchased by the government.
Selling to the government IS
different than selling to the civilian sector. The maJority of government purchases are usually
done through printed publicatiOns such as the Commerce
Busmess Dally. Known as the
CBD, it is a daily publication of
all the federal government buying needs in excess of $25,000.
The
four
major
Defense
Logistics Agency hardware buy-

E

News Bits
Pomona Native Endows
$1 Million to
University of La Verne
Elwell Averbeck, who
grew up in Pomona and was
educated at the University
of California, Berkeley, has provided for a $1 million endowment to
support a permanent faculty position in La Verne University's
School of Business and Economics.
University President Stephen
C. Morgan said Averbeck's gifts
support the first endowed chair in
the business school. Morgan also
praised Averbeck for providing an
annual scholarship at La Verne in
his name, and for a student internship program with the Averbeck
Company.

E

ing centers announce their own
RFB's (Request for Btds). Each
individual state purchases its
respective state's goods and services separately by advertising
notices in various publications.
International requests for btds
come directly from the Agency
for International Development
and Eastern European countries
and Agxporter, a program for
soliciting farm producing bids
for export. San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties, as well as
surrounding counties, publish
RFB 's in various publicatiOns
throughout the state.
Respondmg to a solicitation
notice of interest to you can be
done by faxing a request for a
bid packet to the contractmg
officer listed 1n the announcement. When you recetve the bid
packet, you will have all the
specifications and necessary
information reqUtred to prepare
and submit your bid.
Some
smaller bids may even be able to
be entered by telephone.

The
Small
Business
Development Center has the
capability of providing you with
the requests submitted by the
majority of these federal and
state agencies.
Electronically,
we receive requests for bids on
specific categories of servtce and
products, match them with what
our clients provide, and fax them
or mail them the next morning.
The service is available at the
rate of $25 per month, billed
quarterly. The center also offers
free consulting on marketing to
the government and bid preparations.
Additional questions can be
addressed dunng your free consultations. Since we do not make
a profit or want a percentage of
your sales, we can objectively
tell you tf we thmk our procurement services may or may not be
appropriate for you at this time.
For more information on this
program,
please
contact
Maryellen Oswald at 909-7812345 . ...

Telecasters for $18 million. Dean
Goodman, president of Paxson,
named Terry Crosby, formerly with
Paxson-owned KTHF in Houston,
as KZKI general manager.
On the air since January 1994,
KZKI 's Signal ranges from western
Riverside and San Bernardino
counties to greater Los Angeles.
KZKI had been an affiliate of the
Shop at Home Network, but
Goodman said a new format would
focus on infomercials.
"In effect, we are returning to
an earlier stage of television when
companies like Hallmark and
Texaco owned and were responsible for their own programs,"
Goodman said.
Based in Clearwater, Fla.,
Paxson owns 19 television stations
and 17 radio stations nationwide.
At 5:30 p.m. on weekdays. KZKI
airs the "Inland Empire TV News,"
a presentation of Daily Planet
Productions in Ontario.

50,000-seat major league baseball
stadium and acquiring a franchise
for the Inland Empire. However,
authorities on professional sports
called the concept far-fetched,
since major league guidelines
would require permission from
both the California Angels and the
Los Angeles Dodgers to operate
such a franchise in their own proximity.
Notmg that the Inland Empire's
population is projected to hit 4 million by the year 2000, the unique
ownership plan calls for offering
27,000 shares in the baseball company priced at $5,000 each.
Meanwhile, discussions are to be
held with potential franchises
deemed as candidates for relocating
to the western part of either
Riverside
County
or
San
Bernardino County.

KZKI-TV In
Rancho Cucamonga Sells for
$18 Million

Publicly-Owned Major League
Baseball Club Proposed

axson Communications purchased television station
K.ZKI (channel 30) in
Rancho Cucamonga from Sandino

nland Empire Baseball, a
California limited liability
company, was organized in
April with the goal of building a

P

I

Navy's Norco Testing Base
Added to
Possible-Closure List

0

n May 10, the federal
Defense Base Closure and
Realignment Commission
included the Navy's 1,000-employee weapons testing lab in Norco
among 35 installations added to the

Riverside Among Fi
Cities to Get "'' "IV·"'uu
to Quash Gangs
iverside is among
cities nationwide
for a first-year
grant of $200,000 to fund y
gang preventiOn.
The U.S Department
Justice oversees the new,
year grant program, whtch
has
been
awarded
Bloomington, Ill., San A
Texas, and Mesa, Ariz. On
local level, the program starts
forming a task force representi
a broad range of agenc
including schools, emp
services, law enforcement,
groups and the public hous
authority.
Under a format crafted
national researchers, the t
force is supposed to tailor
program to fit local needs a
then monitor its effective
Over the last three years
Riverside, studies show that
number of gang members
grown from about 1,500 to
than 4,000 operating in some
gangs. "'

R

list of possible closures.
Plans for the unit
call for eliminating about a third
the jobs and shifting the rest
Monterey, China Lake,
Indiana. A final hearing on
Norco base and other rema
bases on the hit list is slated
June 12 in Washington D.C.,
final recommendations going
President Clinton on July 1.

Beaver Medical Clinic
Accredited
he
Medical
Commission has
full,
Accreditation to Beaver
Clinic, Inc., in Redlands.
Medical Clinic has prov
healthcare throughout the Inl
Empire area for 50 years and
has 10 offices in Banning,
Highland, Redlands and
including an Extended Care
in Highland.
Beaver
Clinic is staffed by more than
physicians representing 25
ent specialties. Albert Bri
M.D., is the group's medical
tor, David DeValk is admi
and Monroe Seiberling, M.D ,
president. .6.

T
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Manager's

"Touchstones: Ten New Ideas Revolutionizing Business"

Bookshelf

by Henry HollZman
"Touchstones: Ten New Ideas
Revolutionizmg Busmess," by William A.
Band: John Wiley & Sons. Inc., New York,
New York: 1994; 306 Pages; $24.95.

F

ew of the ways a company did
business in 1985 will apply in
1995. By 2000, virtually none
will be relevant. What will replace
them? According to author Band,
president of a Massachusells-based
consulting firm, totally new business
paradigms in organization, product<;,
marketing, and service are emerging
during the 1990s. The cause is global
competition for buyers who are
increasingly demanding value.
Band notes.... ''The 1990s have
become the 'value decade'; buyers
carefully examine a producer's total

offering to determine whether it represents the best overall value compared to alternatives. Today's business challenge is to give customers
all of what they want and none of
what they do not; the best quality
and the best prices; make it quick
and serve it with a smile! Provide
superior value or be driven from the
marketplace. Find new and better
ways to compete, or become another
victim of the business version of natural selection."
According to Band, the people
who inhabit these new high performance businesses-not just the leaders-share a number of common
traits. They are ...."Relentless in their
focus on creating superior value for
the customer; Obsessed with quality
and service; Cost-effective in the
ways they serve targeted market segments; Effective in working in crossfunctional teams across organizational 'silos'; Driven to do essential
tasks faster and more flexibly in
response to changing competitive
conditions; Insistent on continuous
learning and improvement."
Before you leap to the conclu-

Inland Empire's newest full-service bridal salon!

BRIDAL • TUXEDO
Bridesmaids • Mother of the Bride
Formals • Prom • Quinceaiiera
Tuxedo Rentals
Custom Made
Alterations
Specialist

Designer Bridal Gowns

Dresses

Medical and

CORPORATE STAFFING
SOLUTIONS, INC.
A d1vts1on of (()()(epts lntl. Inc.

Employment Services • Medical Staffing
Nationwide • FUU TIME, PART TIME, ANYTIME
Anybody can send you a laborer ...
only corporate Staffing can send you
the Professional or
Servmg CalifOrnia and Nevada
Technically Skilled
800-429-8503 or (619) 242 -2337
person You Needl

sion that Band might have added the
ability to leap tall buildings with a
single bound, keep in mind that he's
not talking about single individuals
possessing all these characteristics.
He's talking about functional and
cross-functional groups within a
company. Not teams which so often
exist as concepts, but true organized
groups that are playing critical roles
in a growing number of companies.
Band cites a growing number of
high-performing companies in who
are adopting interrelated processes
(which he calls "touchstones") that
are not only revolutionizing their
industries but all business. Along the
way they are dumping some of the
hot business theories of the 1980s,
breathing life into limping concepts
like total quality management, and
putting a new spin on the dreaded
"M" words: Middle Management.
Organized to highlight each of
the "Ten Touchstones," the book
amply cites examples of companies
who are successfully making the
transition to value-oriented organizations. Each of these ten ideas is
explored, if not always in a great
deal of depth, then certainly with
enough breadth to make the point.
There are two flaws in the
author's presentation of ideas,
though neither are fatal to the points
he makes. First, the pace of business
is such that since the book's publication, one or two of the many companies used as models have been
bought out or simply taken over by
competitors.
In addition, studies released in
December 1994 indicate an unanticipated flaw in the team organizational concept. As a team improves the
effectiveness of its company, members become disgruntled when they
don't reap what they consider to be
adequate rewards. Ever alert to new
opportunities, independent recruiters
aren't simply searching for individuals. Now they're headhunting entire
teams for your competition.
"Touchstones," offers you a
panoramic view of the future with its
focal point the relationships between
a business and its customers,
investors, suppliers and employees.
Although you may find that you're
uncomfortable wjth some of the
author's views and flat out disagree
with others, the ideas flow quickly
and deeply. So quickly that we may
all be reminded of the ancient
Chinese curse: "May you live in
interesting times." During the next

five years being in business -even a
relatively small one- could easily
grow to be very interesting.

Bestselling Business Books
(Based on Survey Results, May 5, 1995)

Here are the current top 10 bestselling books for business. The list
is compiled based on information
received from retail bookstores
throughout the U.S.A.
1. "Empires of the Mind," by Denis
Waitley (Morrow... $23.00) (3)*
Whatever you've learned about
management is obsolete.
2. "Discipline of Market Leaders,"
by Michael Treacy & Fred Wiersema
(Addison-Wesley... $25 00) (4) How
to focus on your market and gain a
major market share.
3. "The Warren Buffett Way:
Investment Strategies of the World's
Greatest Investor," by Robert
Hagstrom (Wiley ... $24.95) (1)
Highlights of Buffett's career and
investment techniques.
4. "Competing for the Future," by
Gary Hamel and C.K. Prahalad
(Harvard
Business
School
Press ... $24.95) (2) Making a difference to customers and employees.
5. "Built To Last," by James C.
Collins (Harper. $25.00) (8) Why
18 major companies founded before
1926 are still with us.
6. "First Things First," by Stephen
R.
Covey
(Simon
&
Schuster...$23.00) (7) A results-oriented approach to time management.
7. "Re-Engineering Management,"
by
Roger!
Champy (Harper
Business... $25.00)* • Guidelines for
managers after re-engineering a
company.
8. "Comeback: The Fall and Rise of
the American Automobile Industry,"
by Ingrassia and Joseph White
(Simon & Schuster... $25.00) (6)
How U.S. automakers lost market
share and are regaining it.
9.
"Winnie
the
Pooh on
Management," by Roger E. Allen
(Dutton... $17.95) (5) Back to basics
on management topics.
10. "Jesus CEO: Using Ancient
Wisdom for Visionary Leadership,"
by
Laurie
Beth
Jones
(Hyperion ...$16.95)** How to use
Jesus as a CEO role model.
(I)' -indicates a book's previous position
on the list.
" - indicates a book's ftrst appearance on
the list. A
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Aguiar Named Vice-Chair of Assembly Rules Committee

Al

semblyman Fred Aguiar
R-Chtno),
has
been
ppointed vtce-chatr of the
A.'>sembly Rules Commillee by
Assembly Republican Leader Jim
Brulte. A.s vice-chair, Aguiar will
be the leading Republican member
on the committee. Under the current rules governing the Assembly,
the Rules Committee consists of 10
members-five Republicans and
five Democrats. Thus, any committee actiOn requtres some degree of
biparttsan support.
The Rules Committee functions
as the executtve commtttee of the
Assembly for all issues. On a policy level, the committee establishes
JUnsdtctional parameters for policy
committees and reviews all legislative proposals that come before the
house prior to referring them to the
appropriate policy and/or fiscal
commillees. The Rules Commtttee
itself maintains junsdiction over
quasi-legislative entities such as the
Legislative Analyst and the Capttol
Museum. Finally, the committee is
the principal arbiter in matters of
internal operating procedures and

all rule waiver requests.
The committee more importantly functions as the Assembly's
administrative commillee. As such,
it establishes and oversees the budget for the Assembly-including
expenditures for legtslators' individual offices, commillee activities,
and employee services, as well as
payroll and benefits.

"The Assembly Is In a period
of great transition. Being
vice-chair w/11 allow me the
opportunity to help shape

law.
"Fred's experience in the
Assembly and hts sktlls as a consensus builder make him a natural for
this position. I think he' 11 be
extremely effective," said Assembly
Republican Leader Jim Brulte.
"The Assembly ts in a period of
great transttion Being vice-chair
will allow me the opportunity to
help shape administrative policies
and procedures for the 'new'
Assembly," Aguiar said.
"I am pleased to have been
asked to serve as vice-chair. It is my
hope to create a better working relationship between the two parties so
that we can better do the business of

Assembly," Aguiar said.

Finally, the committee is
charged with reviewing and approving all appointments made by the
Assembly Speaker to various boards
and commissiOns established by

Legal Interview Processes

You cannot ask: Are you disabled?
You can ask: Are you able with
or without an accommodation to
perform the tasks required for
this job? (Allow candidate to
review job description.)
You cannot ask: How is your
eyesight?
You can ask: Do you have 20/20
corrected vision?

stress?
You can ask: Does stress affect
your ability to be productive?
You cannot ask: Have you ever
been arrested?
You can ask: Have you ever
been convicted of a crime? (You
must state that a conviction will
be considered only as it relates
to fitness for the job being
sought.)
You cannot ask the following
inappropriate questions:
What are your religious holidays?
Who resides with you?
Are you male or female?
Prepare your interview questions
in advance. Be knowledgeable,
reasonable, and focused. Good

(909) 390-9058 • (800) 439-9046

Jom McKissock & A>Socoates. Inc.
Long Beach • Ontano • Victorvoll

Our adr•antages:

tl

tl

R-rn·s full-.ervice return·to-u·ork facility of!m the hogh~t
qualil) care at the lowest cost in the area
R'IW minimize; lost work tune woth an aggressir•e total care
managemenl approach.
R"f\\. 's unigue intake and as-.e;smmt process specifies case rate,
number of treatment dap and program comem up jronl
R'J'\l; pruvod~ an indivodual rtrum·to-work plan before mitullng
treatment ;,en·tces
Rl\\- semccs are tailon.'tlto meet the special needs of selfirtSured
employer. and third party admorustrators

m•PJ

Rehabilitation Technology Works
"Marraglrrg Cost Wbile Focuslrrg orr Outcome•
ll9'i (]ub Center Dn\c, Su1tt G • san Bc:rnanlono. CA 92-108
Employe~ ma~

n:ccivt· a free crgonom.ac office work..~uuun cvn,ulullon on ' 'C'
CUI or f:tx Dcbbor tloJmc,.Emx

r1 - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Yes! I would like to n:cctvc a free ergonomic office work5tation consultation.
:\ame{litle_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
I..._:'lumber of Emplo)ees._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I
RTW • Rehabilitation Technology \\ork5
__ .JI
I
Phone: 909·82+WORK • Fax: 909·872-8216

_________ _

~laking your business look good is our business.
We work hard to make sure your printing looks the way you want tt to look
way it has tom order to help your busmess succeed If you're not gettmg the
service. quality and pnce from your current source. call us We want
your business- and we're willing to work for it!

~--GT Quality

Printing

~he Business Printer Tlut Means Business!"

Luck. •
Leslie Pellegrene

ts

the account

manager for Kelly Servtces, Inc.,

You cannot ask: Can you handle

No Mess - No Inconvenience
Insured! Bonded
4055 E. Guasu Rd . #106, Ont., CA

Rehabilitation Technology Work5 (RTW) can pm you - and )OUr compan) on the road to rec01·el')
R'J'\l; provides comprehcnsove outpatient rehabilitation services for occupational
lnJllf} We work._, }OUr panner- sharing rbk and repon~ibihty - to rehabtlitate
your tnjured employees. Get them back to work quociJ) And, keep )OUr com pan)
m the plllk

tl

Contmued From Page 15

You cannot ask: Do you rent or
own a home?
You can ask:
What is your
address?

• All Ceoltng & Wall Types
• Cigarelle Smoke/Nicoune • Mural
• Cookong Ools • Chandelier>
• Brick!Stone • Marble
• Also Hogh-Power Water Blastong

Are Workers' Comp Costs
Making You Sick?

t1

You cannot ask: Does your religion allow you
to work
Sundays?
You can ask: Are you available
to work weekends?

CEILING & WALL
CLEANING

administrative policies and
procedures for the 'new'

tl

with job attendance or (if pertinent) job travel requirements?

the A'>sembly and serve the peo
of California," Aguiar concluded

909/381-8014.
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Small Company Helps West Coast Firm Win National Award
quity Re:Source~. a threeman team of corporate support experts based in
Prescott, Anzona, i~ credited hy a
West Coast audto company for
helping it wm a national award
from the U S
Chamber of
Commerce.
Equit)
Re Sources'
work
includes helping businesses find
new capital or getting them ready
lo ""go public," hut "our real specialty is evaluating troubled companies and working with them unttl

E

they get hack on track," said
Gordon :-.1addux, prcstdent and
chief operating officer
That ts what they dtd for
l.am>:ar Sound Corp of Canoga
Park, Calif., a manufacturer of
high-performance audio products
for cars.
A !995 Blue Chtp
enterprise A\\ard has been pre~ent
ed to Lanzar. Honoring businesses
"that have overcome adverslly and
emerged stronger, the awards are
sponsored by the U S Chamber of
Commerce and Connecucut Mutual

Life Insurance Co.
L.tnzar had a list of external
problems-a key supplier went
under and so did its bank-hut
there were internal problems, too,
said Robert Morris, co-owner.
"They gutded the restructuring of
our company, and they are continuing to do so. Equity Re:Sources is
a small company headquartered in
a small town, but they brought to us
big-time experience," Morris satd.
"What we are not is another
group of consultants. We don't just

prepare a report and collect a
check," Maddux said. For example, he said, after conducting a topto-bottom analysis of Lanzar,
EqUity Re Sources put 11110 place a
plan to streamhne operations, combined two companies mto one, and
restructured corporate debt.
After workmg on-site with the
chents, the Equity Re Sources team
returns to Prescott. the small, milehtgh city in Northern Arizona,
where Maddux said, "It's a lot easier to clear our heads and come up
wtth answers."
Maddux·
associates
are
William H. Dickey, treasurer and
chtef financtal officer, of Prescott;
and Jerry Hall, executive vice president, of Los Angeles. Their exper-

-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; tise is in the function of large and
small business, accounting, marketing, capitahzation and venture
analysts.
Before hecommg an
entrepreneur, Maddux had a 20ycar career as an ABC Sports commentator.
He said compames are much
like sports teams. "Some glide
along in sync, always movmg
ahead and accomplishing ohjecuves
Others just clunk along,
knowing they have problems, but
~onday,June26,1995
unable to figure them out,"
Maddux said.
Maddux, Dickey, and Hall said
they realized early on that it is hard
for business owners to ask for outstde help. "I::.vet. though that is

iii

BRIAN TRACY
IN PERSON!

Leadership and Women
by Pcta G Penson

T

he political arena is not the
only place in our society
where we are bemoaning
the lack of great leaders. The business world has its own crisis 111
leadership
In a speech for professional
women, I talked about lcadershtp
charactcnstics as a career success
factor for women. The definition of
leadership in America is changing
for both women and men .
Describing the qualities of leadership has always been controversial.
What works for one individual may
be seen as abrasive in another. One
person's confidence is another 's
cockmess . While it is difficult to
draw the outline of a generic
leader, there are certain factors that
arc common to almost all effective
leaders: Confidence about skills,
Ability to influence people;
Excellent polttical skills-ability to

Inland Empire Profile

The Radisson Hotel
San Bernardino

9:00AM-12:00NOON

The Psychology
of Achievement
Unlock your hidden
powers to succeed.

=======================~ w hat they should have done months
or maybe years ago," Dickey said.
"So, we create a comfortable working relationship. Then, after determ ining what each client needs, we
roll up our sleeves and help the m
set the course for doi ng good business," he added.
Maddux entered the busi ness
world in the 1980s as an entreprene ur inventing, patenting, and marke ting products. He also fo rmed
Co ntemporary Golf, an instruction
fir m , t he n co-founded Equily
Re:Sources t hree years ago.
Dic key, who has been president and
maj o rit y ow ner of diversified companies, has expertise in bus iness
initia ti o n , marke t a nalysis, a nd
produc t develo pme nt. Hall, partner
in a presti g ious Wilshire Boulev~rd
account ing fi rm , brings Equtty
Re:Sources his experience in financial a nal ysis a nd ma nagement,
compa ny s t ru c tu re, invest~ent
evalua tio n, a nd m o rtgage b ankmg.

M1chael, Matthew and Andrew.
Hobbies: Children and their activities
in Little l.eaguc; High School Booster
Club; Cub Scouts.

PeakPerformance
Selling Skills

The most effective ways ever
to close the sale.

...

Name: Rod LeMond
Occupa t ion :
Accountant

Certtfied

to put their JObs, bosses, clients,
and the orgamzation as higher priorities than their own careers, most
men will make sure that thetr career
needs are taken care of first.
Women are less likely to challenge the system . . to quickly say
"Yes, I can" when asked to stretch
their cxpenence and talents .. . to
maintain emotional diStance from a
tough sttuatlon.
Women managers can also he
naive when 1t comes to the importance of showcasmg their talents
and "playmg poltttcs" with the big
guys. Women managers frequently
admit to me the belief that just
doing a good JOb will get respect
and rewards at work The idea of
enhancing the chances of career
success by being politically savvy
is dtstasteful.
"To be truthful, I vtew that as
phony, kiss-up behavior," said a
high tech manager. "I have trouble
seeing it as an honest investment in
alliances that could he useful 111
meeting my career goals."
Fortunately, women also tend
to have some umque strengths that
counterbalance these weaknesses in
their quest for top leadershtp spots.
For tnstance, women are generally
more adept at managing diverse
groups of people, and with a workforce that continues to diversify,
this is an tmportant quality for
leadership into the next century.
For a long time in this country,
leadership was about authority and

Person a!Accomplishments: CSUSB
Chatrrmm of the Board of Counctlors
and Advisory Board of the School of
Busmess and Public Administration;
executive committee member of the
San Antonio Hospital Foundation,
Corporate 2000 Council.

1:30PM-4:30PM

TheNew Psychology
ofSelling

build alliances wtth peers and bosses; A dtvcrse track record of work
experience, A broad career path
that includes leadership as a goal ;
Employment 111 more than one
organization; Willingness to take
nsks, to challenge, and to compete:
Visionary skills-seeing the big
picture, Handling mistakes with
poise and grace: Maintainmg composure during crises; and Selfawareness of strengths and weaknesses.
Frequently, the very personality/ workplace tratts that make
women such wonderful employees
and managers are the very reasons
they have difficulty achteving stgmficant leadershtp status.
A recent poll showed that 60%
of the men asked thought that
women could he successful 111 management. Ironically, only a third of
the women surveyed said they
believed il could happen. Many
women llunk the leadership test on
the first step--confidence
Another ironic problem for
women to overcome is their sense
of commitment While women tend

Public

Best As..<iel~ of the Inla nd E mpire:
"The Inland Empire can proudly list as
assets ils many fine higher educational
institutes, the finest medical faci lities,
publiC/private partnerships, the major
tmn.sportation systems such as Ontario
International Airport and plan.s for a
San Bemardino-ba<;ed airport and the
Metrorail.''

Short Biography: Became a public
accountant at the Orange County
offices of McGladrey & Pullen, CPA~
and Consulting in 1978; then tran.~
ferred to the Pa'K!dena practice. In
1986, he tmnsferrcd to the Inland
Empire practice and was admitted to
the partnership, where he and five partners lead a growing pmcticc of 35
employees. The firm specializes in
services to local governments and
manufacturers.

G reatest C oncerns for Inland
Empire: "The vision of our local
elected officials and their ability to
work together for the common good of
our communities."

Family:

Resides: Alta Lorna •

Wife, Carol; son.<;, Ryan,

an autocratic personality. What
demanded now from great lead
(politicians, take note) is
empowering style that clearly co
mumcates the busmcss go
instills confidence among empl
ees, and enables them to perform
peak creativtty and proficien
Empowerment comes easily to
nurtunng individual, a role t
most women handle every day
their adult lives.
Corporate America is facing
many senous challenges as ot
parts of our society. The wo
marketplace is changing and so
the way we organize work. M
than ever before, we need busin
leaders with new visions. Ev
company should he doing what
can to make usc of previous
untapped sources of leade
women.
New York Times column
Anna Quindlen had a wonder
closing line in a recent article abo
the
lack
of leadership
Washington. "The clothes have
emperor," she said. The pinstri
suit is also empty 111 the U.S. bu
ness community.
Maybe tha
because it usually comes with t
patrs of pants- but no skirt. &
Pcla G. Penson, Ed. D., ts a principal wi
CDI • Co-Development lnlernationat,
global managemcnl consutung firm tha
helps corporal tons wllh slralcgtc planni
and complex busmess i"ues. She can
reached al 4081 366-0466.
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ONT Air Traffic Up, Terminal Plan Grounded (Again)
Conttn11cd From Page 3

marked for airport improvements, such as the terminal work.
Yet that money-and other megasources of funding needed for the
expansion-remained unspent.
In mid-May, airport consultants unveiled a terminal project
design that cuts nine boarding
gates and about $100 million off
the previous design-of-choice
approved a month earlier. The
newly estimated cost covers construction, widening of Airport

Drive, 4,900 parking spaces, permits and fees, and furniture.
As it stands now, the new terminal at ONT would total about
530,000 square feet-more than
eight times the size of the current, 17-gate terminal capable of
handling 3 million passengers a
year. In 1994, a record 6.4 million travelers used the airport.
Providing 26 gates in two
modules at first, the new $172
million terminal would leave

If you have a freshman on
your account at your big bank,
come to the experienced
business bank. We're the
number one business bank,
and we got that way by
providing virtually every kind
of service your business needs
or wants, with the most
experienced staff of business
bankers in the business.
Services like Business
Checking, Savings, Loans,

room to add a third module with
another nine gates for $39 mallion more.
At the crux of the funding
freeze is the availability of millions of dollars in federally-controlled aviation money.
The total terminal expansion
budget includes about $30 million derived from the $3 tax that
ONT levies on each departing
passenger. The budget also
counts on about $100 million in

Credit Lines, Cash
Management, Accounts
Receivable Financing and
International Banking to
name a few. So if your big
bank is getting too big for
your business, why not come
to the number one business
bank.
Call and we'll send an
experienced business banker to
your business for a complete
analysis.

Chino Valley Bank
The Bank Business Banks On.

B

Arcadia • rea

• ChiD0 • CoiWD • Corona • Covma • FonWII • Fullcnon • Ontano • Pomona • Riwnide
Sen Bernardino • s.n Gabriel • South El Monrc • Upland

proceeds from a bond issue, a
funding source shelved by a
Department of Airports/airlines
dispute. Another $50 million in
federal cash funding earmarked
for the terminal remains on hold
with
the
Federal Aviation
Administration.
The latest news on the bond
issue is that it apparently is now
about ready to proceed-the
result of a ruling on May 24 by
Administrative Law Judge John
J. Mathias in Washington D.C.
Since 1993, the Board of
Airport Commissioners has halted the issue of construction
bonds for terminal expansion
because of a lawsuit filed by airlines over the cost of landing at
Los
Angeles
International
Airport-also owned by the
Department
of
Airports.
Department
Director
John
Driscoll said Judge Mathias
upheld all but 20 cents of the
$1.56-per-1 ,000 pounds landing
fee, and also upheld the department on seven of eight issues
raised by the airlines' lawsuit. "I
believe we will prevail on this
one issue on appeal, and that the
entire fee will be determined to
be reasonable," said Driscoll.
As for the $50 million in cash
waiting to be tapped for the terminal, those assets froze last
year when the Department of
Airports quit accepting federal
money as part of a scheme to use
revenues from LAX to pay for
police and other Los Angeles city
services. Department officials
hoped to loosen the FAA's hold
with a ballot measure asking to
separate the budgets of ONT and
LAX, which Los Angeles voters
passed in April.
With Congress seeking ways
to trim the federal budget,
though, the airlines worry that
the money may never be allocat·
ed. And airline officials say there
is no deal without the federal
funds, which will greatly cut
their cost of the terminal project.
Over the years, the city of
Ontario has looked into acquiring ONT to expedite terminal
expansion.
ONT spokesm~n
Dennis Watson, however, satd,
"All of that conversation went
away when terminal expansion
moved so much closer to reality."

...
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25 Most Influential Hispanic Business Leaders
in the Inland Empire
MeiAibiso,
San Bernardino Unified
School District
Marie Alonzo,
San Bernardino County

Dr. Robert Nava,
University of California, Riverside
Eloise Reyes,
Garza & Reyes Law Offices

Raul Avila,
Bona Real Estate

Frank Reyes,
San Bernardino Community
College

Ruben Ayala,
State Senator, 34th District

Andres Soto,
Riverside Hispamc Chamber

Joe Baca,
State Assemblyman, 62nd Distnct
Gennan Barrero,
Alcancfa de Ahorros Columbia
Calvo, Mexican Consulate
Eddie Cortez,
Pomona Mayor
Alex Espinoza,
California Capital
Rudy Favila,
City of Ontario Councilman

Fred Francia,
Southern California Edison
Florentino Garza,
Garza & Reyes Law Offices
Graciano Gomez,
Inland Empire Hispanic News
Dr. Luis Gomez,
Crafton Hills College
Paul Gomez,
Chaffey College Board of Trustees
Ray Gonzalez,
Southern California Edison
Rex Gutierrez,
City of Rancho Cucamonga
Councilman
Juan Guzman,
Fontana Hispanic Chamber
Humberto Hernandez,
KMQA La Maquina
Malu Hernandez,
KNSE Fiesta Mexicana
Gerald Lopez,
Anita's Mexican Food Corp.
Everanlo Mala,
Corona Hispanic Chamber

Joe Baca
semblyman Joe Baca
began his career as a state
egislator in 1992, and he
introduced a bill on the first day of
the legislative session. That was an
historical first. He also had a bill
signed by the governor within two
weeks of the session-another historical first.
Baca has had numerous bills
signed into law that affect the
Inland Empire. The bills' themes
range from economic Gob creation),
to crime (parole dumping), to veterans and education. In fact, he carried the only legislation to increase
funding for education without taking from the general fund or the taxpayers.
Baca has introduced 60 bills in
all, with 39 making their way
through the committees and 11
being vetoed. A record number of
28 bills have been chaptered into
law.
Joe Baca was the youngest of
15 children born to Seledonio and
lsabela Baca. He traces his political
roots to grandfather Romulo Baca's
campaigns for public office in the
dusty towns of central New Mexico,
even before the territory was divided into Arizona and New Mexico.
The elder Bacas worked as union
laborers on the railroad, and this
brought them to Barstow in the
post-war years.
Joe was four years old when the
family arrived in San Bernardino
County. Public school classes and
after-hours jobs were punctuated
with athletics, including baseball
and track. On a coach's dare, he
became the shortest, high-scoring
basketball player in his high
school's history. College and a fulltime job in the Santa Fe yards followed graduation, but were interrupted by Vietnam and the draft.
From 1966 through 1968, Baca had
volunteer assignments with both the

Af

famed 82nd and lOlst U.S. Army
Airborne Divisions.
Returnmg home in the midst of
wartime proved a cultural shock.
Baca remained at his old railroad
job just long enough to marry high
school
classmate
Barbara
Dominguez. The Bacas began a
family and saved up so that both
could continue their education. Joe
first attended Barstow Community
College, U C Davis and later
California State University, Los
Angeles. He received his bachelor's
degree in sociology, and Barbara
followed suit in child psychology.
The Bacas settled permanently in
Rialto.
After initial work as a counselor
at UCLA, and similar duties with a
vocational training project, Baca
began a 15-year career in community relations with the General
Telephone company. Five years
ago, he and Barbara began their
own business as partners in
Interstate World Travel in San
Bernardino. According to Baca,
starting up your own business and
making payroll and expenses is
"scarier than politics or semi-pro
baseball," both of which he has pursued with enthusiasm over the last
20 years.
In 1979, Baca was elected to the
San
Bernardino
Community
College Board of Trustees, the first
Hispanic to serve on that board in
the district's 53-year history. Reelected four times, he led the fight
against tuition and fee increases that
were cutting into local college
enrollments.
Baca has been honored as a
Citizen of Distinction by the San
Bernardino Area League of Women
Voters, and Kiwanian of the Year by
the Greater San Bernardino Kiwanis
Club. He has served on numerous
boards of directors, including the
San Gorgonio Council of the Girl
Scouts, Arrowhead United Way, San
Bernardino Valley Foundation for
Youth Athletics, San Bernardino
Boys and Girls Club, and Future
Leaders of America. Baca is a life
member of the Parent Teachers
Association, and a member of St.
Thomas More Parish, Rialto.
Joe Baca serves currently on
committees in the Legislature for
Utilities and Commerce, Social
Security, Governmental Organization, and Education. He serves on
subcommittees
for
Urban

Education,
Veterans
Affai
Military Defense Conversi
Assembly Democratic Prosper
Team and the Immigration Sel
Committee.
The humble beginnings in N
Mexico provided a strong foun
lion for an aspiring, young 1
Baca. His accomplishments as t
state Ac;semblyman for the 62
District can only grow in the futu
German Barrera
arrero is founder and p
lisher of Alcancia
Alrorros, the largest eire
lating Spanish publication in t
Inland Empire with a verified eire
lation of more than 140,000 a mo
in
five
zones
from
S
Bernardino/Riverside to eastern
Angeles.
Alcanc£a,
which
has
"Pennysaver" format, has creal
Spanish advertising print campaig
for more than 1,000 compani
since its inception in 198
Currently, Alcancia is the thi
largest distributor of nation
coupons in Spanish (NewsAmeri
in the state of California.
Barrera is the president and
founding member of the Unit
Hispanic Chamber of Commer
He produced the first Inland Empi
Business Directory and Resour
Guide compiling the membersh
lists of all nine Inland Empi
Hispanic Chambers of Commerce
He organized and co-chair
the first Inland Empire lnternation
Business Expo at the Ontar
International Airport, with partie
pation of high-level officials fro
California and Mexico.
Born Oct. 8, 1963 in Glenda!
Barrero has a degree in communic
lions/advertising from Californ
State University, Fresno. He's do
additional studies in film, radi
photography, graphic design a
marketing to Hispanics. Previo
employment includes Spanish rad
broadcasting at KNSE and med
planning at D' Arcy, Masius, Bent
& Bowles in Los Angeles.
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Rudy Favila
''p

erseverance is one
the keys to success
says Rudy Favila, w
after several attempts to win a se
on the Ontario City Council w
elected to office in November 199
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Favila is proud of this accomplishment, because he is only the second
Latino in Ontario's history to serve
on the council.
A~ a council member, Rudy has
been pursuing many worthwhile
projects. He increased the number
of Neighborhood Watch groups in
Ontario to 600 (his goal is 1,000)
and strengthened the Community
Oriented Problem Solving (COPs)
Program through h1s support of the

police department. He imtiated and
led successful efforts to establish
the Ontario Teen Center and a transitional housing program for
women and ch1ldren in need.
Econom1c development has
also been a top pnority for Rudy.
He supported Toyota's efforts to
establish their 800,000-square-foot
North American distribution center
in Ontario, and the groundbreaking
for the project was held in the sum-

mer of 1994. He has been a strong
advocate of major development
proJects such as the 2 millionsquare-foot Ontano Mills "super
mall," the Convention Center and
the expansion of the terminal at
Ontario Airport. The Mills groundbreaking was held in April of 1995
and construction of the Convention
Center and terminal is expected to
start th1s fall.
Some of Favila's other council

Felix T. Troilo. P.-.sident, CEO and COB, Btrd Medical Technologtaa, Inc., Palm Springs, CA.
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' 'WE\VE0:TWITHTHE BANK Of. CALIFORNIA in 1989,
after trying to work '' ith a New York bank and a couple of
local banks. With most banks you haYe a structured, formal
relationship, but we found that

•

The Bank of California

RopQ,!ltt§o!oY"~ 0'·

There's a constant dialogue, so the: arc all prepared to n·spond
quickly when \\l' m•ed to get something done.
Our credit line "ith the bank has grown as our business has

grown. Thl·y'w been f1cxibk· and crcatiYe m setting up the
right credit Yehides for us, for instance, by structuring a creel it
facility to help us with acquisitions. With our major diYision,

50% of the business is international. So our needs OYerseas are
as important to us as our U.S. business. The bank's trade
finance people arc helping us do business by dearing letters of
credit from all OYer the world. ' '

®

BuslnHs Bank•r• for th• WHt Slnc•l864·ro put our hankers to \\Ork for you,
call GiiiX!rt R. Carrion at 909/781-0990.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA

responsibilities include helping to
manage a $320 million budget for
the city, which employs about
1, I 00 and provides services to
some 148,000 residents.
Favila also has done Important
work at the Herman G. Stark Youth
Training School in Chino In 1972,
he began his employment there as a
counselor to 50 youths, and then
moved on to the position of parole
agent m 1974. In 1987, he became a
Treatment Team supervisor responsible for managmg an employability training program. He still holds
th1s position today, and says that his
involvement at the Youth Training
School gives h1m an opportunity to
encourage troubled youths.
Favila's many achievements
are reflected in some of the awards
he has received, such as the Mt.
Baldy
Buildmg
Industry
Association Spec1al Recognition
Award (1995), the South Ontario
Kiwaman of the Year Award
(1994), the Ontario Sister Cities'
Gold Eagle Award (1993), the
George E. Brown Congressional
Special Recognition Award (1988),
and the Califorma Youth Authority
Youth Training School Superior
Accomplishment Award ( 1987).
Rudy Favila obtained his bachelor's degree in criminal JUStice in
1973 from California State
University, Sacramento and a certificate of completion in the management development program for
Correctional Admmistrators in
1981 from the University of
Southern California.
Fred Francia
ranc. ia, senior business rete~
tion project manager, IS
ass1gned to the Southern
California Edison Eastern Region
of the Inland Empire. He has 23
years of electrical utility experience, including distribution, energy
management, regulatory and computer system development facets of
utility.
Francia has been certified by
the California Energy Commission
as an energy auditor. His professional responsibilities include providing energy audit services and
recomme ndi ng energy efficient
measures to residential, commercial and industrial Ed ison customers.

F
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Fred's skilled background, education and experience has demonstrated a high degree of leadership
in many capacities, particularly m
the area of management, computer
systems, econom1c development
and business retention. He is currently parllcipating in the threeyear Economic Development
Institute course conducted by the
University of Oklahoma in
Norman, Okla. He also is enrolled
at the University of Riverside in
Gary A. Anderson's "Executive
Management Program."
Francia, a native of California,
is a graduate of East Los Angeles
College. He is a member of numerous
H1spanic Chambers
of
Commerce, Professional Hispanics
in Energy and several economic
development and energy agenc1es.
His wife, Sylvia, is corporate
service representative for Southern
California Edison. They reside in
Chmo H1lls.
Graciano Gomez
omez is the owner and publisher of the Inland Emp1re
H1spamc News. Born m
Wilmington, he was raised in
Redlands and graduated from
Redlands High School. After 30
years as a county worker, Gomez
turned to community work, specifically the H1spanic community on
all fronts: educational, political,
social, economic, health, cultural,
veterans, media and coalitiOn building.
Active with nearly 50 community groups, Graciano is affiliated
with the Redlands Community
Housing
Development
Organization, San Bernardino
County Superintendent of Schools
Adv1sory Committee, County
Sheriff's Advisory Committee,
University of California, Rivers1de
Chancellor's Hispamc Advisory
Committee, Committee to Elect
Baca for Assembly, Sinfonia
Mexicana, Norton Expansion and
Development Committee, Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce, and many
more.
Gomez has received 41 congressional, state, county, city and
organization awards, and his publication has received 21 awards since
it was founded· in 1987. Gomez
resides in San Bernardino with his
wife, Trini.

Frank Reyes
eyes is the spec1al ass1stant
to the chancellor of the San
Bernardino
Community
College D1strict, and has previously
served as general counselor, coordinator of counseling, and director of
student activities. He has been a
member
of
the
California
Community Counselors AssociatiOn
for 15 years and the Association of
Mexican American Educators for

R

four years. Reyes is co-founder and
co-chairman of the San Bernardino
Commumty College D1strict Latino
Faculty, Staff and Admmistrators
Association. lie has participated in
many community and college-related activities, including television
and rad1o programs and spec1al
events speaking.
Reyes has nearly 20 years total
experience in the field of education.
In a letter recommending him for the

Advisory
Commission
Educational Excellence for Hispa
Americans, U.S. Senator Barba
Boxer noted "Frank Reyes h
earned the respect of colleagues a
students alike through the strength
his character and h1s unceasmg adv
cacy of education and opportunity.
Frank Reyes' efforts have resu
ed in new funding that will provi
scholarships for more than 25 st
dents. •

Don•t let your
Spanish Advertising
Investment Melt Away

G

350.000< readers • Creattve Destgns • Publtshmg smce 1989
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Home Federal Sav•ngs. Chtef Auto Parts. Thnftys. Ontarto lnterno+tonol Atrparl Target. Ptck-a-Parl and more
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Pesos, Presidents and Their Practices
by Thomas Topuzcs, Sentor Vice

Prestdent , Valley Indepe ndent Bank

among the ruling lnstitullonal
Revolutionary Party (PRJ), have
caused the peso exchange rate to
become unstable.

nother Mexican presiImpact on the
dential election ... another
Valley Alliance Area
peso devaluation ... but is
it the same old song? The 1982
It appears the impact of the
peso devaluation resulted in not
1994 peso devaluation, at this
only a 50 percent loss of value,
point in 11me, is not as adverse in
but U.S. dollar accounts held in
the Coachella, Imperial, Mexicali
Mexican banks were frozen and
Valley Regton as was the 1982
the Mexican banks themselves
devaluation. Certainly the busiwere nationalized . The emerging
nesses and people in Mexicali
young middle class in Mexico
have suffered the most with both
were devastated.
Many to
higher prices and inflation.
Mexico refer to the following
In general, the geographic
eight to 10 years, the time it took
adverse impact of the devaluation
to recover from the devaluation,
has been the greatest along the
as the lost decade .
immediate
border areas of
Again in 1987 there was
Calexico, California and San
another peso devaluation; howevLuis, Arizona, with a lesser
er, since that time Mexico has
impact the farther north a busibeen steadily modernizing and
ness is located from the border.
diversifying its economy. During
However, there appear to be some
the past presidential term,
exceptions to this general finding
Mexico adopted several longin both the Imperial Valley and
term economic reforms including
Coachella Valley.
its membership in the North
American Free Trade Agreement
Mexico's Austerity Plan
(NAFTA),
the
General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade •
On March 9, 1994, the
(GATT), and in the Organization
Mexican government announced
of Economic Cooperation and
its Economic Stabilization Plan,
Development (OEDA). It was
which includes increasing the
hclieHd that by adopting these
sales tax (VAT) to 15 percent,
and other economic reforms. the
g.1 ~oline prices by 35 percent,
apparent politically-motivated
and electricity rates by 30 perpeso devaluations might occur
cent. Inflation for 1995 is estiless often a nd would have a leo;~
mated to be 42 percent. The full
drastiC effect on the Mexican
impact
of these reforms in the
economy
Coachella Valley is difficult to
ascertain at this time. However,
The 1994 Devaluation
Mexicah and other Mexican border
towns with economies that
The announcement on Dec.
are interwoven with the United
20. 1994 of the 15 percent peso
States border town economies
devaluatiOn seemed to make
should not be as adversely
sense as the peso was somewhat
impacted by the stabilization plan
over-valued, even with the "proas the economies in the interior
grammed" devaluation of five
of Mexico.
and then 10 centavos a week. The

A

surprise to many people on both
sides of the border was the
announcement, shortly after the
devaluation, that the peso would
be allowed to "float" to a market
value.·
The announcement occurred
after
the
new
Zedillo
Administration had stated the
peso would not be adjusted to the
market. These events, coupled
with the internal uncertainty in
the southern state of Chiapas and

improve the maquiladora 's profitability. In addition, the cost of
farm labor could be reduced. as
more f arm labor ers from Mex1c0
seek dollar-paid employment.
The end effect appears to be
an increase of foreign maquiladora investment in Mexicali, an
investment that would create
warehouse and distribution center
opportunities for the Coachel~a
Valley.
Also, increases 10
tourism could occur, as investors
and other Mexican entities conduct business meetings at the
world-class resorts located in the
Coachella Valley. It appears this
economic boost is due in part to
NAFTA's scheduled tariff relief
which will make the manufacturing of certain goods more financially attractive as the tanff for
such goods is reduced . However,
this process could take a year or
more to fully develop. As an
example, the NAFTA tariff relief
for television tubes takes effect
on Jan. 1, 1997.

The Future
In summary, it appears that

There appears to be a benefit
from the peso devaluation in that
it acts to reduce the cost of producing
goods
in
Mexico.
Therefore, those businesses that
have maquiladora operations
could benefit from a lower
peso/labor cost with product sales
(in dollars) which could actually
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Health of Workers' Compensation Benefits Employers, Employee

the peso-i nc reased maquilado ra
acti vit y, devaluat io n, and subs equent eco no m ic tu rmo il that is
still rev erberating throughout the
country was caused by former
President
Carlos
Me xican
Salinas' usc of the peso exchange
rate to keep inflation down long
after it was clear the peso had
become o ver-valued . President
Ernes to Ze dillo 's economic team
appears to have developed a new
model to sta bilize the Mexican
economy. This mo del appears to
be cons is tent w ith the request
made in Preside nt Clinton 's $20
billion financ ial a id package.
Time will te ll whether or not
the Clinto n Adminis tration's rescue plan for Mexico is approved
and funde d as proposed. Time
will als o te ll whether or not the
Mexican peo ple are willing to
accept the new reforms set forth
by President Ze dillo . Meanwhile,
it is likely that individuals in the
Valley Alliance area will continue to do what they have done in
the past after Mexican presidential elections -wait to see if it is
a new song o r the same old song.

by Btll D Hager

A

fter years of hemorrhagIDg red ink, workers' compensation insurance is
alive and well, resuscitated by
state-level reforms.
That's good news to those of
us 10 the business. But it's even
better news for employers and
their employees. The last time
workers' comp was healthy was
1970.
Rtchard
Nixon
was
President. Elv1s was Ki ng. The
Beatles released "The Long and
W inding Road." "Patton" won the
Oscar for best picture Bill Clinton
was at Oxford and Newt Gi ngrich
at Tu lane.
Between then and now, bustness owners in most states saw
the1r workers' comp rates contlDUally force d up Workers' comp
medical and legal costs outraced
their non-workers' comp counterparts.
One way or another th is endless, upward spiral had to be
sn uffed. As a fo rmer state regula-

tor, I know how difficult it is to
approve a 25 percent rate increase.
As prestdent of NCCI, I've also
learned how d1fftcult tl ts to recommend a 25 percent rate
increase It's a bit like Abraham
Lincoln's comment about choosing among petitiOners for a government JOb:
"You can't WID ..... you create a
dozen enemies and one 10grate."
But now, thanks to the efforts
of insura nce organizallons, state
officials, business, and labor, we
have chalked up a win. We estimate that reform efforts over the
past four years have saved $1.2
billion of annuahzed costs for
employers and insu rers. W hen
NCCI tabulated all the rate fil10gs
and app rovals for 1994, they actually averaged a decrease of 1.9
percent. And more rate decreases
are being filed this year.
Aside from greater parity,
more equitable benefits have been
achieved for workers. The status
of workplace safety programs has
been elevated and safety incentives are being reahzed Costs are

"micro" level. For example, it
takes employers an average
to 13 days to report an injury
their insurance company. And it
taking insurance companies
to 16 days to make the first
payment to an injured worker. Th
is a Pony Express pace 10 an age
E-mail. These delays are un
able to employers and employe
because the greater the delay
handling claims, the g reater
final cost of the clatm.
Whtle the turnaround over
past few years in workers'
pensatwn tS truly astounding, t
bottom line question is th1s: Is t
result fair and even handed as t
workers' compensation
plays out before the Americ
workers?
That question can o nly
answered by the court of publ
opimon over the next few years

being contained.
If there was a silver l10ing
behind the workers' compensation
thunderheads of recent years, it ts
that for the first time in this
nail on's h1story, workplace safety
has become a genuine art1cle of
corporate priority InJuries resultIng in lost lime dropped 18 percent
between 1990 and 1993, includ10g
such dangerous industries as minlOg, construction, and manufacturing. O ur own studies show that
claim frequency also continued to
decli ne, down 11 percent in 1993
over 1990. "Prevenhon ts cheaper
than the cure" has increasingly
become the conventional wisdom
as employers take proactive steps
to check their losses.
The pri mary right of all workers is a safe workplace. The best
worke rs' compensatiOn benefit is
not the h1ghest, but the one that ts
not needed because no injury took
place And a ke)' part of workers'
comp refo rm has been a greater
emphasis on safety.
To better serve workers, there
is st1ll much to be done at the

Btll D. Hager is president of
NCCI. Inc., a not-for-profit organtzatton
that ts the nation's largest provider
of workers' compensation data,
products, and servtccs.
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Why 150,000
fatnilies count on U.S.

by Camille Bounds-Travel Ed1tor

perform their delightful undulatIng dance.

A Great Fam i ly Experience

Be Observed

f you are Interested in a colorful, adventurous, and fun
experience for the whole family, go to the Monterey Bay
Aquarium. As they say at the circus "Children of all ages" are
welcome.

As you wander along the 90foot-long,
hourglass-shaped
Monterey Bay Habitats exhibit
whtch holds 326,000 gallons of
punfied sea water, you will see a
cross-section of the bay's major
habitats. The shape of the tank
allows the large, constantly swimming sharks the long straight
glide-path they must have to survtve. Authenttc 30-year-old wharf
pilings anchor one end of the
exhibit. The four environments of
the bay are dtsplayed. deep reefs,
the sandy sea floor, shale reefs,
and the wharf. At times these glorious creatures, huge and tiny,
come up to you on an eye to eye
level. The only thtng separating
them from you are large acrylic
windows, leaving a sense of spirttual communication . Your senses
give you the feeling of being
under the sea walking along the
bottom of the sea bed.

I

During evenings and

The families that count on

A Dream Come True

U.S. FamilyCare know they' re

weekends, you can phone for

getting the ~nest care possible.

personal medical advice from

And you can too.

a trained registered nurse.
And for senior citizens, our

Because when you choose
U.S. FamilyCare for your

Senior Care advocates help

family's health care, you get

you get the most out of your

325 physicians in 54 convenient

senior health plan.
We also have health edu-

offices who are committed to
providing you with the kind of

cation and wellness programs,

care you deserve. Our team

as well as a high-risk OB

of dedicated professionals

program to help insure your

treats you like you're a member of the family.
At U.S. FamilyCare you choose your own
personal doctor, one you
can relate to. Your doctor
will take the time to get to
know you as an individual
and go out of the way to

baby is

born

healthy. At U.S. FamilyCare, your care is

covered by all the major HMOs and insurance plans.

C
ramily are
0 TIS.

So no matter which one you
belong to, your family can
be part of our family.

In 1977, Julie Packard (with a
background education in botany
and manne bwlogy) and four
manne biologtsts from the
Hopkins Manne Station dreamed
of converting an old cannery in
Monterey into a world-class
aquanum. With a generous gift of
$50 millwn from Julie's parents,
David and Lucille Packard, and
much hard work by Julie and her
assoctatcs, the vision became a
reality. The privately funded
Monterey Bay Aquarium opened
on October 20, 1984, with Julie
Packard as executive director.

A Different Kind of Forest
Get Your Hands Wet
You are invtted to touch such
specimens as the starfish, the
scacucumber, the bat ray, and the
decorator crab. Enjoy the whimsy of the Puckish sea otters, come
within tnches of the giant shark,
watch an octopus do its magic act
and almost dtsappear before your
eyes. Wonder at the translucent,
breathtaking bell jelly fish as they

The Kelp Forest is a huge
underwater tank that holds
335,000 gallons of purified sea
water and is over 60 feet long and
28 feet deep. It reproduces a
scuba diver's close-up view of the
California coastline's giant kelp
and its Inhabitants. A glorious
array of colorful fish create a
ratnbow effect, while crabs, sea
Plm.H' Sec Page 51

as possible.

count on U.S., or call our toll-free number today.

Cand) & Snad.s. Janitorial Supplies, Business
Furniture & Equipment and Hundreds of
AdditiOnal !terns!

We Accept Net 15 Day Purchase Orders!
Purchase Orders on Apprm ed Credit. Your
Business Chcci-; or Disco\t.:t Card arc Welcome.

We Are APriceCosko Business, .'Vot an Independent

"Shopping Sentce" We Quote Deli~·ered Prices,
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Just Call 1·800-788-9968 For Direct
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Busmess Dclivel') Team.

open enrollment where you

work, be sure to choose a health plan that lets you

What Do We Deliwr·~ Office Supphe.... Food Sen ice Items.

llow Do IStart Saving-?

So next time you have

make sure your visit is as comfortable and pleasant

The Monterey Bay Aquarium

2. The) Will Fax Or Mail You Our Latest Order
Fonn!Pricc List. Compare Our Deli~·ered
Price~ To Your Current Supplier·,.

3. Place Your Order Via Phone Or Fax B)
3:00PM And We'll Deliver THE NEXT
BUSI.\ESS DAY In Mo..,t Areas.

U.S FamilyCare Centers: Fontana • Hemet • Menifee • Montclair • Ontario • Pomona
Rancho Cucamonga. Rialto. San Bemardmo • San Dimas • Southridge • Temecula • Upland • Wildomar
Chmo Medical Group • Apple Valley Medtcal Group: Hesperia • Victorville
Riverside Medical Clinte: Rtverside • Parkvtew • Canyon Springs • Corona • De Anza • lndtana

-

......,
,.
Sharp spms armed w1th potent venoms prole<.:! lhe lion fiSh

C 1995 l'ae~f1c
PhySICian Scrv1ces. Inc

Call Toll Free 1 (800) 355-USFC

one of the most venomous f1sh

111

the o..:can. Photo b} Camille Bounds.
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Catch 30 minutes of the best Inland
Empire restaurant reviews two times
a week on KVCR TV 24, the Inland
Empire's PBS station. Table for Two
Is the only restaurant review show
of Its kind on television. The show
airs ...

This Chevy Doesn 't Need
Gas
by Senor Robert Bledsoe

6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays.

IF FINDING
MISSING
CHITDREN
WERE
TillS EASY,
WE WOUlDN'T
NEED YOUR
HElP.
'v!J\'IIlg chtldrf'n don't advertiSe
thcm~dn><>. In fact. lllKc the lllJJOilt)
of them arl' abducted b) a pamtt,
thn nugh.t nor re-alize tlJe) ·rc
"nmsmg" at all. That\ what makc:'S
our JOb touf:hcr. and \\h) \\e.re
asktng for ) our help.
In vour prot~siOnal capaCity, you
nught be able to 1dcnu~ ,m abducted
child. or a parent \\ ho !Jtl) haw
abducted .1 child. If ~o. pk-a:.e contact
Chtld Fmd of Amcnca. Or a~k the
parent to call us for confidmoal
med1aoon. Our toU-trt·e hothne 15
1-800-A-WAY- O UT. It could Just
be the \\JY out the~ 'rc lookmg for.

OF AMERICA lf\C.
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hevy's restaurant advertises Itself as not JUSt
Mexican food, but ··fresh
:\1ex · The assumption being that
the food you cat at other Mexican
places can be full of day's old
111gredients. The fact is, they're
probably right South of the border cu1sine has always been a
good way to hide poor quality
ingredients. If you've ever been
to one of the fast-food Mexican
chains and had an all right tasting
meal, but felt hke Malibu in the
middle of a mudslide later. you
know what I'm speaking of.
At Chevy's, tortillas are
brought to your table within 60
seconds of their crealton. You
don't believe me? You th111k your
waitress JUSt nuked them in the
microwave before bringing them
to your table? Think again. You
can literally watch your food server make your tortillas right in
front of you, using this gizmo that
looks iikc tt came from Willie
Wonk a's Chocolate Factory
All the meats, as well as the
fish, are fresh each day as well.
Their pledge to you is that everything (and they mean everything)
is made fresh from scratch everyday. No cans and no freezing.
The policy pays off in spades
when it comes to your tastebuds.
This is a far cry from the standard
and indistinguishable cuisine
served at some of the well-known
Mexican rest uarants.
Even the
men u is d iffere nt.
How many
Mexican places do you know of
that serve quail? My favori te dish
was the fresh fish tacos.
Anybody w ho has been furt her
sou th tha n Tijua na in M exico
kn ows tha t a die t stapl e down
th ere is the fis h taco. The o nes at
C hevy's are as good as the best
you would find in the hea rt of our
neig hboring country. I just got
back from a s urfi ng trip a t a beach
a little south of E nsenada, and

C

there I consumed many a fish
taco. Of course, I was able to get
two tacos and a Pepsi for $1.00
and at Chevy's the two tacos are
$7.95, drink not included. To be
fair, a case of Pactfico beer down
there is only $6.00 which led to
my rampant excesses So. maybe
it's better that the prices at
Chevy's are more in line wtth the
El Tontos than the taco stands at
El F.1ro Beach.
Speaking of beer, Chevy's has
buckets of the stuff JUSt like at all
the popular bars and clubs in
Mexico. They are always having
a special Margarita (when we
were there, it was watermelon)
and best of all, during happy hour
appetizers are half price. This
means that you can get the Fresh
Mex Sampler for only $5.00, a
deal of a lifetime. This whopping
meal in itself is two deliciOus
tamales, chicken fajita nachos,
whole wheat vegetable quesadillas, and some grubby spicy chicken wings. Th1s baby's got everything.
Of course, complimentary
chips and salsa are a given But
the mixture of fresh chips (not
from a bag) and the unique salsa
that tastes like it's smoked
demands a mention. So whether
it's to grind or gorge and you want
the flavor of Mexico, there's no
better place in the Inland Empire
than C hevy's.
Chevy's is located a t 3330
Centrelake in Ontario (right off
the 10 Fwy). For information call
(909) 390-9922.

Smells Like
Chicken Nirvana
by Robert Bledsoe and
The Temple of Doom

ith the lig hts o ut, it
may seem less dangero us. I 'm talking about
the Indian food here. W ith the
bright red ta ndoori dishes and the
sauce dishes that all look like Crations, it can he frightening if
you're on a virgin voyage to the
land where curry is king. But one

W

whiff of the scent of sp1ces will
send your stomach screaming for
a taste and your mouth watering
for the flavorful spices that mix in
a sensually delicious dance of
unparalleled gluttony
That is, if you have good
lnd1an food. And Ntrvana is very
good. The name is an Indian term
for heaven, and this is about as
close as your taste buds are going
to get on this planet Without the
use of opiate-derived narcotiCS. A
few months back you may have
read my review of The Bengal
Kitchen in Riverside. That restaurant benefited from the use of
healthy,
low-fat
ingred1ents.
While N1rvana makes no such
claJms as a dieter's dream, the
restaurant benefits in not using
such ingredients that may take
away some of the glorious taste.
We Inland Empne diners can
rejoice in having two great Indian
restaurants: N1rvana in Upland
and The Maharajah in Colton.
Both these restaurants are every
bit as good as the world-famous
Bombay in Hollywood, but are
better values. The average dinner
price at Nirvana 1s under $10.
My favorite dishes are saucebased, w1th any kind of meat (beef
excluded) or vegetable you order.
My highest recommendation goes
to the chicken tikka masala and
chicken makhani. Now, Chinese
trained gut Instinct may tell you to
throw this over a bed of rice, and
while that is a v1able optton at
Nirvana, if you want to get
authentic, grab a big hunk of their
various types of bread (naan,
paratha, roti), s lop on the meaty
sauce and devou r like a gyro. The
yogurt mari nade on the many different tan doori dishes comes to
life 111 the s mall clay ovens they
cook these in. T he method of eating is more convent ional, kind of
li ke fried chicken.
In fact, I rea ll y don't see much
use fo r silverware at an Indian
place. Oh, they have it all nght,
but I prefer to regress to my childhood and roll up my sleeves to
make sure they don't get 111 the
way.
Nn vana is located in the
Montclair Vll lage Plaza, H82l
Central Ave For more information call, 909-624-1600 . .&

Th e Wine Cellar

Mead on W ine
by Jerry D. Mead

C

ONCANNON UPDATEIn the 25 years I've been
covering the California
wine
industry,
Concannon
Vineyards has probably changed
hands and w111emakers as many
times as any winery I can think of.
Surpnsingly, all that change has
resulted in wines perhaps the best
they have ever been.
Concannon and winemaker
Tom Lane were acknowledged as
"Winery and Winemaker to Watch"
in my year end column as a result
of an amazmg collection of medals
and accolades accumulated in the
three years since Lane "came
home" to Livermore after making
award-winning wines at Navarro 111
Mendocino County.

Every wine except one
scored with high 80s or 90s,
and the red wines are the
best they've ever been,
which is going to confuse
that old white wine Image.

Founded in 1883 by a n Irish
entrepreneur
named
James
Concannon, Concannon Vineya rds
was inspired by the San Francisco
Catholic Church 's need for altar
wine. Concannon started planting
the newly fashio nable Eu ropean
grapevines the same year that a
fam ily named Wente bought a
four-year-old vineya rd a few miles
down the road.
Concannon funded his wi nery
by selling hundreds of tho usands
of vine c utt ings to Mexico and then
survived the scourge of Pro hibitio n
by being licensed to cont inue to

make altar wine. Family ownership
contmued through the seventies,
and Jtm Concannon, a descendant
of James, is still active in public
relations at the winery
Among the wmemakers at
Concannon 111 recent memory were
the late Joe Concannon (brother of
Jim), Bob Broman (currently at St
Supery after a stop at Stag's Leap),
Greg Upton (who earned qutte a
reputation at Franciscan in Napa)
and Sergio Traverso (Chilean-born
former w111emaker at Sterling in
Napa and now doing his own thing
at Munetta 'sWell 111 Livermore).
The several owners since the
seventies make little difference as
far as consumers are concerned,
except to note that each one
expanded, Improved, replanted and
were generally positive forces.
The winery is currently owned
by a group of 111vestors headed up
by members of the Wente family,
who still make wine just down the
road more than a hundred years
later.
I'll get to the w111e reviews
eventually, but I'm in the middle of
a nostaig1a trip, so you ' II just have
to be patient.
It will surprise those who discovered California w111e after the
dramatic expansiOn of wineries
and wine interest that started in the
early seventtes, but Livermore was
once "the" dominant region for
white wine and "Alameda County"
was an appellatiOn frequently seen.
Red wine came from either
Santa Clara (Almaden and Paul
Masson when they were real
wmenes) or Napa (Louis Martini,
Beaulieu, Inglenook or Charles
K rug),
and
Sonoma
and
Mendocino were places with bulk
winenes that supplied the branded
wineries in Napa.
Livermore lost its cache
because Wente a nd Concannon
remained the only two brands of
any s ize in the region, while Napa
and Sonoma had literally hundreds
of wineries promoting those appellations along with wines suddenly
made wonderful by ever-improving technology.
Looktng back over my notes
from a recent tasting of current
Concannon releases, two things are
very evident. I scored every wine
except one with high 80s or 90s,
and the red wi nes are the best
they've ever been, w hich is going

ordinarily come into play, wit
salmon, swordfish, or lobster. On
of the best. Rating: 94/87.
Concannon 1992 'Estat
Reserve' Petite Sirab ($14.75)
a s1gnature wine at
arguably the first
Winery to release a varietal s
named, and it is finally receivin
the attention it deserves by way o
the best and most expensiv
cooperage. The wine loves it.
huge, double 111tense, deep blac
cherry-flavored, chunky, bold, re
wine, but as big as it is, there i
still a note of refinement in th
finish. It's sort of Arnol
Schwarzenegger in a silk shirt
Match it with venison, gam
birds, blackened prime rib o
other boldly flavored foods
Rating: 88/88 . .A

to confuse that old white wine
image
Concannon 1993 "Reserve
Assemblage" White ($15) Just
won a gold medal, best of price
class and the trophy for Best New
World Wh1te Mentage It's a very
classy, superbly balanced, nearly
dry, blend of Sauvignon Blanc and
Sem1llon with a pleasant hint of
oak. Rating: 90/85

Concannon Wneyards
has probably changed
hands and wlnemakers as
many times as any winery
I can think of.

Concannon 1993 'Livermore'
Sauvignon Blanc ($8) Grapefruit
and something riper, full-fruited,
round and suited to dnnking w1th
flavorful fin fishes. Rating:90/90
Con cannon 1993 ' Li vermor e'
Semillo n ($ 12) Semillon is perhaps the most under-appreciated
white wme grown 111 America.
Lush, ripe, honeyed (but not
sweet), figgy (as in fresh, not
"Newton") and friendly to drink.
Use where Chardonnay would

Donald D. G alleano
Pre)adent

VIsit Our Wine
Tasting Room
and Picnic Area
4 231 WIOCVIllc Road

Mm Lorna, Cali forma 917n
(714) 68)·H76

Wine Selections and
Best Values
By Blil Anthony

Kendall-Jackson
1987 • Meritage
California Cardinale................... $50

C ameros Creek
1990 • Los Cameros
Chardonnay........................... $12.50

Kendali-J ackson
1987 • CA Proprietor's Grand Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon .......... ........ $20

Raymond
1989 • Napa Valley Private Reserve
Chardonnay................................ $ 18

C los DuVal
1988 • Stags Leap District
Cabemet Sauvignon .................. $18

Cinnabar
1990 • Santa Cruz Mountains
Chardonnay................................ $20

C osentino
1989 • Napa Valley
Cabernet Sauvignon ....... ........... $15

Gundlach Bundscbu
1990 • Sonoma County
Chardonnay................................$ 11

St. C lement
1988 • Napa Valley
Cabemet Sauvignon ................... $25

Konrad
1990 • Mendocino County
Chardonnay................................ $ 14
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Desert Business Journal
Palm Desert Company
Plans Expansion

B

y September 1996, U.S.
Filter Corp . officials
expect their headquarters
staff in Palm Desert to grow from
10 to as many as 60 as manager~
transfer in from 11 plant sites.
"We have made a decision to
consolidate our corporate headquarters in Palm Desert," said
U.S
Filter
Chairman/CEO
Richard Heckmann . He added
that sales for the year ended
March 31 reached $275 million,
putting U.S. Filter among the
natiOn's top producers of water
and sewage treatment equipment.
Heckmann said the company
also is weighing the manufacture
of water-treatment equipment in
the Coachella Valley, instead of
expanding at San Antonio, Texas.
The San Antonio plant now
employs 100 people to make
water-purification products used
in laboratory equipment.
Heckmann said the expansion
site of choice ultimately depends
on a cost comparison of
California and Texas. California
is closer to major market areas,
he said, while Texas offers lower
tax rates.

Auto/Retail Complex
Developers Forecast
5,000 New Jobs
ffic1als of a Kansas Citybased developer planning an auto mall/shopping center near Bermuda Dunes
say the project would create
5,000 jobs.
Midland
Properlles
Inc.
wants to build the complex on
150 acres along Interstate 10 at
Washington Street, just south of
Del Webb's Sun City Palm
Springs
residential
tract.
According to Mark Moran, a La
Quinta consultant to Midland, the
"Desert Cities Auto Mall" and
"Gateway North Marketplace"
are expected to employ more
than 3,000, with another 2,000
construction workers needed to
complete the complex by 1997 as
targeted.
Riverside County supervisors
are slated to vote on the $75 million project in June.
Spanning 590,000 square

0

feet, the planned shopp1ng center
would be similar in s1ze to the
Palm Desert Town Center, and
would feature a bowling alley,
12-screen cinema and a supermarket. The auto mall would
boast 12 dealerships, including
some that the developers hope to
lure from an existing auto center
in lnd1o.
County and Indio officials
reportedly have agreed that lnd1o
would try to annex the new proJect, should it materialize , to
benefit from the new sales tax
revenues. The complex will
require some $30 million in road
and drainage work, with the
county and city agreeing to give
Midland a break on sales taxes to
offset that cost. The county also
expanded an enterprise zone so
that Midland can benefit from
more tax breaks, as well as get
help in buying equipment and
hiring workers.

Both Sides Aroused Over
Rail Cycle Landfill Plan

D

ebate over the proposed
Rail Cycle landfill got
hotter in May, with backers releasing a newly positive
report and more than 50 foes
bending the ears of San
Bernardino County supervisors
On June 13, the supervisors
will air final comments before
possibly voting on whether to
endorse the prOJect.
With Its trash-by-rail project,
developer Rail Cycle wants to
haul up to 21,000 tons of household trash daily to the "Bolo
Station" landfill site near Amboy.
The new report touts the project's
benefits and points out problems
with the county's existing dumps .
Rail Cycle, composed of
Waste Management Inc. and the
Santa Fe railroad, issued the
report in response to the Clean
Desert Water Coalition, which
has gathered about a fourth of the
35,000 signatures it needs to get
an anti-desert landfill initiative
on the March county ballot. The
measure would ban major landfills near underground water supplies.
Rail Cycle project manager
Stu Clark said that passing such
an initiative would exempt existing county landfills, even though

they cause more pollution than
Rail Cycle's dump would. Rat!
Cycle 's new report also notes
that Bolo Station is over an
underground reservoir consisting
o f mos tly-brackish salt water,
only 25 people live within four
miles, and the nearest active
earthquake fault is 25 miles
away.
At a hearing before county
supervisors, however, verbiage
on the proposed landfill gained
an opposite momentum.
Speakers crillcized the concept of accepting out-of-county
trash at a desert landfill , despite
the $31 million in annual revenues projected for the county.
Owen Gillick of Twentynine
Palms, for example, urged supervisors to "look beyond the immediate crisis and into the next century."

Meanwhile, Back at
Eagle Mountain ...
hile the war of words
raged on over Rail
Cycle's plan, Kaiser
Resources of Ontario blamed its
own involvement in another
desert dump project for lower
company earnings in First
Quarter 1995.
Kaiser officials predicted the
drops in revenues will continue
this year due to Kaiser's majority
acquisition of Mine Reclamation
Corp , developer of the Eagle
Mountain landfill about 60 miles
east of Indio. Kaiser replaced
Browning-Ferris
Industnes,
which withdrew as the project's
major investor last year.
Kaiser's revenues for the first
three months of '95 were $2 million, compared with $2.9 million
a year ago. Profits dipped from
$504,000 to $50,000.
As required by a court decision, Mine Reclamation is now
preparing new environmental
studies for an Eagle Mountain
landfill. The project, however, is
on hold until late 1996 at the earliest.

W

Still More on Waste
n mid-May, a proposal to
locate a nuclear waste dump
in Ward Valley near the
Arizona border got a shot in the

I
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The Monterey Bay Aquarium
arm from a federa l report.
The Natio nal Acad em y of
Sciences report c oncludes that
the dump would pose littl e danger to drinking wate r suppl ies or
the Colorado River. The study
clears the way for the U .S .
Interior Departme nt 's decis ion
on whether to transf er the federally-owned 1,000 acres into state
hands for use as a dump for
materials with low radiation levels.

Environmentalists
Slam Calvert's Bill
on Mining

A

mming-reform bill by
Rep. Ken Calvert, RCorona, has drawn criticism from conservationists who
say the proposed law lets miners
off too cheaply.
Calvert 's bill would charge a
3 percent royalty on profits
gained from minerals on public
land, where no royalty is due at
present. Also, the bill would
entitle the government to sell
mineral-rich federal land for an
appraised market value, instead
of the current system that lets
miners buy such land for as little
as $2.50 an acre.
But critics say it's not enough.
Some
environmentalists
complain that Calvert 's plan
fails to recognize the land ' s total
worth , which they say should
reflect the value of minerals to
be mined there. Mining industry
proponents counter that the royalty provision covers the minerals' value, but the critics contend
that the proposed 3 percent rate
wouldn't raise enough to compensate.
Jim Lyon of the Mineral
Policy Center said Calvert's bill
merely preserves the status quo,
since it preserves the current
process for issuing miners the
titles to federal acres.
Lyon
believes mining supporters back
such inadequate measures to
sidestep a bigger issue-the need
to change an old law that allows
miners to buy land at give-away
prices.
In a news release, Calvert
said he will work to educate representatives and will conduct
hearings on topics relevant to the
proposed legislation . .&

Co11tm11cd From Page 47

stars, and anemones drape themselves over roc ks that they call
home A giant octopus w1th horn
and leopard sharks share this
inc re d ible world .
A surge
machine and wate r jets h1dden m
the ex hibit's rock-work wall s
main tai n the constant water
motion the kelp req u1res to
abso rb
sufficient
nu trients .
Divers hand-feed the fis h daily 111
demonstrations wh1ch include
narra tiOn by a guide a nd two-way
commu nication betwee n the d1ver
and the audience.

A Sence of Humor
That is All Wet
It 's hard to realize that there
are onl y about 1,800 Californ ia
sea otters le ft on Earth. A 55,000gallon, two-story tank lets visitors observe these playfu l cha racters-underwater and above the
surface. The California otters at
the aquarium have all bee n rescued, some as pups separate d
from their mother in the heavy
surf. One was a twin abandone d
by its mother (sea otters can onl y
care for one pup at a time), others
have been saved from oil spills or
have been inJured. They are nurtured and cared for until they are
strong enough to return to their
natural home in the bay. These
delightful creatures will eat up to
25 percent of Its body weight in
one day. They each run up a feeding bill of about $6,000 per year.
The1r undoing was their beautiful
fur which is the thickest of any
mammal in the world. They were
once hunted for their pelts, and
their population diminished.
Since the hunting was stopped,
they are slowly increasing in
number. They are a joy to watch.

food they eat Each, in its own
way, is a stunning beauty.

Pick Your Polson
Among sea creatures, poisons
and venoms are as varied as the
animals that use them. Fugu
puffers are poisonous to eat
because the bacteria 1n their bodies produce a toxin. Box fishes
secrete poisonous slime from
their skin to tu rn away predators.
Cora ls, ane mones a nd jellies have
special cells called ne matocysts
that fire tiny pOisoned harpoons
to help the m capture prey and
defend themselves, w hile flo wer
urchllls use poisoned pmcers for
the same pu rposes. Sharp s pines
a rmed wi th potent veno ms protect
li onfishes, stonefishes and foxfaces agains t attack. Sea snakes
and co ne snails use their venom
to subdue the animals they eat

A Great Deal
" Deadl y Beauties" is included
with regular aquarium admission
of $11 75 general admission,
$9.75 for youth (13-18) and
seniors (ove r 65), and $5 .75 for
children (3 to 12) and the disabl ed. The aquarium is open from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m . daily (except
Christmas). For additi onal information call (408) 648-48R8.

When You Go
Come early, wear comfortable
shoes, plan to spend the whole
day. Plenty of parking. Stop for
lunch at the excellent restaurant
on the premises, or you can get
your hand stamped and have
lunch at one of the restaurants in
the area.

Inland Empire Business Journ
Book of Li
on Di
You can prospect for new business enhance your ex1st1ng database
supplement your job search .. with Toplist, your prospects for success are
Interminably greater.
That's because TopL.st takes an exceptional product. the Book of Lists. a
puts its powerful contents to work for you 1n easy to use software.
NETWORK... WITHOUTTHE WORK
Toplist data from the Book of Lists Includes hst category, rank, company,
address, phone, a field to add fax numbe rs, contact person With title and
by which firms are ranked {revenue, number of employees etc.) Thes e
will be included if they appeared In the Book of Lists.

You can view and sort the data 1n alphabetical. zip code or lis t orde r, me rge
with your custom letter. the n pnnt the corre sponding mailing labe ls . With
Top list you can also export the data to your favorite s oftware package,
report and update. change, or delete existing records .

PLUS
Toplist 1ncludes a n unlimited Single-use r
license and free technical s upport to
registered users . The data is also available tn
ACT! forma ts ready for importing mto your
ACT! softwa re .
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
TopUst DOS. 2 MB of free hard disk space.
DOS 3.1 or higher, 587K RAM.
TopList Macintosh: 4 MB of free hard disk
space, 2 MB of RAM. System 6.0 or higher.
FOR FASTEST SERVICE

Call909-391-1015
or Fax 909-391-3160.
YES, I'd like to gain power from Toplist.

Name __________________________________________________
________ _______________________________________

Co~pany

Address:_______________________________________________

Deadly Beauties

How to Get There

The secrets of sea creatures
that use poison for protection or
to capture prey is offered in a special exhibit called "Deadly
Beauties" that will appear at the
Aquarium until January 1, 1997.
This display features more than
two dozen of the most poisonous
marine species on Earth. Here is a
rare opportunity to see many of
these animals outside the wild.
Most use potent poisons to discourage predators or to catch the

By car - take Highway
past Castroville to the second Del
Monte Avenue off-ramp directly
to The Monterey Bay Aquarium.
Grayhound buses are also available on a regular schedule.
Camolle Bounds is lhc travel editor

for Inland Empiu B11siness Journal
and the western divisoon of
Sunrise Publications.
If you have qucstoons, please
call her at (408) 779-3963.

C•ty/StateiZ•P·---- - - - - - ------------ -- ------------ -----Phone .______________________ Fax ---------- ------ -- -- - Payment
J Check
Cred•t Card# ___ __
Program For<nat
Disk S•zE'

::::1 MasterCard
U Visa OAMEX
--------- ------ ---------Exp _ _ _
U Topl s t DOS
::.J Topl1s t Macontosh
Q ACT ' {DOS & W1ndows)
Q ACT I Mac1ntosh
:J 3 50
::::1 5 25

Topl1st@ $99 00
Add sales tax@ B 5%
Sh•PP•ngand handl•ng@$3 50 _ __
Overn1ght delivery add $5 75
Total

Mali to:

bus1ness 1ournaI
llfL.A.IfD . . . .1 . .

---------305 Sacramento Pl.. Ontano. CA 91764
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Temporary Staffing Versus
Employee Leasing
Continu~d

most of their staff onto the payroll
of an employee leasing firm in what
is known as a co-employment relationship. Commonly referred to as
"outsourcing," the client company
relinquishes the control of all payroll administration, benefits, and
other human resource responsibilities to the employee leasing firm.
The service may be used as an alternative to hiring a full-time, inhouse human resources staff, and is
considered a cost-effective option.
For their services, employee leasing
firms charge a "service fee," usually based upon a percentage of the
client's total payroll costs.
Unfortunately, the emergence
of employee leasing firms has triggered a series of regulations in
order to monitor their business
practices. In several cases, the
industry has taken the initiative to
regulate itself through the National
Association
of
Professional
Employer Organizations (NAPEO).
Although, due to the continued rising abuse of workers' compensation
laws and health insurance, 13 states

From Page 25

(not including California) have
adopted statutes requiring general
licensing and registration of all
employee leasing agencies. In
comparison, temporary help services remain exempt from all Jaws
designed to curb employee leasing's abuse of workers' compensation; commonly known as "Modswapping," the process of switching workers' compensation modification codes.
Along with their financial disclosure and reporting requirements,
several bills have also been introduced to regulate health benefits
and the misappropriation of premiurns by self-insured employee leasing firms, known as "Multiple
Employer Welfare Arrangements"
(MEWAs). Although many bills
have been introduced to govern the
issuance of health benefits, none
have been enacted. .a.
Sheryl A. Jones is with AppleOne Service,
Ud. For furtbcr information on temporary
employment services, you may contact your
local AppleOne off'~ee at (800) 564-5644.
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'Ratepayer Revolt' Newsletter
Slams Edison
Continued From Page 8

leader in reducing air pollution.
national benefits derived from
being less dependent on foreign
oil, and the chance to improve
efficiency at their own power
plants, since most cars would be
charged at night when the plants
would otherwise be virtually idle.
Phone calls and a fax to
Edison's corporate offices in
Rosemead seeking a response to
Consumer Countdown's charges
weren't returned by the power
company.
Edison spokesman
Bernie Peters merely confirmed
that Californians Against Utility
Company Abuse is an old adversary of SCE.
Enacted in 1990, California's
electric vehicle program is part of
the state Air Resources Board's
sweeping effort to lessen vehicle
emissions. Besides being geared
to speed evolution of the EV as a
desirable product, the program
calls for phasing-in cleaner-burning gasoline, cleaner-burning
gasoline engines, and the use of

alternative
fuels
such
as
methanol and natural gas.
In a message aimed at media
sources targeted by its latest distribution,
the
Consumer
Countdown notes, "This is the
second of periodic updates you 'II
receive to keep you up-to-speed
on what's happening-and about
to happen-in the ratepayer
revolt against utility abuse."
Edison's critics quoted in the
May articles include California
Manufacturers
Association
President
Bill
Campbell,
Chrysler CEO Robert Eaton, and
Shirley Knight of the National
Federation
of
Independent
Business.
"We have no problem with
Edison providing the infrastructure (for) EVs," said Knight.
"(But), even if we account for
Edison's .. electric vehicles, the
utility could accommodate them
for about $25 million instead of
the $103 million (requested rate
increase)." .a.

For total protection,
rely on the first name
in security.
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UDC Homes Acquired for $108
Million Under Bankruptcy Plan
DC Homes Inc., developer
of projects in Corona and
Hemet, is bound for acquisition by DMB Proper!} Ventures LP
for $108 million. The buyout is part
of UDC's plan to file for bankruptcy
court protection.
In mid-May, Tempe, Ariz.-bascd
UDC reported that its Chapter 11
reorganization scheme had received
approval from two-third-; of its creditors. Under the reorganization. current holders of UDC's common and
preferred stock lose their invest-

U

ment~ .

76 Carpenters Parade
Detention Center

S

to

an Bernardino County sheriff's deputies cited 76 carpenters in early May for trespassing at a housing project in Chino
Hills. It was the largest such arrest
since the carpenters started picketing
throughout Southern California in
early April for better wages and ben-

efits.
Deputies, who were assisted by
California Highway Patrol and
Chino police officers, said the
protesting house-framers arrested
May 2 went peacefully by bus to the
West Valley Detention Center, where
they were cited and released. The
picketing had started around 7 a.m.
at a Centex Homes work site near
Butterfield Ranch Road.
The protesting by carpenters
seeks to lure non-union house
framers to JOin the ranks of union
construction workers.

Bramaiea California Files
for Bankruptcy
ewport
Beach-based
Bramalea California Inc.
filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy and plans to sell its
home developments in Southern
California, including Palmilla in
Menifee and The Orchards and
The Vineyards at Chardonnay
Hills in Temecula.
Bramalea also has built more
than 1,200 homes in Chino Hills
since 1987, and the Regency I

N

and II developments in Diamond
Bar. Uncompleted projects in the
Inland Empire include the 78home Rolling Ridge Village in
Chino Hills and the 104-home
Belgate in Walnut. Other planned
projects were another 300-home
tract at Chardonnay Hills and a
1 ,600-home project known as
Sycamore Creek off Interstate 15
south of Glen Ivy Hot Springs.
Bramalea will continue to
complete and sell homes while it
finds buyers for the projects.
Bramalea expects to purchase
warranties from a third-party
insurer to protect homeowners
who buy completed hut unsold
houses or those that have been in
escrow.

Leventhal, Ernst & Young
Plan June Merge
fficials . of real estate
accounllng
industry
giants
Kenneth
Leventhal & Co. and Ernst &
Young LLP said the firms will
merge on June 1. Terms of the
deal weren 'I announced.

0

Angeles, and New
Ernst & Young reportedly
become the "E&Y Ke
Leventhal Real Estate
headed by Leventhal's cu
managing partner, Stan
Ernst, the nation's secon
largest accounting firm, had re
enues of $2.5 billion in 199
Leventhal,
the
10th-larg
accounting firm, earned $1
million. Ross said Ernst h
many large corporate clien
with real estate needs, as well
a foot in the door in places whe
Leventhal wants to expand,
as China.
Ernst &
Philip
A.
Leventhal's expertise in
estate, an industry "that we
targeted for significant growth.

Keeping Up With the
"Smiths"

L

ast year, 1,858 peopl
with the last n
"Smith" purchased
Pl~ase &~ Pag~
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Nobody wants to put
callers 1on-bold', but...
. •. it happens.

[fiHIJ~~

~ the advantages of having

~~fMU.tJ~
1

on-hold':

Lynn Smith
B anking Officer

Chino Valley Bank
The Bank Business Banks On.
12808 Central Avenue • Chino, CA 91710
(909) 627-7316 • Fax (909) 627-2986

:1
:1
:1
:1
:1
:1
:1
:1
:1
:1
:1

Acquire greater name recognition.
Boost customer referrals.
Create greater awareness of company capabilities.
Decrease incoming call abandonment.
Educate callers about products and services.
Enhance your company image.
Gain a competitive edge.
Improve customer service.
Introduce sales and promotions.
Keep callers' interest centered on your CCJmpai1J
Maximize return of existing marketing investments

:1 INCREASE PROFITABLE SALES!

can 1-800-747-2&62 todlitl
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Contmu~d

home in California. That total
was followed by the 1,589
homes bought by people named
"Garcia."' Rounding out the top
five home buyers were residents
dubbed "Johnson, Lee and
Rodnguez ."
So a} Donald Cohn, ch1ef
executive off1cer at Dataqu1ck, a
fnm that momtors real estate
purchasing, financmg and foreclosure mformation nat1onw1de.
'"We u ually comp1le enous tallstics that cover solemn buslnes 1 sues,'" ~a1d Cohn. '"This
name list IS one of those goofy
thmg someone With a mce computer can do, so we can let ourselves have a little fun with
mformation. •·
Accordmg to Dataquick, the
Sm1th
pa1d an a\ erage of
S 193,000 for their homes m
1994, \\ h1le the Garc1as averaged $142,000. Although the
Lees d1dn 't buy as many, the)
pa1d on the average a whopp1ng
$243,000
for
their
new
dwellings.

Southern California Home
Sales Drop by 19 Percent
outhern California's housing market continued to
show signs of weakness as
sale dropped b) more than 19
percent O\ cr the fnst four
month of 1995, comp.ued \\ 1th
the same penod a year ngo
complied
from
F1gures
recorded deeds b) TRW REDI
Proper!) Data, a nat1onw1dc real
estate mformation company,
. how that from Januar) through
Apnl ju t under 50,000 smglefamlly homes and condommiums
sold 1n the six-county regiOn. All
siX count1es po ted a drop in
sales The large,t decllne-32
percent-was recorded m San
D1ego County, followed by
Orange County (30 percent),
Ventura ( 19), San Bernardmo
(18), R1vers1de (16) and Los
Angeles (11).
Entr) -level homes, those
priced at less than S I 00,000 and
that account for about 12 percent
of total sales 1n Southern

S

THE INLAND
EMPIRE'S ONLY

NEWS/TALK RADIO

NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR
LOCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR
LoCAL TRAFFIC EVERY
FIFTEEN MINUTES

lDI1
BRUINS
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builders borrowed S 1.2 billion
for real estate constructwn projects-11.5 percent less than 1n
the same month last year. The
figures, based on recorded mortgage
deeds,
show
that
California's volume of construction loans fc II by 25 percent.
Oregon,
Wa~hmgton,
and
1-lnrida also had dechntng volumes. In Colorado, Anzonu, and
:Sevada, though, demand for real
estate
l"OnstructiOn
loun,
mcreased h} more than 20 percent 1n Fehruar), comparrd With
a year ago. •

California, emerged as the least
affected sector of the market,
TRW REDI reported.
Real Estate Construction
Lending
Drops
By
11
Percent
ower home sales and
h1gher intere t rates have
dampened demand for
real estate construction loans 1n
many p.trts of the countr)
In a study of e1ght states,
TRW REDI Property Data
reported that
tn February

L

NICHE LEADER

~n~sthn tzel th~ country s toren..,,ef tn hot dog s,11es often you the l>e~t or both
worlds The fr~dom of ru,, ng your own bustness plus the sec"' :y of be ntJ
rt f n
acknowledged eader n the ran toad rdus•ry Frcm !he snn you II have 1 e be'lel u r

W

~arncd

expenence and the re1P«t our rt"putat Or" , ..ls

Take charge and work your own Wienerschn tzel when you qualify 'u ou: l.Jmtted Fr nch se
Ope-rator Progr m Witham ntmum of ~ 'i years or restaur,lnt or reLJ manage,.....ert expr
ence •nd surprls ngly tow sr.,t up caprt•l from S9 SOO SZb SOO you re on you· w•y For
more Information se'ld your resume- or letter of Interest or call Frank C yfe t

f800J 426-0036 Ext. 609 or 17141 752·5800 Ext. 609
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~I NEWS AM 1350

~-KCKC

KCKC AM Radio
1350
Inland Empire's CNN Station

CNN INTERNATIONALAND
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In the Coachella Valley
K·NEWS 1270 AM

"Southern California
Business Focus"
From 7:00pm • 7:30pm
Monday thru Friday
Features Discussions on a Variety of Business Issues
Recent Guests Include ...
• Congressman Dana Rohrbacher • Dr. Laura Schlessinger •
• Mark Victor Hansen • Darrell Paulk • Elizabeth Caulder •
• John Thorton • Sal Briguglio • Jerry Eaves •
• Senator John Lewis • Mike Schenker • Stan Statham •
• Mary Ellen Drummond • Senator Ruben Ayala •
• Robert Mondavi • Mary Scarpa•
For laformatloa Call (909) 391-1015

Wilson Picks TV
Host/Lawyer for
Air Quality Board
ov. Pete Wilson named
conservative telev1s1on
host Hugh Hewitt, who
ha defended developers 1n the
Cahfornta gnatcatcher debate, to
the South Coast Air Quahty
Management D1stnct's governing hoard.
Hewitt, 39, also helped in
forming two citizen task forces
to study au hoard regulations
that he contended were cumbersome. A former White House
assistant counsel to President
Reagan. llew1tt presently cohosts KCET-TV' "L1fe and
Times" and has his own show on
KFI-AM radio
The governor has one delegate on the 12-memher air
hoard, whale the Legislature and
local governments pick the rest
succeeds
Stephen
Hew1tt
Albright ot Riverside, the March
Joint Powers Authority director
whom Wilson declined to reappoint for a third term on the air
hoard.
Wilson's spokesman, Paul
Kranhold, pomted out that
Hewitt is a partner with the
Hewitt & McGUire law firm in
Newport Beach, specializing in
federal
env~ronmental
and
administrutive Ia\\. Kranhold
sa1d Hewatt is countcd on to help
cut through the red tape that
could dnve businesses out of
Californta, while still upholding
fair environmental protection for
residents.

four-year seats on the hoard,
which counseh Cal State offiCials on growth and development

G

Cal State, San Bernardino
Taps Banking,
Development Fields for
Advisory Board
drian Sanchez, a vice
president and regional
economist for F1rst
Interstate Bancorp, and Kasler
Corp. President/CEO Darrol
Groven are the newest members
of
the
California
State
University, San Bernardino
Adv1sory Board.
University
President Anthony Evans made
the appointments to fill vacant

A

Adn:m Sanchez. CSUSB Advosory Board

Sanchez, a 1979 university
graduate, has been With Fnst
Interstate in Los Angeles ince
1992, focus1ng on economic
analyses. He holds a master's
degree in econom1cs from the

Darrot Groven, CSUSB Ad• tsory Board

across the Inland Empire,
Toastmasters
InternatiOnal
announced its 1995-96 D1strtct
12 leadership team as B1ll
Cortus of Ontano, district governor; Judy Bailey of R1versade,
lieutenant governor-educatiOn
and trammg; and Paul Clark of
Bermuda Dunes, lieutenant governor-marketing.
Toastmasters,
based
in
Rancho Santa Margarita, 1s the
world's leading organization
devoted to improving ind1vidual
communacation and leadership
skills.
Ontario Dairy Industry
Veterans Make Bank
Executives
ith 34 years of ngncultural expertence
behind them, Frances
E. Bolliger and Lila Van
Ravesnwaay joined the hierarchy at California State Bank.
Bolliger became the hank's vice
president and manager of
agribusiness, while Ravesnwaay
took a post as administrative
assistant, said California State
Bank President/CEO Eugene D.
Bishop.
Bolliger
and
Ravesnwaay left their jobs at
First Trust Bank to join
California State, a full-service
hank with some S470 million in
a ets serving San Bernardino,
Riverside, Orange, and Los
Angeles counties.

W

Temecula ConstructionDefect Law Firm Adds
Hemet Resident

Groven 's career in construction and engineering has included managing h1ghway development projects, mimng, and environmental remediation. He 's
held engmeering posts with the
U.S. Forest Service and the
Transportation
Montana
Department.

R

A

Worldwide Manufacturer
Leaves Covina
for Ontario
RO Displays, a maker
portable trade show d1
pla}S w1th worldwide di
tnbution, has moved its corp
rate headquarters and manufa
turing plant from Covina
Ontario. Company owner D
Herold said the new Ontario sit
in the Safari Business Center
2084 E. Francis St., offers mo
space in an aggressive husine
climate.
"The company has gro
tremendously, having recentl
opened two new divisions," sai
Herold. "With the opening oft
S60 million Ontario Conventio
Center in the near future, maj
hubs for UPS and FedEx nearb
and the Ontario airport (term
nal) expansion, we feel that PR
has located itself very pruden
ly."

P

Perris Chamber Hires
Former S•n J•clnto
Ch•mber Head
erris Valley Chamber
Commerce has hired B1
Landon, a former head
the San Jacinto Chamber
Commerce and a veteran of loc
business circles. Landon, th
Perris chamber's new executtv
director, bas worked With tb
California
Association
Chamber
of
Executives
and
Chamber of Commerce. •

P

Toastmasters Announces
Inland Empire
Leadership Team
epresenting 1,400 community and business
leaders in 77 club

ttorney and Hemet re
dent Jerry A . Pa
JOmed the staff
Anderson & Kriger of Temecu
a law f1rm spec1ahzmg in c
truct1on defects and homeown
assocJatJOn cases.
Pnor to his new post, Pau
was the lone Temecula-or
attorney operating us a gene
prnct1ce. In private practice,
did contract work for Anders
& Kriger, which in turn spo
sored Paulk's efforts to coa
Temecula Valley H1gh Scho
students at a recent "Mock Trt
Competttion."

Jerry A Paulk
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The Essential Tool For A Successful Business

"Hot" Fun •
Over 100 Vendors • Food Court •
Music by Gross Prophet
Por more ltlformatlon or to plU'tlclpate,
call 793-2546.
Sponsored by KFRG, Budweiser, The Sun,
University of Redlands, Redlands Professional
Firefighters Association and Redlands
Chamber of Commerce.

Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce
27450 Ynez Road • Suit 104 ·Temecula, CA 92591

(909) 676-5090

"BUSINESS EXPO/MIXER"
Marriott's Desert Springs Resort & Spa
74-855 Country Club Drive, Palm Desert

3:00- 8:00 p.m.
CaD the Chamber at (619) 346-6111
to reserve space.

.-----ELA..SSIFIED-ORDER-FORM__ _
FAX 909-391-3160
FAX or MAIL

"The Fastest Growing Barter Club In U.S. Business History! "
2,000 +STRONG IN YOUR LOCAL AREA!

Category.

(800) 214-0399

o

Ad Copy: - -

'1 needed ahealthier

wav oilife."
Date(s) of Insertion : _ _

A

Moreno Valley Chamber of Commeree
"Good Businesx Builds a Beller Community ..
The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce Mossion os to
Promote, Support. and Educate our Busoness Community
Committees:
Ambassadors
EducJtion
Finance
Products & Services:
Membership Rdferals
Community Maps
New Business Directory
Networking & Marketing
S.C.O.R.E. Counseling
MFCU Membership

DISPLAY RATES : $70/i nch; 1 " min LINE RATES : $11.65/line ;
Frequency discounts
6 lines min. Avg 30 characters/line
available for BOTH display & line.
CONFIDENTIAL BOX
CHARGE. $25/insertion
Box II will be assigned by the
publisher Fill out form below in full . Use additoonal sheet of
paper for ad copy. Type or write clearly. All ads must be prepaid - no exceptions
Send check, M .O, Visa, M / C , AmEx
Deadlines· 20th of the preceeding month for the following
month

• Save Your CASH
• Put Your Excess Goods & Services to Work for You

"Hot" Pood •

join the Chili Cookoff competition or just
enjoy tasting the best chilis in the county

Get involved with the Largest Business
Network ing Temecula Valley!

Palm Desert Chamber's

Inland Empire Business Chronicle

Fire Muster Competition • Hose & Cart •
Bucket Brigade • Waterball Rivalries

The Temecula Valley Chamb<:r of Commerce 1> dedocatcd to 'crvong. promoting and
supponong the lot":ll bus one" envoorrnent "ith 5 (five) standong committees:
Governmental Affair,;, Education. Local Bu"nes,., Promotions, Mcmb<:r,;hip S.:rvtccs,
and \\ays and Means.

SEPTEMBER 6,1995

s
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"Hot" Events •

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Save This Date

g

n
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Amount Enclosed:
Name: _ __

Alliance

Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

USA

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
City, State: - - - - -

Legislative Actoon
Military Affairs
Publtcoty

Business in Action
Hispanic Business Council
Economic Development

Mon thly "Outlook" Newsletter Business Expo
Health Insurance
Educational Seminars
Chamber Office:
Opportunities 22620 Golden Crest Dr., Suit 110
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(909) 697-4404 Fax (909) 697-0995

Credit Card #:

Be your own bosst Work
as much or as ltttle as you
want. One of the fastest
growmg network
markeltng companies
EVER needs associates
now! Alliance USA has the
best products, the best
people and the best plan.
• BEST PAY PLAN
• HIGH RETAIL PROFIT
• REPEAT CUSTOMERS
• PAID WEEKlY

T

Experience

H

E

MARKET
p

L

A

c

Phone: _

Exp. Date: _ _ _ __

A

To Ma11 Th1s Form

Send to

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL
305 Sacramento Place
Ontario. CA 91764

Phone orders also accepted - Call (909) 391-1015

This is how.

Formula One
'\1 1lr ; ' <>",l'

CALL TODAY!
Alliance ( 90 9 )7 9 4 009 8

..,UI':•It rnl.,ll

USA

-

_

~-

E

A
M~~
.....

(909)794-0098

t'-eed ......1f

·uS Patent #4 3t5 927 by the USDA

You are invited to join the
Montclair & Upland Chambers of Commerce

September 30 & October 1, 1995
at The Market Place

Crest Lodge

~~~ntain Resort

nestled among tall trees.

business showcase at the

Corona Chamber
of Commerce

WISE ABOUf MAIL

Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,

Montclair Plaza!

Kitchens • Fireplaces
Cable TV • Heated Pool

Booth space is available on a first come,

AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages
Midweek Bargain Break Rates

f'l\c nnrs astn nur l'll~k wa.~
hnnl lntn u ~low hut tumpk fliiiJStal
~~h:m lh.· kanwcl lm)'fi let ~k.·'"·d
up mntl. uncltu cut through JlOf;lnl
rcgnlattnno; to rnak~.-· un ..:JT~clln:
llltUhn~

:'\lml)" postal t.:h.angt"slnt'--"r• nur
cllJllc L"' MUll ,growt~ in \\i..OIOllmn.
Often Huh.~ smur.l-r th ...·n th-= Pust

OOkc.
p-..·.-···j!,~~.......,... .,

Night with the Angels

p.m., Saturday, June 17, 1995
a Angels Vs. Chicago White Sox
on Sale Now- $7.00 & $8.00

first served basis, so reserve your booth early!
Chamber members - $500

Non-members $ 650

U yun n~.-·l'd hdp wilh a mull·
ing frnm 5,(}()() lu fi milllun J)kfXS.
"c can ftil:n l~ \'Ott

\\\.· \li.ll hdp tw•rt thm.tgh
the mal\" or .~tal n·gulatian""" to
M\l" ''~"'the moen nulm.")"J~il•l'-· ·
We scn·c husint,"MCR that mall
Ol'll'NkttL·rs. magazlnc". ptmnclfl,
Helfmalh.--rs. catn1~ or anrothcr
t~1-= of null I. Our etlRtnmns IN:"ndlt
from ,·:q,.,.Ticncc ""t' ha''-.. ohtaincd
rmm ·w urking \\1th the Post Offk'1.".
L..·t our wisdum h'"·lp you work
l'lii\Urtcr not hanlcr.

~' Southern California

Call for Reservations and Information ...

Call Montclair (909) 624-4569 or Upland (909) 931-41 08

(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418

for an application, or additional information.

23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325

U

~ 1Jintfery & ?Jailing Inc.

vvv-vJ

10661 Business Dr., Fontana. 92337

(909) 829-1949

FAX (909) 829-1959
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Jock Gerard Beazley, aka Jock
Gerard Beazley, Debra Jean
Beazley, fdba Jocks Place Auto
Electric & General Repair, 7967
Virtue Vista, Riven;tde; debts:
$197,596, a.-;.seL~: $186,163; Chapter
13.
Elvys Laverne Burdett, aka Jerry
Burdett, J. Burdett, Marlys Jean
Burdett, aw San Bernardino
County Imports, Inc., dba San
Bernardino Volvo, 29605 Solana
Way Kl3, Temecula; debts: $328,43R,
assets: $147,395; Chapter 7.
Philip Cafagna, aka Filippo
Cafagna, dba C & M Autobody,
1272 Apt. #54. Arrow Highway.
Upland, debts: $59,142, assets:
$28.146. Chapter 7.
Dennis Michael Cope, Diane Lynn
Cope, faw CR Information
Services, 435 West Ninth St. D7,
Upland; debL~ : $126,350, asseb:
$90,910; Chapter 7.
Gary Dean Corkhill, Dana
Francine Corkhill, fdba STY
Limited, 7549 Pasito Ave., Rancho
Cucamonga; debts: $126,573, as.<;ets:
$183,515; Chapter 13.

James L. Cribb, Bernice J, Cribb,
dba The Comic Room, 1364 Winn
Dnve, Upland, debts: $222,128,
assets: $155,600; Chapter 13.

Salvador Gomez, Brenda May
Gomez, dba Bill's Transmissions,
a sole proprietorship, 6305 Linda
Lee Drive, Yucca Valley; debts:
$146,867, assets: $58,295; Chapter

Elva Louise Crystal, fdba
Shifting Sands Gifts, Etc., 67-725
Yaqui Lane, Desert Hot Springs;
debts: $77,409, assets. $73,81 0;
Chapter 7.

13.

Richard Earl Davis, Clara Davis,
dba Prime Print & Stitch, 17820
Rtverside,
debts:
Krameria,
assets
$281 ,200;
$102,300,
Chapter 13.
Eric Jose Dorati, Alise Risica
Dorati, aka Alise Risica, dba
Design 2000, Design 2000 Garage
Doors, Moreno Valley Dollar
Store,
Sunnymead
Burgers,
Dorati & Associates, 22619
Country Crest. Moreno Valley;
debts:
$1,268,511,
assets:
$844,027; Chapter 7.
James Hugh Garoess, Linda
Eileen Garness, fdba Garness
Painting, faw Garness Industrial
Painting, Inc., 1550 North Cypress
Ave., Ontario; debts: $167,305,
assets: $215,695: Chapter 13.

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
NEW
$1,626,748
11

13 SFR'S FROM S73.9M TO S144.7M, AND I GUESTHOUSE
Owner: Del Webb Co., 39755 Washington, Bermuda Dunes, CA
92201 (619) 772-5345. Contractor: Donald V. Mickus, P.O. Box
29040, Phoenix, AZ 85038 (619) 722-5300. Project: Bonanza Dr.,
Grand Oaks Ave., Hunter Poinl Rd., Links Dr., Ryan Way,

Bermuda Dunes.

NEW
$1,830,087
56

NEW
$2,323,919
76

NEW
$714,707
84

NEW

.,

t111,312

15 SFR'S FROM Sil0 3M TO Sl38.1M
Contractor: Paul S. Harri~. 7700 Irvine Cent~r Dr., Santa
Ana, CA 92718 (714) 753-7737. Project 30415-30495
Summersid~ St., Murrieta .
DORMITORY BLDG
Own~r: Goldern Era, 19625 H1ghway 79. San Jacmto, CA 925!!3

(909) 654-5770. ProJect: 19625 Htgh"ay 79, San Jacinto.

8 SFR'S FROM S818M TO $134M
Owner: Barclay Homes, 2733 Pacific Coast Hwy., Torrance,
CA 90505 (310) 534-8272. Project: 28869-28914 Phoenix Way,
Sun City.
6 SFR'S FROM S87.3M TO $104 9M
Owner: Watt Reidential, 2716 Ocean Park, Santa Monica, CA
90405 (909) 694-0870. Project: 23180-23205 Twinflower Ave.,
Wildomar.

Source: One Step Ahead
phone: (800) 429-2220 or (714) 725-0711
Fax: (714) 642-7610

Michelle D. Green, fdba Drechel
Salon and Supply. 13111 Pawnee
Drive, Moreno Valley; debts:
$114,677,
assets:
$118,300.
Chapter 13
Richard E. Gronek, fdba Integral
Fasteners, 10330 Kimberly Ave.
Apt. A, Montclair; debts: $45,243,
assets: $265; Chapter 7
James P. Hegge, Sherry! E.
Hegge, dba Hegge Electric
Company, 46-325 Roudle Lane, La
QUinta, debts $210,489, assets
$199,150; Chapter 13.
Anthony J. Kealoha, fdba High
Scores Unlimited, High Score,
39817 Nottinghill Road, Murrieta;
debts: $86,140, assets: $46,050;
Chapter 7.
George Russel Klassen, aka
George R. Klassen, George
Klassen, Elaine Patricia Klassen,
aka Elaine P. Klassen, Elaine
Klassen, dba The Quail Crossing,
9430 Spruce Court, Hesperia;
debts: $78,700, assets: $69,630;
Chapter 7.
Stephen King Lower, aka Steve
Lower Sr., Jacqueline Rose
Vander Zwan, aka Jackie Vander
Zwan, Jackie Lower, aw Stephen
K. Lower Const., Inc., 22890
Kuna Court, Wildomar; debts:
$234, !51, assets: $28,560; Chapter
7.
Jose M. Maldonado, Rhonda M.
Maldonado, aka Rhonda M.
Robison, dba Bounce About,
24417 Via Las Junitas, Murrieta;
debts: $284,800, assets: $131,065;
Chapter 7.
Michael Scott Mariano, Julie Ann
Mariano, dba Mariano Masonry,
24334 Cahuilla Road, Apple Valley;
debts: $130,255, assets: $94,509;
Chapter 7.
Russel Jon Martlaro, Kathleen
Anne Martlaro, faw Las Vegas
Discount Golf & Tennis, 28190
Stillwater Drive, Menifee; debts,
assets schedules not available;
Chapter 7.

Randall S. Morin, dba Joy's Thrift
& Gift, 6918 27th St., Riverside;
debts, assets schedules not available;
Chapter 7.
William Michael Paslay, fdba Bill
Paslay HVAC & Electric, dba
Electro Aire Systems, 39593 Via
Temprano, Murrieta; debts, assets
schedules not available; Chapter 13.
Steven Andrea Plescia, Laurie Lee
Plescia, aka Laurie Lee Pote, fdba
Tournament Proper, dba The
Golfer Shop At Canyon Ctry Club,
fdba Steve Plescia's Golf Tennis &
Team, All Sports, 2701 East
Mesquite Ave
#11-189, Palm
Springs; debts: $410,113, assets:
$43,900; Chapter 7.
James Michael Reiley, dba Shutter
Concepts, 1090 South Eighth St.,
Colton; debts $260,000, assets:
$225,990; Chapter 7.
David Allen Sanders, aka David A.
Sanders, fdba Sanders Painting &
Wall Covering, Dave Sanders
Painting & Decorating, 15181 Van
Buren Blvd., Space 88, Riverside;
debts: $126,539, assets: $26,075;
Chapter 7.
Manuel Sandoval Jr., Josephine
Sandoval, fdba Palm Avenue
Market & Deli, 5660 Peacock Lane,
Riverside; debts: $253,247, assets:
$173,470; Chapter 7.
Siegfried A. Schulz, Karin A.
Schulz, dba International Thxi, a
sole proprietor ship, 27131 Shadow
Crest Lane, Cathedral City; debts:
$218,956, asset<;: $128,853; Chapter
7.
Jean-Ernst Simon, Luny Simon,
fdba Simon Medical X-Ray, 16910
Lake Knoll Parkway, Riverside;
debts: $312,303, assets: $286,490;
Chapter 13.
Utility Air Conditioning, Inc., 29865
Whispering Palms, Cathedral City;
debts: $380,360, assets: $0; Chapter 7.
Homer J. Wallace, Barbara A.
Wallace, fdba Wideload Escort,
4715 Wade Ave., Perris; debts:
$15,588, assets: $8,300; Chapter 7.
Western Enterprise Inc., 1
California Corporation, 8166 Via
Carrillo, Rancho Cucamonga; debts.
assets schedules not available;
Chapter 7. •
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Alpine Real Estate & Property
Mgt. 5521 Rtverstde Drive, Chino,
CA 91710 Mario Saravia

Doma Partners 795 E. 6th St. #M,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Donald
Chnstante

Handi Storage
Calimesa, CA
Mev en

Aguilar Pallets 17783 Santa Ana
Ave., Bloomington, CA 92316
Manuel Aguilar

F P C Graphics 2682 Market St.,
Riverside, CA 92501
F P C
Graphics Inc.

Happy Family Chinese Restaurant
4557 La Sierra Ave., Rivers1de, CA
92505 Yueh Fu

Inland Empire Gas & Smog 29
Rubidoux, Riverside, CA 925
Samer Masher

Arthur Hall 68487 E. Palm Canyon
Dr., Cathedral City, CA 92234
Arthur Hall

Floorshine 7115 Arlington Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92503 Sonshine
Building Maint.

Hensen Consulting 15646 Rancho
Viejo, Riverside, CA 92506 Davtd
Hansen

Inland Observer
#46,
Riverside,
Ampersand Communities Inc.

Assets On Tape 13024 Raintree
Place, Chino, CA 91710 Jamce
Mohlman

Fortune Silks Inc. 13802 Magnolia
Ave., Chtno, CA 91710 Fortune
Silks Inc.

Herrera Janitorial Services 9747
52nd St., Riverside, CA 92502
Javier Herrera

Insta Tune & Lube 4399 Ma
St., Riverside, CA
925
Vinatune Inc.

Bear State Container & Packaging
13546 Central Ave. #D, Chino, CA
91710 Christopher Peterson

Freetly Auto Glass 2772 W.
Ramsey, Banning, CA 92220
Charles Freetly

Historical Research Group 35382
Birchwood, Yucaipa, CA 91399
Clatre Teeters

Institute for Professional Sta
8561 Cory Court, Riverside, C
92508 Mary Brown

Bits & Pieces Gift Shop 1600
Tulag1 #A, Barstow, CA 92311
Rebecca Getty

Fresh Mint 2573 San Jacinto St.,
San Jacinto, CA 92583 Kendall
Smith

Hobie Building Interior 23944
Brittlebush Cr., Moreno Valley, CA
92557 Michael Bayless

Italiano
Productions
391
Roblyn, Riverside, CA 9250
Michael Falls

Bent Willow Entp. 1263 Wellwood
Ave., Beaumont, CA 92223 William
Haupin

Friendly Optical 1767 Richard St.,
Pomona., CA 91767 Rolando
Cod ina

Hole In One Donuts 15397
Palmdale Road #B, Victorville, CA
92392 Eav Chhour

Intelgem 5389 Riverside Dr
Chino,
CA 91710
Gear
Schuchard

Brady Electric 6713 Medford
Court, Chino, CA 91710 Michael
Brady

Furniture Recycling 68-929 Perez
Rd. #N, Cathedral City, CA 92234
Nancy Thomas

Hollywood Scoop Cafe 73-375 El
Paseo #F, Palm Desert, CA 92260 P
S Ventures, Inc.

Inter/Ex Products & Services 22
Griffin Way Ste. 105-198, Caron
CA 91 719 lsabelo Ramos

C & S Tool 1101 Lovell,
Banmng, CA 92220 Charles
Hazeltine

G & J Properties 8151 Auto
Drive, Riverside, CA 92504 Glenn
Moss

Holyland
Wholesale
3824
University Ave. #221, Riverside, CA
92501 Abdel Sarayrith

Inventory Disposition Servic
23080 Fisher, Perris, CA92570 Jo
Adams, Jr.

California Laminates 68-605
Jarana Rd., Cathedral City, CA
92234

German Shepherd Times, The
6162 Avemda Juan Diaz, Riverstde,
CA 92509 Kristine Hille

Home Inventory Systems 3410 La
Sierra Ave. #F150, Riverside, CA
92503 Thomas Murphy

Its About Time 72840 Hwy. 11
Palm Desert, CA 92260 Ronal
Schwartz

Chaney Entrp. 38 825 Elna Way,
Cathedral City, CA 92234 Chaney
Entrp. Inc.

Gero Psych Centers 3870 Las Sierra
Ave. #325, Riverside, CA 92505
Diane Dunne, Ph.D.

Hubbard Computer Sales 421 E.
State St., Redlands, CA 92373 H D
H Computer Sales

3615 Hoover St., Riverside, CA
John Zamora

Chatter Box Antique Mall 350 E.
6th St., Beaumont, CA 92223
Marsha Lmdborg

Glenwood Sw-gical Center 8945
Magoolia Ave. lf2f1J, Riverside, CA 92503
Swgicall'artner.> ofAmerica

Hwy 74 Tire & Brake 28751 Hwy.
74, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 David
Errington

J & M Auto Sales 14729 Van Bure
Blvd., Riverside, CA 92504 Micha
Stangeland

Cornerstone Products 12425 Mills
Ave. #A7, Chino, CA 91710 Donald
Gonzalez

Granado Investigations 5198
Arlington Ave. #169, Riverside, CA
92504 Michael Granado

Hy-Jinx Designs 11338 Kenyon
Way #B199, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91737 Marisa Terashima

J Don Plastics Co. 9365 Namia Dr
Riverside, CA 9250 Barbar
Scheller

Creative Ind. 68645 Risueno,
Cathedral City, CA 92234 Susan
Eaglin

Great Way Pets Control 6619
Rexford Drive, Riverstde, CA 9250~
Charles Johnson

Independent Data Services 501 W.
Valley Blvd. #68, Btg Bear City, CA
92314 Valerie Hood

J and D Electronic Services 663
Evelyn Place, Riverside, CA 925
David Wood

D & D Concepts 51655 Rtza Ave.,
Cabazon, CA 92230 Dwayne
Jackson

Gsp. Co. del Taco ~740 La Sierra
Ave., Riverside, CA 92503 Seyed
Hossemt

Indio Auto Wreckin 84-800 Ave.
48, Indio, CA 92201 Genard
Rodriguez

Jacuz Me 4360 Tenth
Riverside, CA 92501
McGinley

Dekeos Implement Co. 135 N.
Commercial, Blythe, CA 92225
Waymen Dekens

H & B Service Co. 13575 Barkley
Pl., Chino, CA 91710 Control Panel
Corp. Inc.

Info Capsules 5926 Copperfield
Ave., Riven;ide, CA 92506 Shailesh
Bhatia

Jazz'z 6276 Rivercrest Driv
Riverside, CA 92507 Kathlee
Peterson

Dollar Signs 30620 Avenue del
Yermo, Cathedral City, CA 92234
Jes.<;e Cross

H D R Leasing Co. 5954 Republic
St., Riverside, CA 92504 Herb's
Concrete & Asphalt

Inktek I.P. 160I Chicago Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92507 Inktek
L.P.

Jbk. Mfg. Co. 12480 N. Par
Ave., Chino, CA 91710 Jeffre
Brown

92320

In-N-Out Bail Bonds 3930 Mar
St., #530, Riverside, CA 925
Michael Esparza
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Jean Marie's New & Used 66:!5
Tyler St. #105, River.side, CA 92503
Jean Clonmger

Keller Peak Repeater Assoc. 4350
Milan Court, R1verside, CA 92505
Frederick Finke

L & M Stereo & Video 965 S. "E"
St. #N, San Bernardino, CA 92408 L
& M Electronics Inc.

M & M Kustom Auto Upholstery
9306 Douglas Dnve, Riverside, CA
92503 Joe Macias

Jeff Smith Builders 10450
Stover, Riverside. CA 92505
Jeffrey Smith

Kelory Co., The 15749 Country
Cluh Drive, Chino, CA 91710 Ervin
Wilroy

L J 0 Tile & Marble 10575
Robinson Ave .. Riverside, CA 92505
Larry Ochampaugh

Martin Jeffrey Kearns 30-li67
Bloomsbury Lane, Cathedral City,
CA 92234 Martin Kearns

Joe's A.C. Propane 485 Michigan,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Joseph
Fatigato

Ken Crosby Consulting 1126
Cypress Point Drive, Banning, CA
92220 Kendall Crosby

L P Transportation 9142 Shaddock
Circle, Riverside, CA 92508 Larry
Hopkms

Metro Communications 12140
Central Ave. #144, Chino, CA 91710
Haroon Karim

Jones Bros. Brakes 316 E.
Pennsylvania, Escondido, CA 92025
Scott Pastor

Ken's Lock & Key 3790 Van Buren
Blvd., Riverside, CA 92503
Christopher Ander.son

Lake Hills Nursery 2292 La Sierra
Ave., Riverside, CA 92503 Robert
Vigil

Most Versatile Products 12425
Mills Ave #A7, Chino, CA 91710
Richard We1land

K-9 Property Protection 1280
Highridge St., Riverside, CA 92506
Rohert Martinez

Kent H. Landsberg Co. 1180
Spnng St . Riverside, CA 92507
Sunclip;,e Inc.

Lakeside Business Forms 7670
Lakes1de Dnve, R1verside, CA
92509 Anthony Laurito

Moieocole 2677 Annapolis Circle,
San Bemardmo, CA 92408 Yvonne
Coleman

Karen Ickes 4689 Chino
Ave , Chino, CA 91710 Karen
Ickes

King Care Auto 3335 Arlington
Ave., Riverside, CA 92506 King
One Inc.

Larry Dean Wilson 5580 Mission
Blvd., R1verside, CA 92509 Larry
Wilson

New Computer Concepts 543 S.
Cherokee Cir., Banmng, CA 92220
Pao Ku

R & E Inti. 2780 Patterson Way,
San Bernardino, CA 92405 Richard
Olazabal

Kam's Courier & SmaU Package
Deliv. 3904 Douglass Ave., Riverside,
CA 9:!507 Luani Thuai

Kleenflo Env. Prod. 3769 Tibbetts
St. #C, Riverside, CA 92506
Kleenflo Env. Prod.

Laughlin Tooling & Design 909 E.
6th St., Beaumont, CA 92223
Patrick Laughlin

New Image 738 S Waterman Ave.
#C40, San Bernardmo, CA 92408
Zoraida Salinas

R & M Concessions 12366
Snappmg Turtle Rd., Apple Valley,
CA 92308 Patncia McCahe

Kcm & G Inc 3630 Park Sierra
Dr., Riverside, CA 92505 Kern &
G Inc.

Kwy Computer & Network Consult4846 Ain.~worth Pl., Riverside, CA
92504 Khen Wong

Linda's Tree Service 24721 E. 5th
St, San Bernard1no. CA 92410
Linda Harmon

Noyes' Bakery 341 W. Highland
Ave., San Bernardino, CA 92405
Larry Cooper

R & R Containers 276 Whipple
Mountain Rd., San Bernardmo, CA
92402 Rodolfo Gonzalez

Lipsitz Media Sys. 3485 University
Ave., Rivers1de, CA 92501 Jamie D.
Lips1tz

~ S Entrp. Inc. 235 E. Baseline St.,
San Bernardino, CA 92410 N S
Entrp. Inc.

R and M Eviction Services 4259 N
Raquel Court, San Bemardmo, CA
92405 Regmald

Little Diamonds Auto Sales 2284
Business Way, Riverside, CA 92501
John Livanos

Nutritional Health Center 407 E.
Gilbert #1, San Bernardino. CA
92404 Kemece Tillman

Real Deal 312 San Anselmo Dr.,
Big Bear City, CA 92314 Richard
Muro

Ljo 1ile & Marble 10575 Robinson
Ave., Riverside, CA 92504 Larry
Ochampaugh

Odds For Ends 10132 Alder Ave.,
Bloomington, CA 92316 R1chard
Sanchez

Reliable Construction Service
2260 Rialto, San Bernardino, CA
92410 Mike Opliger

Lockerbie Mfg. Co. 249 E. 3rd
St., Beaumont, CA 92223 Robert
Poland

Orange Show Motel 1280 S. "E"
St., San Bernardino, CA 92408
Mahendra Shah

Religious Community Task Force
1214 S Waterman Ave., San
Bernardmo, CA 92408 Phillip Powell

Loper, Skeen & Assoc. 11185
Magnolia Ave. #14, Riverside, CA
92505 Chris Loper

P G M C Partnership 2344 W.
Main St., Barstow, CA 92311 Joseph
Gee

Reoet Financiai-Silvertree Mortgage
20084 Red Feather Road, Apple Valley,
CA 92307 Steve Anderson

Louis Arriola 6264 Hamilton,
Chino,
CA 91710
Louis
Arriola

Paragon Property Maintenance 293 E.
Redlands Blvd #Al, San Bernardino,
CA 92400 Kevin Me Farland

Ronald Mesker 2555 Devore Rd.,
San Bernardino, CA 92407 Ronald
Mesker

L S K Enterprises 2505 W Foothill
Blvd. #202, San Bernardino, CA
92410 Lamay Kimble

Patricia Johnson 350 E. 6th St.,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Patricia
Johnson

Royal Enterprise 184 W. Club
Center Drive, San Bernardino, CA
92408 Cheryl Ellis

Lube N 1\me Express Plus 11850
Magnolia Ave., Riverside, CA 92503
Sandra Muir

Personal Computer University 1901i
S. Business Ctr. Dr. #111. San
Bernardino, CA 92408 Brenda Heldt

Salgado Dental Lab 4045 3rd Ave.,
San Bemardmo, CA 92407 Rodolfo
Salgado

M & M Computer Publishing
3941 Dalley Way, Riverside, CA
92509 Marion Turner

Peyton Inti. 6/l-095 Hermosillo.
Cathedral City, CA 92234 Maury
Williams

Samuel Oliver Nichols 6175
Mandy I.n., San Bernardino, CA
\12407 Samuel Nichols

I

I
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Pinnacle Home Loans 579 Paine
Road/PO. Box 2841, B1g Bear Lake,
CA 92315 Home Team Real Estate Inc.

Sao Bernardino Dental Group 575
W 5th St., San Bernardmo, CA
92401 John Peder.sen

Sat-Co. 397 W. Highland Ave. #B,
San Bernardino, CA 92410 Jose
Covarrubias

T. E. Deloss Construction Inc. 1
W. Main St., BaNow, CA 92312 T.
Deloss Construction Inc.

Pizza & Donut King 690 W. 4th St.
#C, San Bernardino, CA 92411 Ade
Andrawis

Shuttlecare Medi-Van Services
268 W. Hospitality Lane #104, Sao
Bernardino, CA 92408 Eli Tomas

Stat Medical Transcription 738
Kiener, Big Bear City, CA 92314
Myra Styles

Unlimited X Change 68720 H
111, Cathedral City, CA 92234 J
Litton

Power G Surge 1520 Bonita Vista
Drive, San Bernardino, CA 92404
Patrick Smith

Slick Custom 4290 N. "F" Street,
San Bernardino, CA 92407 James
Wharton

Switzerland Haus Bed 41829
Switzerland Dr., Big Bear Lake, CA
92315 Donald Watstein

W. B. Heflin Pumping Servi
13501 W. Hobson Way, Blythe,
92226 William Heflin

Priority Pagers 185 W. 40th St.,
San Bemardmo, CA 92405 Yvonne
Knox

Soak Stop 577 N. "D" St. #100A,
San Bemardmo, CA 92401 Brenda
Rendergrass

T LC Travel 18595 Seneca Court,
Apple Valley, CA 92307 Tommy
Collinson

Wendy Vaughn 966 Cameron
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 Wen
Vaughn""

Processing
Plus
1881
Commercenter East #lOlA, San
Bernardmo, CA 92408 Robert Barr

For the Best
Ent~epreneurs in

the Inland
Empire, This is
the Main Course.

Attend the Inland Empire I005 Entrepreneur Of The Year Awards Banquet and
share the moment as we honor the very best
in bus1ness
Join us June 15 at the Red Lion Inn 1n
Ontario and meet this area's most successful
entrepreneurs, along with prominent
business and civic leaders Learn hOI\ others
grow the1r businesses, e\pand your network
and share ideas with valuable contacts
Ernst & Young and national co-sponsors
[De magazine and Merrill Lynch, along 11ith
regional sponsors Sprint. The Desert Sun,
The Inland Emp1re Business journal. The
Press-Enterprise and The San Bernardino
Sun are proud to sponsor the sixth annual
Inland Empire Entrepreneur Of The Year
program For banquet information, call Mary
Nutter, Ernst & Young at (OQOJ 276-7270
See you at the celebration!

For luformatiou 011 How You Ca11 Attend,

Please Call909-276-7279.

Ell ERNST & YOUNG LLP

~Merrill Lynch
THE PRE.SS-E\TERPRI~E

en1.esun
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-Desert Hills Factor)
Stores, Phase 2, hohb ih
grand opcnmg, ncar!\
doubling the stu ol the C',tbazon
outlet mall to 106 tore
\ nn
'I II) lor 1oft. Ba:ss Compan)
Store. B.U M £:.qu1pment, I
Cre\\, 1 1z Cl,uborne, hkasa,
:-.;1ne
\\ est.
Rockport,
Tlmherl,md, and \ ,ms are .tmung
the ne\\ ten,mt In til, the nc''
stores cover 190,000 squ,trc feet,
indud1ng S outhe rn C'dltfornta
ne\\ comers. Burherr) \,(upscale
apparel
and
outer·\\ car),
Crabtree & Evelyn (hath and
hod) C(lsmetlcs); BOSE (stereo
and clectromcs), and l·ounders
Cluh (golfing .tpparcl).
- Bankrupt
Claremont
Auto Center moves closer to becoming the property
of
Cal
\\'orthington.
California's best-knO\\n auto
dealer. U.S Bankruptcy Judge
K.llhleen March orders makers
of G.\1(', Ponttac, Cadtllac, and
lzu~u cars and trucks to grant
franchises to Worthington, "Who

Chronic e

surfaced as high htdder for the
center last month '' llh an offer
of $1.7 mallion. The hankruptC)
prou•edtngs stall requirt· March
to
rule
on
uppeah
of
\\ orthmgton 's h1d to t,tke O\ er
the center.
B) a o3 percent
to 37 perl·ent mnrgm. voters 1n the
statt•'s hllth A"emhl) Dastrtct
unseat Paul Jlorcher, the fHst
state poltt1c1an recalled from
off1ce in S I ) Cltrs.
Horcher
.angered \Otcrs tn the Los
Angeles Count) dtstrict last
Dcccmher when he swtlched
from Repuhltcan to "Dcchne to
State " and provided the dectding
'ote to keep Democrat Willte
Brown as Speaker of the
Asse mhl) .
-A
sertes
of
explosions across
an open field in
Rt\ erst de County marks the start
ol
construction
of
the
Domenigoni Valle) re'iervotr b)

7

Metropolitan Water District .
When completed tn 1999. the
rescrvoH ts supposed to span
4,500 acres and hold 2h0 htllwn
g,tllons of '' ater. At the pl'ak of
dc,clopmcnt 111 J99h and 1997,
more than I ,000 people \\Ill help
butld the re~ervoir rhe )oc.ttion
1s an old farming area south'' est
of Hemet, east of \\'tnchestcr.
Calatornt.t's
1: m p I o ) m e n t
De\elopmcnt
Department releases ,1 report
putting the Inland Empire among
top regions nationwide for job
market growth over the last year.
As JOb volume 'itagnates in most
of the rest of the t.. S , Rtvers ide
and San Bernardtno counties
added 500 jobs tn April , the
report sap, and more than
17,000 non-farm jobs 'mce Aprtl
1994. However, the unemployment rate-which for the nation
rose to 5.6 percent last monthwa' estimated at 9.3 percent in
Rtvers1de County and at 7.'11. percent in San Bernardino County.

Groundbrcaking
rtte~
arc
performed for yet .tnnthcr gaming
operatton in the lnl,md Fmptrc _
the
long- planned
Pech<~nga
Entertainment Center on the
Pech,tng.t B.tnd of 1 Ulseno
Indian~' res cn at ion, south of
l'cmccul,t. Sc.tltng back origmal
propos,tls datmg b,tck to 1991
for a c.tsino complex "With hotel,
outlet mull, ,md golf course, the
Pechanga~ no\\ plan to develop a
gaming center th,at will feature
high-stakes btngo and cards.

EQUIPMENT, SERVICE,
AND SUPPLIES ARE
ALL INCLUDED.

~

Small table tops
P!J Mid-size units
pj] Large duplicators

Knott's Berry
Farm, Amertca 's
f irst theme park,
celebrates tis 75th birthday. A
working herr) farm as an infant,
the family-owned tourist attraction tn Buena Park has grown
famous for tis multi·sensOr)
trips tnto the Old West, cl.tsstc
thrill rides , live shows, unique
shops, and the 60-year-old Mrs
Kn ott's
Chtcken
Dinner
Restaurant. "-

2

At Deadline
Contmued From Page 3

resort up to building code stand.trds, Smith said
Smith added that the spa, wtth
1b healtng mtneral waters that
have dr,twn Hsllors dating back
thousands of ~ears to American
lnd1an user , \\.Ill stay open to the
puhltc from 8 am to I p .m ,
:vlonday through Saturda) . The
leased hutldtng now hous1ng
Tramps mghtclub wtll be remodeled and offer publtc Chnsttantheme concerts on weekends, he
said. Shakespeare's Pub & Gnlle
will move, po ibl} to the Adobe
Plaza in nearby Temecula, and w1ll
he replaced b) a malt hop.
Culvar) Chapel. wh1ch claims
to have 200,000 church members
withtn an hour's drive of Mumeta
Hot Spnngs, plan to hold conferences on such subjects a marrmge
and parent-child relationship ,
Smith sa1d Rooms in resort hotels
w1ll house participants.
Stnce hedenck Hugo "Bud"
Guenther sold the property in
1969, the resort has changed bands
several times w tthout achieving

financtal success.
In the late 1970s, O\\ner
Moms Shenker lost the pmpert)
111 bankruptcy court after allegedly
fraudulent
bustness dealings
to\ oh ing the resort. In the mtd1980 , the non-profit communal
group ''Ahve Polarity" ended tts
ftve years of resort ownership
\\.hen ~orne members' charges of
"'rongdotng hy foundatwn leader'
surfaced in court.
In 1990, o court-appointed
trustee took over the resort when
0\\.ner Pmneer Mortgage of s,m
Diego declared bankruptcy. In
May 1995, Ptoneer Mortgage
Je,tder Gar) Naiman started serving a six-year federal prison sentence for defraud1ng resort
111\estors and J,tUndcnng mane}.

Desert Hot Springs Casino
Develop r Accuses Attorney
General of Discrimination

N

ear the end of May, a
Desert Hot Springs ca~1no
developer f1led a lawsuit

chargmg state Attorney Genewl
Dan Lungren with ractal disc rimination and unwarranted delay' in
process1ng.
~1irage Springs Casm o Inc
seeks a court order to be sanctioned as a state gaming club,\\ 1th
plans for a 5,000- quare-foot card
room casino tn tandem w1th a 110ruom hotel at Palm Drive and 12th
Street in De,ert Hot Springs.
l ungren recently has pushed for
stronger regulatiOn of gambltng 111
Caltforma
In November 1992, Desert
Hot Spnng~ voters pa"ed two
measures 1n favor of the casino,
and the Cll) 1'sued co-developer
Chong Gil Lee a gammg perm1t.
Accordmg to the lawsutt filed 111
R1vers1de County Supenor Court
at Palm Springs, Lee applied in
January 1993 to register the club
\\ 1th the state Atlorney General's
office, but no action has been
taken despite a six-month maximum waiting period.
The sutt further alleges that
there are no legal grounds to deny

Lee and hts partner, lbrry Zavro ,
and suggc~ts that Lee's Astan
hackground i' a factor
The Attorney General\ Office
declined to comment on the
charges, hased o n the pending sta·
tus of the liugatwn A heanng"
set for June 16 in Supcnor Court

Job N ws Mixed
esults are mixed in the lat·
c'it report from Manpower,
Inc .. on job expectatiOns
for the summer.
In the San
Bernardino area, JOb losses are
expected to overtake staffing
g.tins in July, August and
Septemher.
Among company
respondents, 16 percent plan to
add workers, while 20 percent are
staff.
preparing
to
reduce

R

Employers 111 the Riverstde area
foresee moderate gains, with 23
percent planmng to recrutt and 13
preparing for staff reductions. In
the Upland area, planned job
gains and losses were both 13 per-

ABM also has:

•Copiers at Wholesale Prices/
Sales &Leasing
• Re-Manufactured Copiers
•Copier Rental Programs
• Low Cost Service & Supply Programs
• Discount Copier and Fax Supplies
• Plain Paper Fax Machines

----

Before you buy or lease another
copier Call ABM, "The Can't be
Copied Copier Company."

ABM

ADVANCED
BUSINESS
MACHINES
A factory authorized distributor

Serving all of Orange County,
The Inland Empire and San Diego County

Call Today 800/576-FREE
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A Bet

Your mommy wouldn't make you
walk around in your daddy's
shoes, would she~ ,\nd she
wouldn't dress you in
\\ hy would she take
his ba~g~' old jacket. ~So,
~·ou to a hospital for big people \\'hen she could take you to a hospital just for kids~
1la~·be you should ask her.

,\nd \\'hile you're at it, remind her that
Loma Linda Pnivcrsity Children's IIospital is the place for kids
to go-whether the~' need a bandage or a new heart.
So, if ~'Ou ever get sick, tell your mom you
want to come to the new Loma Linda
Uni\'crsity Chi ldren's Ilospital.
We're just vour size.

LOMA LINDA VNtVh' RSITY CH!LDRh'N ,S HOSPITAL
112.1-t .\ndcn.on Street • Loma Linda, C.\ 92.15-t • 909/825-KIDS • Phvsician Rcfcrrall-&OO/&i2-1212
Durin4 open enrollment. make sure you clwose a llealtllplcm tlwt includes Loma £inda rnit•ersity Clrildren :~ J/ospital.

